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Executive Summary
Second Fulton County – Kenny A Compliance Report – for the period beginning
January 1, 2008 and ending June 30, 2008.
Kenny A Lawsuit and Fulton County Consent Decree
On June 6, 2002, Kenny A., by his next friend, Linda Winn; et al., brought suit in
Fulton County Superior Court against Sonny Perdue, in his official capacity as
Governor of the State of Georgia; et al. The complaint sought declaratory and
injunctive relief for foster children based on alleged violations of constitutional
and statutory rights under state and federal law. Among the claims was an
allegation that Fulton County failed to provide adequate and effective legal
counsel to the plaintiff class in deprivation and termination of parental rights
proceedings. The defendants removed the case to federal court where it was
assigned to the Honorable Marvin H. Shoob, Senior Judge, United States District
Court, NDGA. On February 10, 2006, the parties settled the allegations against
Fulton County by entering into a Consent Decree which was approved by Judge
Shoob following a Fairness Hearing on May 16, 2006.
The Fulton County Consent Decree, attached as Appendix A consists of three
primary requirements:
1. Independent Child Advocate Attorney Office: establish an
office for the Fulton County Child Advocate Attorneys that is
independent from the juvenile court and is a division of Fulton
County government; this office must initially be staffed by
twelve full-time child advocate attorneys, two full-time
investigators and three full-time support staff.
2. Workload Study: a workload study conducted by the Carl
Vinson Institute of Government at the University of Georgia
to determine how to appropriately measure the workloads of
child advocate attorneys who practice in the Fulton County
Juvenile Court representing children in deprivation and
termination of parental rights proceedings, the result of
which will provide the basis for ongoing determinations of
staffing requirements for the CAA Office.
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Fulton County has complied with the first two initial requirements. The
Workload Study was completed and the County provided additional staffing
for the CAA Office to comport with the study’s initial determination of a
manageable caseload for each Child Advocate Attorney. The CAA Office is
currently staffed with one Managing Attorney, 15 full time CAAs (of which 2
are supervising attorneys with caseloads), three administrative staff, four
investigators and one MSW.
The analysis of reforms continues as the basis for determining the appropriate
number of cases per child advocate attorney.
3. Principles and Guidelines for Child Advocate Attorney Representation:
Fulton County Child Advocate Attorneys will abide by the Principles
contained in the Consent Decree which “guide the provision of
adequate, effective and zealous legal representation to children in
deprivation and termination of parental rights cases,” and the
Guidelines contained in Appendix A to that Decree which sets the
standards for CAAs and provides direction on CAA methodology to
achieve compliance with the Consent Decree. Appendix A also
contains requirements for Child Advocate Attorneys for Training and
Qualifications and the Role of the Child Advocate Attorney.
Much remains to be done to fulfill these expectations, but efforts to do so are
underway, progress has been made and significant improvement in CAAs’ legal
representation has been observed over the course of this evaluation period.
The Consent Decree remains in effect until Fulton County has maintained
substantial compliance with all provisions of the decree for a continuous eighteen
month period. Compliance with the Decree is to be monitored by an independent
accountability agent, Judge William Jones of Charlotte, North Carolina, who will
issue reports at every six-month interval following completion of the workload
study. This is the second such report which covers the period beginning January
1, 2008 through June 30, 2008.
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Executive Summary: Workload Study Recommendations
Internal and External Reforms
The Workload Study identified internal reforms for the Child Advocate Attorney’s
Office and external reforms for DFCS and the Juvenile Court that would facilitate
CAA Office compliance with the Principles and Guidelines specified in the Kenny A
Consent Decree. The workload study determined that the existing Child Advocate
Attorneys’ office lacked sufficient time and staff to implement the Principles and
Guidelines specified in the Kenny A Consent Decree and recommended caseloads
for the Child Advocate Attorneys contingent on the implementation of the
internal and external reforms.
Over the preceding six months, Fulton County has seen numerous internal
changes in the CAA Office; and some external changes by DFCS and by the Fulton
County Juvenile Court. While these changes have furthered the goal of Kenny A
compliance, the pace of progress for implementing the Workload Study
recommendations have been slow to materialize. The core building blocks for
implementing the internal and external reforms are essentially in place; indeed,
some of the reforms have been implemented. The remaining recommendations
for reform may require additional funding, further direction or negotiation by the
parties and the three affected institutions, financial pressure from the County or
procedural changes by stakeholders or entities not subject to the Consent Decree.
For example, recent changes in the guardianship laws and navigator program for
relatives filing for guardianship, foster parents bringing children to court hearings,
SAAGs confirming their client (DFCS) complies with all federal, state and Kenny A
timelines, advising their client (DFCS) to inform the CAA of all extra- judicial
events for the child, and DFCS compliance with the Notice of Change of
Placement law (OCGA 15-11-55(d).
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CAA Office Internal Reforms Recommended by the Workload Study
The following chart summarizes the recommended CAA Office internal reforms
and reported progress that have been accomplished to date.
Internal CAA Office
Reform

Vertical representation

Progress
Vertical Representation by CAAs established as a goal,
although not fully implemented vertical
representation has increased over the current
evaluation period; child case files are maintained in
the assigned CAA’s office;

Increase the number of and use of
investigators, increase other support
staff, increase number of attorneys
and establish pay parity with other
trial attorneys in the county

CAA Office Staff Increases: 16 CAAs including the
Director, 4 CAA investigators, 1 MSW, 3 support staff;
and several budget enhancements are still pending;

Improve caseload management and
use of case management software.

JCATS Deprived (computer software tracking system)
funded , installed and implemented; some utility
issues remain to be resolved, but CAAs are
documenting case file activity, hearing notes,
investigator referrals, court calendars and more
through the JCATS system; more training and a manual
are planned; also the county has provided laptop
computers for each CAA and staff; The CAA case files
are being converted from 2 prong to 4 prong case file
folders to enhance organization;

CAA Office Policy is in place but under steady revision
Child Advocate Attorney Office Policy and approval by the Child Advocate Board; recent
and Procedures, Child Advocate
revisions include redefinition of the client directed
Attorney Standards of Practice and
model of representation, a Conflict of Interest Policy,
CAA Investigator Standards of
Child Client Contact Policy and CAA Investigator
Practice
Standards and Policy;
Appendix H, I, J, L and M
Regular and specialized training on
child advocacy topics

Regular and frequent trainings for CAA and staff are
scheduled; Appendix G lists trainings completed
during the evaluation period and planned future
trainings;

Increase funding for and decrease
restrictions on client-related travel

Travel costs are reimbursed for child visits, witness or
party interviews when a county vehicle is not
available; and requests are pending for vehicles
specifically for the use of the CAA office;
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Developand Increase use of other
available resources

Reduced Caseloads, increased child
client contact, increased advocacy

Know Your Rights in Fulton County Juvenile Court, a
brochure developed by the Committee on Justice for
Children of the Supreme Court of Georgia, describing
the rights of children in deprivation cases is now being
given to the child clients during visits; Appendix E;
Agreement with the Furniture Bank of Atlanta to assist
families before the Court; Appendix F;
Appendix H, CAA Policy for Child Client Contact,
Appendix I is the CAA Motions Bank

DFCS External Reforms Recommended by the Workload Study
Fulton DFCS has made some progress in addressing the Workload Study
recommendations by more frequently providing the CAAs with current placement
information and having the children present for court hearings, but much more
coordination of these efforts is needed. There have been several meetings
between the CAA Director and the DFCS County Director in an effort to develop a
protocol for information exchange without the necessity of formal discovery.
Appendix C. Also the issue of private deprivations filed by relatives is being
addressed with the development of the Kinship Care Protocol and the navigator
program described in Appendix K. During the next reporting period, it is
anticipated the number of private deprivations filed by relatives will be reduced.
There is still a need for a protocol which addresses the child’s right to be present
at court hearings and DFCS’s responsibility to have the child at court hearings
unless the child’s presence is waived by the CAA. There is also a need for
increased notice to the CAA of non- judicial events affecting the child, such as: IEP
meeting, staffings at placements, self placement by the child (runaway), FTM or
MDT, etc. DFCS should also advise the CAAs in advance of any placement changes
pursuant to O.C.G.A §15-11-55(D). The CAA Director and the DFCS County
Director have established a positive and open line of communication to address
problems as they arise and there are CAA trainings and meetings to which DFCS
personnel will be invited.
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External – DFCS
Reform
Keep CAA’s informed of the child’s
location, changes in location and
contact information
Bring children to hearings on a
consistent basis
Permit CAA review of information
under DFCS control, and permit CAA
communication w/ third party
service providers under contract with
DFCS
Regularly include CAA’s in meetings
and staffings concerning the child

Progress
DFCS is not consistently adhering to this factor;
current placement information is regularly provided
but placement change notices are not being provided
to the CAAs or the Court as required by O.C.G.A §1511-55(D);
DFCS is not consistently adhering to this factor;
Appendix C contains the proposed agreement
between DFCS and the CAA Office for the sharing of
information concerning children in DFCS custody;
Both the CAAs and DFCS need to improve their
communication regarding meetings, staffings and nonjudicial events for the child.

External – DFCS Counsel - SAAGs
Reform

Progress
Court has established a policy for SAAGs to submit
Present proposed court orders to the draft court orders to CAAs prior to Judge signing the
CAA’s before submission to the judge deprivation orders thereby allowing CAAs 48 hours to
review draft orders;
Provide CAAs with reports,
evaluations, and other documents
This is an area in need of improvement.
prepared for submission to court in a
timely manner
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Juvenile Court External Reforms Recommended by the Workload Study
The Court facilitated a meeting where the SAAGs and the Child Advocate
Attorneys’ Office negotiated a process for presenting proposed court orders to
the CAAs before the orders are presented to the Court. Reports, evaluations, and
other documents, which will be used during hearings or tendered into evidence
are inconsistently provided to the CAA in advance of the hearings depending on
the SAAG. Some of the judges maintain they have discretion to exclude a child
from the courtroom, even though the child is a party to the action. The judges
have also upon request by the CAA granted some continuances for the presence
of the child.
External – Juvenile Court
Reform
Implement a “One Judge, One
Family” system

Improve docketing / calendaring
system

Modify court order process to
provide CAAs the opportunity to
review draft order
Affirmatively enforce a child’s right
to counsel as a party to the case and
the child’s right to attend and
participate in hearings

Progress
The Court has expressed interest in implementing this
model;
JCATS Deprived provides CAAs with access to the court
calendars, the Court has a published Order of
Business which provides for regular days for
“deprivation type” cases to be scheduled but there
remains some overlap with other types of cases and
the Court has maintained the 9:00 am and 2:00 pm
calendar system but has implemented “staggered
calendar calls” so that attorneys with cases in more
than one courtroom may make announcements in the
different courtrooms and coordinate their court
appearances;
Court has established a policy for SAAGs to submit
draft court orders to CAAs prior to Judge signing the
deprivation orders thereby allowing CAAs 48 hours to
review draft orders;
All deprived children before the court, have legal
representation but not all deprived children are
provided the opportunity to attend and participate in
their court hearings.
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Executive Summary: Monitoring Activities and Methodology
During this monitoring period, considerable time has been spent interacting with
County administration; Tom Rawlings, State Child Advocate; Tayo Alli, Managing
CAA; DFCS Director, Danette Smith; Fulton County Juvenile Court Judges and Chief
Administrative Officer; community child advocates and Workload Study team
members Karen Baynes and Mary Hermann.
Monitoring activities included:
 Development of objective performance measures and factors to be used
during court observations and file reviews;
 Courtroom observation of each child advocate attorney;
 Documentation of court observation;
 Review of CAA documentation in case files and documentation of results;
 Limited observation of CAAs with child clients;
 Review of CAA staff training and resumes;
 Review of Child Advocate Board (CAB) meeting minutes;
 Current case count activities and analysis of case distribution;
 Review of number and type of child client contacts by CAAs and
investigators;
 Review of CAA staff mileage and other case related activities;
 Review of CAA policy, procedure and standards of practice; and
 Recommendations regarding same;
The details and results of these monitoring activities are included in this report, as
are recommendations for further actions which may facilitate Kenny A
compliance. Following the Executive Summary is Section I which summarizes the
Kenny A litigation, consent decree requirements and the Workload Study case
count recommendations and Section II which reports further details of the
progress on both internal and external reforms recommended by the Workload
Study. Section III provides details of the current structure of the Fulton Child
Advocate Attorney’s Office, including staff qualifications, training, current case
loads and case activities for attorneys and investigators. Sections IV and V contain
83 specific measurements of the CAA’s legal representation obtained from the
court observations of the CAAs and the file review of the CAA case files. Section
VI contains a summary of the positive developments during the reporting period
and recommendations which will further Kenny A compliance. An Appendix is
also attached which includes documents referenced in the body of the report.
Appendix B is a chart relating each Kenny A Principle to the corresponding CAA
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Guidelines found in Appendix A of the Consent Decree and also relating to the
measurement categories in the File Review and Court Observation.

Executive Summary: Court Observation and File Review
For the current reporting period, court observations of the CAA actions made
performance measures across three broad categories for a total of 32
measurement factors. During the file review, performance was measured across
6 broad categories containing a total of 51 factors. These court observations and
the corresponding file reviews were completed on 36 CAA case files involving 68
child clients and 12 CAAs. Three case files per CAA were reviewed.
For court observation the three broad categories were:
 Trail Skills;
 Advocacy Skills; and
 Legal Policy and Procedure Skills.
For the file review the six broad categories were:
 Documents In File;
 Reports;
 Case Notes;
 Case Activity Log;
 Attorney Hearing Notes; and
 Child Interview.
Each of the above broad categories, contains subcategories with a list of possible
CAA actions or factors to be considered in reference to that category. Some CAA
actions or factors on the list will not be “appropriate and necessary” in each and
every case. The “list” in each category is meant to provide a framework, guidance
and objective criteria for the court observer’s evaluation of the CAA actions in a
particular case. The “list” is not meant to supplant or usurp the individual trial
techniques of each CAA, the established CAA office policy and procedures or in
any way diminish the client- directed objectives of each case. The Fulton County
CAA Office has established policies and procedures which mandate certain CAA
actions during court hearings and file documentation when the CAA is confronted
with particular issues, such as: conflict of interest, presence of the child in the
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courtroom, reasonable efforts, continuances, child client contact prior to
hearings, referral to investigations and others. Where applicable, the Fulton
County CAA policy requirements, the Kenny A Consent Decree mandates and for
purposes of reference to best practices only, the American Bar Association
Standards of Practice for Lawyers Who Represent Children in Abuse and Neglect
Cases is also referenced.
Each category is rated:

4 – excellent “superior”;
3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”;
2 - needs improvement;
1 – unsatisfactory; or
0 - not applicable.

Additionally, in reference to each category, CAA actions should always be
consistent with the client- directed model of representation; and should be
 “appropriate and necessary” to protect the child’s legal interest;
 promote the child’s position and permanency objective(s) for the case;
 the CAA’s theory of the case; and
 CAA’s trial strategy.
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The following charts provide a summary of the results of the court observations
and file reviews. For each category, the percentage of cases which met the
standard of “3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous” is reported.
Court Observation –
Trial Skills
1

Service Confirm to Legal Parties

2

Continuance Issues

3

Opening State (Theory of Case)

4

Closing Argument

5

Cross Examination

6

Direct Examination

7

Objections

8

Pleadings and Motions by CAA

9

Handling of Expert Witness

10

Handling of Doc / Photo Evidence

11

Overall level - Active Part.

12

Child Present at Ct or Not

13

Court Informed Child's Position

4

3.5

3

2
2
4
4
4
3

2

6
3
10
6
14
9
4
14
2
18
12
12
13

2
3
11
4
5

2
6

2.5

5
6

9

2

1.5

1

0

4
6
11
8
12
7
10
6

6
6

2
4
4
4

14
15
2

13
11
14
16

14

6

4
11
8
6
34
6
2
0
2

%
Satisfactory +

45%
24%
41%
36%
62%
72%
14%
53%
100%
70%
68%
44%
53%

The Fulton CAAs showed strengths in several areas of trial skills: Cross
Examination, Direct Examination, Handling Expert Witness and Handling
Evidentiary Issues with Documents and Photographs. The Fulton CAAs also
showed increasing strength as an overall active participant in the litigation. The
Fulton CAAs have several areas which need improvement: most notably issues
relating to Service Confirmation to Legal Parties, Continuance Issues, Opening
Statements, Closing Argument, Objections, and appropriately handling the child’s
presence at Court.
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Court Observation –
Advocacy Skills

4

3

Demo. Knowledge Case Facts

3
8
6
3
4
3
4
4
4

8
14
3
6
14
8
9
12
9
10
8
21

Demo. Knowledge Case History

6

16

14

Case Plan Issues / Amendments

15

Visitation Schedule /Issues

16

Diligent Search

17

Reasonable Efforts

18

DFCS / Parent Compliance Iss.

19

Child's School / Ed. Needs

20

Child's medical needs

21

Child's mental health needs

22

Referrals to Resources, Programs

23

Advocated for Service needs

24

Negot / Mediation Participation

25
26

3
2

3.5

2.5

2

5

19
8
3
10
14
2
4
6
14
18
10
4

9

3

3

3

1.5

1

0

5

4
14
18
6

2
0
12
3

%
Satisfactory +

10
17
14
10
4
14
2

32%
44%
12%
27%
61%
53%
63%
72%
46%
43%
54%
73%

2

64%

The Fulton CAAs showed strengths in several areas of advocacy for the child
client: Monitoring DFCS and Parental Compliance with Court Orders, Advocating
for the Child's Medical Needs, and Advocating for the Child's Mental Health
Needs. The high scores for CAAs demonstrating knowledge of case facts and case
history also indicates the CAAs are actively investigating their deprivations cases.
The Fulton CAAs also have areas which need improvement, most notably issues
related to case planning and recommending amendments to the Case Plan and
attention to the importance of and the many advocacy opportunities related to
diligent search and reasonable efforts.
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Court Observation –
Legal, Policy and Procedure Skills
27

Case Timelines Issue

28

Placement Info. current and
change

29

Appeal Issues Reserved on Rec

30
31

Conflict of Interest Demo. Knowledge Juv. Ct. Proc.
Demo. Knowledge Fed. / State
Law

32

4

3.5

4

3

3

2.5

2

1.5

0

11

9

18%

3

0

55%
25%
100%
72%
73%

4

11

16

11

2
3
23

6
9

28
33
4

19

8

6

2

%

1

Satisfactory +

The Fulton CAAs showed strengths in several of the areas related to legal issues
and knowledge of policy and procedures in deprivation cases. The lower scores in
the Case Timeline Issue, Placement Information (both current and placement
changes) and Appeal Issues Reserved categories could be remedied through
internal CAA policy for the Case Timeline Issue and Appeal Issues; and by
establishing a protocol with DFCS as to the Placement Information category.
File Review –
Documents In File (reviewed?)

4

3.5

3

2.5

32
35
16
26
30
22

1

Complaint -Safe Keeping

2

Petition (s)

3

Motion (s)

4

PCH Order -

5

Formal Order

6

Cont. Order – comply w/ policy?

6a

Cont. Order – comply w/ Court
policy? CAA raise issue?

4

7

Other ( Legit, Guard, Review)

12

2

2
6
3

1.5

%%

1

0

Satisfactory +

2

2
1
18
3
2
14

94 %
100%
88%
78%
88%
100%

14

18 %

24

100%

1
1

18

The Fulton CAAs showed all satisfactory scores in having the necessary documents
in the CAA case file with the exception of appropriately worded continuance
orders. The CAAs are encouraged to develop a continuance policy which reduces
unnecessary delays in the child’s permanency and to support the Court’s
continuance policy.
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File Review –
REPORTS

4

3.5

3

2.5

2

4

11

8

Case Plan - timely?, relevant?

4

12

9

Psych Eval / Developmental

10

School Records

11

Medicals

12

Photos / Video / Police Report

5
4
3
2

13

Drug Screens

14

DFCS Court Report / FTM/ MDT

12
15
7
6
8
11

7

7
6
6

1.5

1
3
6

13

0

%
Satisfactory +

5

52%

9
11
14
30
15
18

63%
76%
46%
100%
38%
42%

The Fulton CAAs showed strengths in several of the areas: CAA case files
containing psychological or developmental evaluations, school records and where
available photos, video and the police report.
The Fulton CAAs have several areas which need improvement. Most notably CAA
case files did not contain Case Plans, medical information for the child, affirmative
documentation that there were not any outstanding medical issues, drug screens
on the parents, DFCS Court Reports, and Family Team Meeting or
Multidisciplinary Team Meeting information or notes.
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File Review –
CASE NOTES
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

4

Attorney Hearing Notes
(Present in file)
Placement Information / Change
of Placement
Releases for Information – parent
/ child if needed
CCFA
Referrals to Resources OR
Programs
Investigator Referral by CAA – CAA
policy and form
Indications of Investigations (CAA
or Staff) – Witness Interview
forms
Indications of non judicial events
for child or notes from event

24

Appeal Considered

25

Conflict of Interest Analysis

3.5

3

2.5

2

34

2

23

12

1.5

1

0

%
Satisfactory +

94%
1

65%

9

27

0%

15

13

8

53%

14

9

10

65%

9

8

17

52%

26

10

2

12

14

1

3

72%
8

50%

3

32

100%

5

31

16%

The Fulton CAAs case notes were a strength in the file review documentation with
the exception of CAA’s affirmatively documenting Conflict of Interest Analysis and
CAAs obtaining valid Releases of Information for the parents and for the child
which would expedite the CAA’s investigations of the case. Both of these deficits
could easily be corrected with internal CAA office policy and conflict analysis
being reported in the CAA’s monthly reports to the Federal Monitor.
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File Review –
Case Activity Log – CAA Policy
26
27
28
29
30

Staffings w/ DFCS, SAAGs, attys,
service providers, relatives,
parties
Negotiations / Mediations
CASA Collaboration
Case Contacts – record id and
content of contact
Discovery issues, motions or
requests made

4
6

3.5

3
6

2.5

2

1.5

1

21

7
6
8

13
2

10

0

%
Satisfactory +

3

36%

29
30

100%
100%

5

68%

Pending office wide policy

The Fulton CAAs “case activity log” in the case files were a strength in the file
review documentation with the exception of CAA’s affirmatively documenting
staffings or meetings with DFCS, other attorneys, service providers, relatives, or
other parties. This deficit could easily be corrected with internal CAA office
policy for documenting staffings or meetings both in the CAA case file and in the
CAA’s monthly reports to the Federal Monitor.
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File Review –
Attorney Hearing Notes
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

46

4

3.5

9

Legible
Pre-trial Actions (w/ judge or
attys, parties, child, casemanager,
witnesses)
Type of Hearings Identified –
timely?
Documents Legal Party Present
for Hearing; confirm service
Continuance Issues?“compelling
reason”, effect on child objective?
Opening Statement (Child’s
Position)
Closing Argument (Child’s
Position)
Reasonable Efforts? Sufficient /
Challenged? Ct order finding?
Records Documents Admitted and CAA position of admission
Records Witnesses Testimony
Records Motions – oral or written,
CAA Position and Ct Ruling
Records Objections made by CAA,
responded to by CAA and Ct’s
Ruling
Records Court Order, Next Hg
Date
Monitoring of Court Order, Issues
of Compliance by Parent, DFCS
Documents Services received /
needed – who requested what,
status of services, timeframe
Based on Attorney Hearing Notes
would you know what happened
at hearing, the next steps for each
party and CAA

3

2.5

2

24

3

7

2

1.5

1

0

%
Satisfactory +

92%
27

77% or
19%

36
2

16

0%
18

16

6

9

24

10

20

3

1

73%
25%

6

50%

1

28%

4

9

13

9

5

71%

3

16

14

3

58%

8

11

17

42%

5

9

16

50%

13

23

36%

11

25

31%

18

7

21

15

8

4

14

6

3

16

50%

3

3

The content of the Fulton CAAs “attorney hearing notes” were much improved
from the prior reporting period. Some the low scores shown above may be the
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79%

58%

result of ineffective file documentation rather than ineffective legal
representation. Areas in need of improvement which also will have substantial
effect on the quality of the child’s legal representation include: CAAs maximizing
the Opening Statement; advocating through the use of “reasonable efforts”;
Monitoring DFCS and parental compliance with the Court’s orders and using
motions to achieve the child’s objective.

File Review –
Child Interview

4

3.5

3

2.5

2

1.5

1

0

%
Satisfactory +

47

Ch Position on Case – objective,
legal counseling by CAA

5

11

16

4

44%

48

Number and Length of Contacts

8

19

8

1

75%

49

Explain Court Process, CAA Role,
Child Rights, Child Attending Hg

2

9

24

1

30%

50

Atty/ Cl Rel

4

7

51

Child’s quality of life issues while
in out of home placement

10

25

31%
14

12

27%

The number, length and location of the Fulton CAAs contact with the child client is
greatly improved from the prior reporting period. The content and subsequent
documentation in the CAA case file of the client contact is an area which requires
further improvement. Given the Fulton CAAs’ “client directed” model of legal
representation the content and quality of the child client contact is paramount
and should be thoroughly documented in the case file.
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Executive Summary: Current Case Counts
During the current reporting period, the Fulton CAAs continued to have difficulty
in identifying an exact point in time case count for each CAA and an accurate list
of the names of the child clients for each CAA. With the full implementation of
JCATS Deprived and greater CAA documentation this issue should improve during
the next evaluation period. Despite there being some uncertainty or
contradiction in the case counts provided by the CAA Office, there have been only
minor average CAA caseload reductions since the last report. Overall, the
individual caseloads between CAAs range from a high of 193 cases to a low of 88
cases with the average caseload per CAA being 126 cases. The average number of
126 cases exceeds the Workload Study recommendations even for the best
scenario where all internal and external reforms having being implemented.
Fulton County has resolved some internal and external reforms but all the
reforms have not been completed. Based on the Workload Study the Fulton CAA
Office recommended caseload per CAA falls somewhere in the middle of 80 and
100 cases per CAA. Clearly additional resources will be needed to fulfill the
requirements of the Kenny A Consent Decree.
Systemic Reforms
No Reforms Internal or External
Internal CAA Office
Reforms Only
Internal CAA Office
Reforms and External
Reforms (Court and
DFCS)

CAA Case Count Recommendations from
Workload Study
80 cases per CAA
100 cases per CAA

120 cases per CAA
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SUMMARY OF LITIGATION, CONSENT DECREE
REQUIREMENTS and WORKLOAD CASE COUNT
RECOMMENDATIONS
On June 6, 2002, Kenny A., by his next friend, Linda Winn; et al., brought suit in
Fulton County Superior Court against Sonny Perdue, in his official capacity as
Governor of the State of Georgia; et al. The complaint sought declaratory and
injunctive relief based on alleged violations of constitutional and statutory rights
under state and federal law. Among the claims was an allegation that Fulton
County failed to provide adequate and effective legal counsel to the plaintiff class
in deprivation and termination of parental rights proceedings. The defendants
removed the case to federal court where it was assigned to the Honorable Marvin
H. Shoob, Senior Judge, United States District Court, NDGA. On February 10, 2006,
the parties settled the allegations against Fulton County by entering into a
Consent Decree which was approved by Judge Shoob following a Fairness Hearing
on May 16, 2006.
The Fulton County Consent Decree, attached as Appendix A consists of three
primary requirements:
1. Independent Child Advocate Attorney Office: establish an
office for the Fulton County Child Advocate Attorneys that is
independent from the juvenile court and is a division of
Fulton County government; this office must initially be
staffed by twelve full-time child advocate attorneys, two fulltime investigators and three full-time support staff.
Fulton County complied with these initial requirements
2. Workload Study: a workload study conducted by the Carl Vinson Institute
of Government at the University of Georgia to determine how to
appropriately measure the workloads of child advocate attorneys who
practice in the Fulton County Juvenile Court representing children in
deprivation and termination of parental rights proceedings, the result of
which will provide the basis for ongoing determinations of staffing
requirements for the CAA Office.
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The Workload Study was completed in June 2007 and the Count provided
additional staffing for the CAA Office to comport with the study’s initial
determination of a manageable caseload for each Child Advocate Attorney.
Since then additional staff have been added and the CAA Office currently has
one Managing Attorney, fifteen full time CAAs (including two supervising
attorneys with caseloads), three administrative staff, four investigators and
one MSW.
The analysis of reforms will continue to determine the appropriate number of
cases per child advocate attorney.
3. Principles and Guidelines for Child Advocate Attorney Representation:
Fulton County Child Advocate Attorneys will abide by the Principles contained
in the Consent Decree which “guide the provision of adequate, effective and
zealous legal representation to children in deprivation and termination of
parental rights cases,” and the Guidelines contained in Appendix A to that
Decree which sets the standards for CAAs and provides direction on CAA
methodology to achieve compliance with the Consent Decree. Appendix A
also contains requirements for Child Advocate Attorneys for Training and
Qualifications and the Role of the Child Advocate Attorney.
As to requirement #3 above, much remains to be done to fulfill these
expectations, but efforts to do so are underway, progress has been made and
significant improvement in CAAs’ legal representation has been observed over the
course of this evaluation period.
The Consent Decree remains in effect until Fulton County has maintained
substantial compliance with all provisions of the decree for a continuous eighteen
month period. Compliance with the Decree is to be monitored by an independent
accountability agent, Judge William Jones of Charlotte, North Carolina, who will
issue reports at every six-month interval following completion of the workload
study. This is the second such report which covers the period beginning January
1, 2008 through June 30, 2008.
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The Consent Decree articulated the legal representation expectations of the CAAs
by reference to Ten “Principles” listed below. These 10 Principles are defined
with greater specificity in the “Guidelines for Fulton County Child Advocate
Attorneys” which are attached to this Report as Appendix A.
PRINCIPLES – As stated in the Kenny A Consent Decree
The parties to this Consent Decree agree that the following principles guide the
provision of adequate, effective and zealous legal representation to children in
deprivation and termination of parental rights cases. These principles are not
separately and independently enforceable under the terms of this Consent
Decree.
1. Class member children are entitled to receive adequate, effective, and zealous legal
representation at all stages of deprivation and termination of parental rights
proceedings throughout the time they are subject to the jurisdiction of the Fulton County
Juvenile Court.
2. Child advocate attorneys should perform the basic tasks any trial lawyer would,
including obtaining all court filings, attending all court appearances, filing motions, and
being an active participant in all hearings and settlement discussions.
3. Child advocate attorneys should establish an attorney-client relationship and maintain
that relationship throughout the duration of the representation.
4. Child advocate attorneys should investigate all cases through formal and informal
discovery and other means, including updated investigations before all review hearings
and other stages of a deprivation case.
5. Child advocate attorneys should be aware of all staffings, administrative reviews, family
team meetings, special education conferences, and all other non-deprivation
proceedings involving the child and should attend such meetings to the extent that the
child advocate attorney, in the exercise of considered professional judgment, deems
necessary or desirable.
6. Child advocate attorneys should advocate for the service needs of their clients and their
client's families to further their client's safety, permanency, and well-being.
7. Child advocate attorneys should monitor their clients' status between court
appearances, including the implementation of Juvenile Court orders benefiting their
clients, the case plan, and issues relating to clients' foster care placement.
8. Child advocate attorneys should raise issues of DFCS's non-compliance with court orders,
or other issues of concern, with appropriate decision-makers, including if necessary the
Juvenile Court through appropriate motion practice.
9. Child advocate attorneys should file appeals when necessary and participate in appeals
filed by DFCS or parents.
10. Child advocate attorneys should attend to the possibility of conflicts and resolve them.
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CASE COUNT STANDARD: SUMMARY OF WORKLOAD STUDY
RECOMMENDATIONS
Also required by the Consent Decree was a Workload Study to be designed and
completed by the Carl Vincent Institute of Government at the University of
Georgia, under the direction of Karen Baynes, former Associate Judge for the
Fulton County Juvenile Court. The Study concluded that the appropriate CAA
caseload given existing internal and external conditions as of June 25, 2007,
would be 80 cases per attorney. It went on, however, to state that if specified
“solely internal office reforms” were made by the CAA Office, including a
computerized case management system, increased training of CAAs,
implementation of a vertical representation model, additional investigators, and
the ability of CAAs to be reimbursed for the use of their own vehicles to visit with
their clients, then each CAA would be more efficient and “should maintain a point
in time caseload of no more than 100 cases.”
The Workload Study further opined that if certain external reforms or
improvements in practice were made by the Fulton County Juvenile Court and by
the Fulton County Department of Family and Children’s Service (DFCS), the
appropriate caseload per CAA could be 120 cases.
Among the recommended reforms for the Court were implementation of a one
judge-one family system, and a more consistent and predictable scheduling
system that maximizes in-court and out-of-court time for the CAA’s.
A time -certain calendaring process (a specific and unique time setting for each
case) as opposed to the current process of morning and afternoon dockets that
require attorneys to remain in or around the courtroom until their case or cases
are concluded and inconvenience witnesses, parents, foster parents, and children
is also recommended. Time-certain calendaring would also obviate the need for a
calendar call at the commencement of each morning and afternoon session, and
would create an estimated 30 – 60 minutes of additional trial time per day in each
court. These calendaring changes would increase the likelihood that the County
can successfully satisfy the Consent Decree’s exit criteria of compliance for
eighteen months.
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Court implementation and strict enforcement of a Continuance Rule is also
recommended. This reform would improve efficiency by significantly reducing the
high percentage of continued deprivation type cases which is currently reported
at approximately 38%. Continued cases are costly in manpower, paperwork and
court time; they require rescheduling and re-notification of participants; result in
crowded dockets; and frustrate litigants, attorneys and witnesses who must
return to court another day and negatively affects their view of the court.
The Workload Study also identified other external factors controlled by DFCS that
warrant improvement including notification to the CAA of any change in a child’s
placement and arranging for the child to be present at his or her hearing; these
two items remain an external factor. Timely delivery of draft court orders from
the SAAGs to the CAAs for review and comment prior to the order’s submission to
the judge has been accomplished following juvenile court policy changes. The
CAA Managing Attorney and the new Director of Fulton County DFCS, Ms.
Dannette Smith, regularly meet to discuss problem areas and potential
resolutions.
Systemic Reforms
No Reforms Internal or External
Internal CAA Office
Reforms Only
Internal CAA Office
Reforms and External
Reforms (Court and
DFCS)

CAA Case Count Recommendations from
Workload Study
80 cases per CAA
100 cases per CAA

120 cases per CAA
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SUMMARY OF INTERNAL and EXTERNAL RESPONSES TO
THE MANDATES OF KENNY A and THE WORKLOAD
STUDY RECOMMENDATIONS
INTERNAL: CHILD ADVOCATE ATTORNEY OFFICE


The CAA Office has made substantial progress toward fulfilling the
Workload Study recommendations regarding internal office reforms. JCATS
DEPRIVED is a computerized file management and case tracking system
which is installed and partially implemented; CAA staff have had one
training on the system and there are plans for the production of a training
manual and further training. JCATS, however, has not yet fully integrated
the pre-exisiting CAA cases. The CAAs and staff are documenting current
court hearings and file activity in the JCATS Deprived data base, but until
JCATS is fully operational and accurately incorporates all open cases, the
total case count for the Office and for each CAA will remain a challenge.

The CAA Office Progress includes:
 Conducting regular, ongoing in service trainings on trial skills, child
advocacy issues and community resources; Appendix G;
 Planning more trainings in the coming year with both guest speakers and
the development of special topic trainings by the CAA office staff;
 Implementing a client-directed model of representation for children with
pending deprivation cases; Appendix J;
 Providing mentoring and supervision to less experienced CAAs;
 Committing to vertical representation and actively working toward this
goal, although cases continue to be transferred between attorneys;
 CAAs maintain files assigned to them in their respective offices;
 CAAs send monthly activity reports to the CAA administrative staff;
 There are now 16 Attorneys in the CAA Office, including 15 attorneys (13
staff attorneys and 2 attorney supervisors who also have caseloads), one
Managing Attorney, 4 investigators, 1 MSW, 3 administrative staff and
interns (law interns and social work interns);
 A structured chain of supervision has been established which includes
administrative staff, investigators, social worker and interns; Appendix N;
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The CAA Office has provided CAA staff members with:
o the “Office Policy Notebook” previously submitted with the first
Accountability Report as Appendix 4 and details the current
administrative policies for the CAA office;
o the “Fulton County CAA Trial Notebook” which covers each type of
deprivation hearing and the legal requirements of each hearing
including practice points for the CAA is available on line at
http://www.gaccchildlaw.org/trialmanual2index.html or
www.gajusticeforchildren.org
o the “Standards of Practice” previously submitted with the First
Accountability Report as Appendix 2; and
o the “Fulton County CAA Training Notebook” which is a compilation
of child advocacy topics, juvenile court issues, and general trial skills,
and also includes written materials presented at the CAA monthly
training sessions;
 The Fulton CAAs are required to have the following books in their
respective offices at all times:
o Child Attorney Trial Notebook for Deprivation Cases in Georgia’s
Juvenile Courts;
o General Office Policies and Procedures and Standards of Practice;
o DFACS Kenny A Consent Decree and Handbook.
Fulton CAA Model of Representation
The Fulton CAA Office has established a client-directed model of representation
for children involved in deprivation cases. This model is described below and was
approved by the Fulton Child Advocate Board (CAB) at its February 2008 meeting.
Attached as Appendix O are the Fulton CAA Managing Attorney’s monthly reports
to the Board and attached as Appendix P are the Fulton Child Advocate Board
(CAB) Meeting Minutes for the current reporting period.
THE ROLE OF THE FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE ATTORNEY
MODEL OF REPRESENTATION.
The Fulton County Office of the Child Advocate Attorney supports the
position that a child is a party in a deprivation action. In as much as
the child is a party in a deprivation case, the Fulton County Office of
the Child Advocate Attorney has determined a client directed model of
child advocacy best serves the interest of children who have pending
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deprivation cases before the Fulton County Juvenile Court. This client
directed model follows the standards set out by the American Bar
Association with the Revision by the National Association of Counsel
for Children. This model of child Advocacy places the child advocate
attorney in the role of a traditional attorney with the limited exception
of circumstances where it is determined by objective criteria that the
child client cannot meaningfully participate in the formulation of his or
her position. In this limited exception to the traditional attorney role,
the child advocate attorney may apply a substituted judgment
approach in representing the child client. In circumstances where the
child client’s position is deemed by the child advocate attorney to be
seriously injurious to the child client, then the child advocate attorney
must request the Court to appoint a separate Guardian Ad Litem for
the child client. This model does not require the child advocate
attorney to advocate for child client directed positions which are
contrary to the facts or the law (or prohibited by law or without any
factual foundation). This model also requires the child advocate
attorney to counsel with the child client in formulating the child client’s
position.
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Summary of CAA Office Internal Reforms and Current Progress
Reform
Progress

Vertical representation

Increase the number of and use
of investigators, increase other
support staff, increase number of
attorneys and establish pay
parity with other trial attorneys
in the county

Improve caseload management
and use of case management
software.

Vertical Representation by CAAs is a goal, but
it has not been fully implemented. Its usage
has increased over the current evaluation
period and each CAA maintains child case
files in her or his office.
CAA Office Staff Increases: 16 CAAs including
the Director, 4 CAA investigators, 1 MSW, 3
support staff; Several budget enhancement
requests are still pending.
JCATS Deprived (computer software tracking
system) is funded, installed and partially
implemented. As noted on the previous
page, some issues remain to be resolved, but
CAAs are using the program to document
case file activity, hearing notes, investigator
referrals, and court calendars..
The county has provided laptop computers
for each CAA and staff member and the CAA
case files are being converted from 2 prong
to 4 prong to enhance organization of the
file.

Child Advocate Attorney Office
Policy and Procedures, Child
Advocate Attorney Standards of
Practice and CAA Investigator
Standards of Practice

CAA Office Policy is in place but under steady
revision and approval by the Child Advocate
Board. Recent revisions include redefinition
of the client directed model of
representation, a Conflict of Interest Policy,
Child Client Contact Policy and CAA
Investigator Standards and Policy.
Appendices H, I, J, L and M
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Reform

Progress

Regular and specialized training on
child advocacy topics

Regular and frequent trainings for CAA
and staff are scheduled; Appendix G
lists trainings completed during the
evaluation period and planned future
trainings.

Increase funding for and decrease
restrictions on client-related travel

Travel costs are reimbursed at .505 per
mile for child visits, and witness or
party interviews when a county vehicle
is not available. Requests are also
pending for vehicles specifically for the
use of the CAA office.

Developand Increase use of other
available resources

Know Your Rights in Fulton County
Juvenile Court, a brochure developed
by the Committee on Justice for
Children of the Supreme Court of
Georgia and describing the rights of
children in deprivation cases is now
being given to the child clients during
visits. See Appendix E.
Agreement with the Furniture Bank of
Atlanta to assist needy families with
deprivation cases. Appendix F

Increased child client contact,
Increased advocacy:

CAA Policy for Child Client Contact
Appendix H
Motions Bank, Appendix I
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II. SUMMARY OF INTERNAL and EXTERNAL RESPONSES TO THE MANDATES OF
KENNY A and THE WORKLOAD STUDY RECOMMENDATIONS (Cont.)
EXTERNAL: FULTON COUNTY JUVENILE COURT
During the current reporting period, the Juvenile Court has continued monthly
Model Court meetings (the CAA Office hosted one of these monthly meetings),
meetings with DFCS administration and SAAGs to address issues as needed,
facilitated a protocol between the SAAGs and the CAAs concerning draft
deprivation orders and implemented a continuance policy discussed below. The
Court has expressed a willingness to adopt the “one judge, one family model” but
has not done so.
Continuance Policy.
In its first report, the Accountability Agent noted the extraordinarily high number
of continued deprivation cases – 47%. Continuances delay permanency for
children and are disrespectful of litigants and attorneys. Since then the Court
implemented a continuance policy which has reduced the number of
continuances to 38%, still far too high a number, but indicative of progress. CAAs
are encouraged to oppose continuances except in the most extraordinary
circumstances.
The continuance policy and additional data is located at Appendix D. It states
that the best interest of the child and the family should dictate the granting of a
continuance. Further, a continuance should not delay the submission of the case
plan or the determination of reasonable efforts. The Court’s policy also requires
that the continuance orders “shall” state the specific reason for the continuance,
any objections to the continuance and whether any parties waived legal time
limits. By advocating for strict adherence to the Court’s continuance policy, CAAs
may prevent delays in the child’s permanency objective. When CAAs are vigilant
in discouraging continuances and attempt to address potential continuance issues
before the need for the continuance arises, continuance related delays in
achieving permanency for their clients will often be avoided.
Modification of Court Order Process.
The Court, the SAAGs and the CAAs negotiated a policy for SAAGs to submit draft
court orders to CAAs prior to the Judge’s signing the order. The policy affords the
CAAs 48 hours to review draft orders.
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External – Juvenile Court
Reform

Progress

Implement a “One Judge, One Family”
system

Not yet.

Improve docketing / calendaring
system

JCATS Deprived provides CAAs with
access to the court calendars. The
court has a published Order of
Business which provides for regular
days for “deprivation type” cases to be
scheduled, but there remains some
overlap with other types of cases. The
Court has declined to implement time
certain calendaring.

Affirmatively enforce a child’s right to
counsel as a party to the case and the
child’s right to attend and participate
in hearings

All deprived children before the court,
have legal representation but not all
deprived children are provided the
opportunity to attend and participate
in their court hearings.
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II. SUMMARY OF INTERNAL and EXTERNAL RESPONSES TO THE MANDATES OF
KENNY A and THE WORKLOAD STUDY RECOMMENDATIONS (Cont.)
EXTERNAL: DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN’S SERVICES (DFCS)
Fulton County DFCS is also operating under a Kenny A Consent Decree, and
collaboration and cooperation between the CAAs and DFCS, including the
administration of both organizations, the front line staff, and DFCS lawyers, is an
important step toward expeditiously achieving best practices for the deprived
children of Fulton County. Fulton County DFCS Director, Dannette Smith, has
established good working relationships with Omotayo Alli, CAA Managing
Attorney and with Presiding Judge Sanford Jones.
Ms Smith and Ms. Alli met this spring regarding a protocol for the timely,
exchange of information between the two agencies without the necessity for
formal discovery. That protocol is attached as Appendix C.
A protocol for the attendance of children at court hearings, however, has not yet
been accomplished.
These meetings and their results are subject to scrutiny for any violation of
Paragraph 5 – B of the Kenny A Consent Decree which provides:
If the ability of Fulton County child advocates to perform their
responsibilities under the Guidelines set forth in Appendix A is
impaired by any ongoing failure on the part of State
Defendants, DHR or DFCS to provide child advocates with
information necessary and appropriate to the performance of
their responsibilities, Fulton County shall give prompt notice of
the specifics of the informational problem to Class Counsel.
The timely production of the following information might be deemed “necessary
and appropriate” to the legal representation of the Fulton CAAs:
 Placement information for children in DFCS custody, including all contact
information for the placement resource; changes in placement;
 Copies of the CCFA (Comprehensive Child and Family Assessment) or other
reports produced by contract service providers working with the child or
the child’s family;
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Home evaluations for relative placements;
Interstate Compact for the Placement of Children evaluations;
Copies of the child’s psychological or developmental assessment;
Copies of progress notes from the child’s treatment providers;
Copies of any reports DFCS prepares for submission to the Court;
Any safety plan and case plan applicable to the child;
Notice of the FTM (Family Team Meeting) and MDT (Multidisciplinary Team
Meeting) which the CAAs will be entitled to attend; copies of any notes or
reports from these meetings;
 Notice of any IDEA or disciplinary actions taken by the school system and
the right to participate in any such proceedings;
 Visitation schedule for the child and parents; and
 The diligent search for relatives.
DFCS’ attorneys are State Assistant Attorneys General (SAAGs). There are too few
of them in Fulton County, which makes it more difficult than it should be for the
CAAs, Parent Attorneys and DFCS case managers to speak with them to negotiate
case resolutions or to discuss other aspects of a case.
Until recently, the SAAGs prepared substantially all deprivation court orders and
sent the orders to the judges without providing the CAAs or attorneys for the
other parties an opportunity to review the proposed orders. This procedure has
been modified so that the SAAGs prepare the proposed court order and when it is
sent to the judge, the order is also sent to designated administrative staff in the
CAA office who then distributes the draft order to the assigned CAA. The judge
then holds signing the proposed court order for a period of 48 hours to allow the
CAA to review the proposed order and make objections if necessary. As discussed
in the First Kenny A Report for Fulton County, the SAAGs have taken the position
that they can only send the proposed court order to the CAA office generally and
not the particular CAA representing the child or the CAA who appeared at the
court hearing because of the number of CAAs. The SAAGs position was stated in
Robert Hall’s letter (Appendix 5 First Kenny A Report) to the Court preceding the
aforementioned meeting. The SAAGs also suggest it is that it is too costly and
burdensome for the SAAG preparing a draft court order to send the order to the
parent attorney before sending it to the judge. The SAAGs propose to have the
parent attorney object after the signing and filing of the court order. This position
is contrary to standard litigation practice and may warrant further consideration
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and correction by Director Smith, the Fulton County Juvenile Court Judges, or
Kenny A Plaintiffs’ counsel.
An alternative would be for the Court to issue “real time orders” that are
prepared in the courtroom during and immediately after each hearing, and
distributed to counsel and the parties at the conclusion of the hearing. This
practice allows for contributions from all lawyers and results in more timely and
accurate orders. The practice also avoids the costs associated with mailing copies
of court orders to those who participated in the hearing. And finally, it would also
provide CAAs, DFCS and parents with prompt notice of what is required of them
and when and of their next court date.
External – DFCS
Reform

Progress

Keep CAA’s informed of the
child’s location, changes in
location and contact
information

DFCS is not consistently adhering to this factor;
current placement information is regularly
provided but placement change notices are
not being provided to the CAAs or the Court as
required by O.C.G.A §15-11-55(D);

Bring children to hearings on a
consistent basis

DFCS is not consistently adhering to this factor;

Permit CAA review of
information under DFCS
control, and permit CAA
communication w/ third party
service providers under
contract with DFCS

Appendix C contains the proposed agreement
between DFCS and the CAA Office for the
sharing of information concerning children in
DFCS custody;

Regularly include CAA’s in
meetings and staffings
concerning the child

Both the CAAs and DFCS need to improve
their communication regarding meetings,
staffings and non-judicial events for the child.
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External – SAAGs
Reform
Present proposed court orders
to the CAA’s before submission
to the judge
Provide CAAs with reports,
evaluations, and other
documents prepared for
submission to court in a timely
manner

Progress
Policy established for SAAGs to submit draft
court orders to CAAs prior to Judge signing the
deprivation orders, allowing CAAs 48 hours to
review draft orders;

This is an area in need of improvement.

II. SUMMARY OF INTERNAL and EXTERNAL RESPONSES TO THE MANDATES OF
KENNY A and THE WORKLOAD STUDY RECOMMENDATIONS (Cont.)
EXTERNAL: FULTON COUNTY ADMINISTRATION
The County has actively participated in addressing barriers to Kenny A compliance
through funding assistance, creation of the Child Advocate Board (CAB) and direct
assistance to the CAA Managing Attorney on issues of county policy for both
personnel and budgetary processes. Other supportive actions by Fulton County
during this reporting period have been:
 Former Assistant County Manager Suzanne Alliegro was always available to
assist the evolution of the CAA Office and to do what she could to
contribute to its improvement;
 Providing reimbursement at the rate of $0.505 for work-related travel
expenses incurred by the Investigators, Social Worker, and CAAs when
using their private vehicles for CAA Office purposes, if a county vehicle is
not available; Additional funding for two supervisory positions;
 Procurement and implementation of JCATS Deprived, a computer software
case management system for use by the CAA Office.
The County Manager’s Office, the County Attorney’s Office and the CAB (Child
Advocate Board) continue to be supportive of the CAAs efforts and initiatives
designed to promote and expedite Kenny A. compliance.
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II. SUMMARY OF INTERNAL and EXTERNAL RESPONSES TO THE MANDATES OF
KENNY A and THE WORKLOAD STUDY RECOMMENDATIONS (Cont.)
EXTERNAL CHILD ADVOCATE BOARD
Fulton County initially placed management responsibility for the Child Advocate
Attorney Office with the Public Defender. That arrangement proved to be
unsatisfactory and in March, 2007, management of the CAA Office was reassigned
by Resolution of the Fulton County Commission to a newly created five-member
Child Advocate Board.
The County Commission also established Bylaws for the Board,
including “ARTICLE III – DUTIES AND FUNCTIONS OF BOARD,”
which provides as follows:
“The Board shall have such duties as are set forth in the
Resolution as follows: (1) to establish policies and procedures
with the Office of the Child Advocate Attorney to ensure
compliance with the Kenny A Consent Decree and Fulton
County’s Policies and Procedures; (2) to directly supervise the
managing Child Advocate Attorney to ensure that the managing
Child Advocate Attorney and the Office of the Child Advocate
Attorney comply with the Kenny A Consent Decree and Fulton
County Policies and Procedures; (3) to evaluate and make hiring
and firing recommendations to the County Manager regarding
the managing Child Advocate Attorney; and (4) to assist the
managing Child Advocate Attorney in prioritizing budgetary
requests and evaluating the performance of the Office.”
The Board members are Dr. Nancy Boxill, Chair and Attorneys Beth Locker,
Elizabeth Reimels, Renata D Turner, and Thomas Woody Sampson. Following the
formation of the CAB there have been monthly meetings reviewing the structure,
management, procedures, policies and general work of the Fulton CAAs. The CAB
appointed Ms. Omatayo Alli as Managing Attorney for the CAA office, effective
November 15, 2007. The Board has exhibited substantial working knowledge of
child advocacy and the requirements of the Kenny A Consent Decree and its
support of the CAA Office has contributed significantly to CAA internal reforms.
During the monthly meetings, the CAB actively addresses the challenges faced by
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the CAA Office and demonstrates commitment to achieving Kenny A compliance.
See Appendices O and P for CAA Director Reports to the Board and CAB minutes.
The CAB is encouraged to promote the transfer of responsibility for providing
attorneys for indigent parents in deprivation cases from the Fulton County
Juvenile Court to the Office of the Public Defender. The County, however, has
not assumed responsibility for providing representation to indigent parents in
deprivation cases, although a decision to do so would likely save the county
money. To repeat what was stated in the last report, this change would ultimately
enhance the quality of representation and achieve better outcomes for parents
and children by increasing the likelihood that parents are able to overcome their
problems and to provide appropriate care for their children.
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Resource Allocation to Fulton CAA Office
Despite the support from Fulton County Administration and the CAB, the reality
of the sheer number of Kenny A class member children and non Kenny A children
who are represented by the Fulton CAAs will require further resource allocation
decisions by the county in order to achieve compliance.
By comparison, DeKalb County child advocate attorneys have addressed the “class
member” issue by limiting their representation to only those children in the
temporary legal custody of DFCS. Thus the DeKalb CAA case count at any point in
time is the same or very close to the number of children in the temporary legal
custody of DeKalb DFCS, most recently 750 children as reported on page 7 of the
DeKalb County Child Advocacy Center Compliance Report for September 2007
through March 2008. The case count per attorney for the DeKalb County child
advocate attorneys “consistently averages less than 100 cases per attorney,
generally remaining within a 65 to 90 case range” (page 4 of the DeKalb Report).

Average Number of Children
in DFCS Custody
Average Number of Total
Child Clients Represented by
Child Advocate Attorney
Office

DeKalb

Fulton

750

1277

average number of children in
DeKalb DFCS custody

average number of children in
Fulton DFCS custody

1897
750

(includes DFCS custody and non

11 attorneys
1 Director

15 attorneys
1 Director

Number of Investigators

4 investigators

4 investigators, 1 MSW

Number of Support Staff

4 paralegals

3 Administrative

65 to 90

126

(750 ÷ 11 = 68 average)

(1897 ÷ 15 = 126 average)

Number of Attorneys with
Caseloads

Average Attorney Caseloads

DFCS custody children being
represented by Fulton CAAs)
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2008 Child Advocate Attorney Open Cases Reported on Last Day of Each Month
January 2008 to June 2008
Jan 08

Feb 08

Mar 08

Apr 08

May 08

June 08

Totals

1685

1982

2006

1844

1908

1943

Monthly per CAA

112

132

133

123

127

129

Monthly Average per CAA

126 (Kenny A class members and non Kenny A child

clients)

Totals

Child Advocate Attorney Open Cases Reported on Last Day of Each Month
Dec. 07
Jan 08
Feb 08
Mar 08
Apr 08
May 08
June 08
1,912
1,685
1,982
2,006
1,844
1,908
1,943

Monthly Average

1897 (Kenny A class members and non Kenny A child clients)

2008 Children in Fulton County Foster Care as Reported by AFCARS or Fulton DFCS
Dec 07
Jan 08
Feb 08
Mar 08
Apr 08
May 08
June 08
Totals
1,455
1,286
1,295
1,258
1,228
1,198
1,222

Monthly Average
Difference

457

1277 (Kenny A class members)
399

687

748

616

710

721

Presumably, the non-Kenny A cases average for this reporting period is over 619.7
cases and consists of private filings, protective order cases, drug court without
removal, guardianship, parental notification, and termination of guardianship.
Identifying the total CAA caseload and an exact point in time case count for each
CAA continue to be a challenges as does a listing of the names and file numbers
for each CAA’s case load. One trusts that JCATS Deprived will resolve these issues
during the next evaluation period.
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Non Kenny A Child Clients
At any point in time, the Fulton CAA office has many child clients who are NOT
members of the Kenny A class. Prior to the current reporting period, the number
of non Kenny A clients was approximately 400. Beginning in February 2008 this
number has increased to 700, while the number of children in the custody of
Fulton County DFCS has remained between 1,243 to 1,455 children. Many of
these non Kenny A children have never been class members and most are not
likely to become class members. These non Kenny A cases are included in the
CAA case count as these cases typically require as much if not more attorney /
investigator time for adequate representation due to the lack of involvement by
DFCS. At some point Fulton County and the Child Advocate Board must address
whether these cases should continue to be assigned to the Fulton CAA office, and
if so, to authorize the hiring of more CAAs, or whether some other entity, or
perhaps contract attorneys would be better positioned to represent children who
are not members of the Kenny A class.
Given the current staffing, if the Fulton CAA Office only represented Kenny A class
members, the average monthly case count would be approximately 85 cases per
CAA.
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STATUS OF THE FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE
ATTORNEY OFFICE
CASE LOADS, CASE COUNTS, STAFF, STAFF QUALIFICATIONS and
TRAINING
Staff and Qualifications
The Child Advocate Attorney Office currently employs the following persons. Their
names, dates of hire and job descriptions are listed below. The resumes of the
new hires are contained in Appendix R.
Name
Omatayo Alli
Roberta Cooper
Cassandra Kirk
Sonya Hunt, M.S.W.
Angela Wilson
Tonya Lovelace
Maggie Broadnax
Heather Jett-Browning
Cinzia Thomas
Candace Stafford
Bertram Ennett
Carla Friend
Lashawn Mikell
Anissa Patton
Lakeisha Heard
Tamara Denson
Jodie Gentile
Chandra Wilson

Title

Hire Date

Managing Attorney
Supervisor
Supervisor
Social Worker
Admin. Assistant
Admin. Assistant
Admin. Assistant
Investigator
Investigator
Investigator
Investigator
Child Advocate Atty
Child Advocate Atty
Child Advocate Atty
Child Advocate Atty
Child Advocate Atty
Child Advocate Atty
Child Advocate Atty

Acting 4/09/07
Permanent 11/15/07
11/29/2006
6/13/2007
9/19/2007
Permanent, 4/4/07
Permanent, 4/4/07
4/1/87
Permanent, 4/4/07
12/26/2007
0/4/2007
8/29/07
4/21/2004
11/30/2005
7/26/2006
6/13/2007
9/4/2007
9/19/2007
10/9/2007
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Name

Title

Carol Riley
Kimberly Aaron
Amber Patterson
Nathan Hayes
Renia Clay
Tyrone Hodnett

Child Advocate
Child Advocate
Child Advocate
Child Advocate
Child Advocate
Child Advocate

Hire Date
Atty
Atty
Atty
Atty
Atty
Atty

10/31/2007
9/5/2007
1/7/2008
5/14/2008
5/28/2008
6/11/2008

The qualifications of the current CAA staff are satisfactory.
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The staff of the Fulton CAA Office have supplied the following information
concerning their memberships in organizations.
Name

Omotayo Alli

Roberta Cooper

Cassandra Kirk

Sonya Hunt, M.S.W.
Angela Wilson
Tonya Lovelace
Maggie Broadnax
Heather Jett-Browning
Cinzia Thomas

Organization
Georgia State Bar, National Association of Council for
Children, Georgia Association of Council for Children,
Fulton County Juvenile Adolescent Substance Abuse
Prevention Coalition (JASAP) National Association for
Court Management, National Association of Criminal
Defense Lawyers, Georgia Association of Criminal
Defense Lawyers, Georgia Association of Black
Women Attorneys and National Coalition of 100 Black
Women, Inc. (Lithonia Chapter )
Georgia State Bar. Association, New Jersey Bar
Association, Association of Trial Lawyers of America,
Georgia Association of Counsel for Children and
National Association of Counsel for Children.
State Bar of Georgia, National Association of Counsel
for Children, Georgia Association for Women Lawyers,
Georgia Association of Black Women Attorneys,
Dekalb Neigborhood Leadership Institute, Dekalb
County Community Council Area 3; Dekalb Regional
Youth Detention Center RYDC) Advisory Board and
Hands on Atlanta Teamworks Volunteer.
Atlanta Women’s Foundation, Destiny Fund 2008

Juvenile Court Association of Georgia, DeKalb Task
Force.

Candace Stafford
Bertram Ennett
Carla Friend

Georgia State Bar, National Association of Counsel for
Children and Georgia Association of Counsel for
Children.
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Name
Lashawn Mikell

Anissa Patton

Lakeisha Heard
Tamara Denson
Jodie Gentile
Chandra Wilson

Carol Riley

Kimberly Aaron
Amber Patterson

Tyrone Hodnett

Nathan Hayes

Renia Clay

Organization
Georgia State Bar, National Association of Counsel for
Children and Georgia Association of Counsel for
Children.
Georgia State Bar, Ohio State Bar, National
Association of Counsel for Children, Georgia
Association of Black Women Attorneys
State Bar of Georgia, National Association of Counsel
for Children, Georgia Association of Counsel for
Children
National Association of Counsel for Children, Georgia
Association of Counsel for Children.
National Association of Counsel for Children, Georgia
Association of Counsel for Children
State Bar of Georgia, National Association of Counsel
for Children, Georgia Association of Counsel for
Children.
State Bar of Georgia, National Association of Counsel
for Children, Georgia Association of Counsel for
Children, Georgia Association of Black Women
Attorneys. (GABWA)
National Association of Counsel for Children, Georgia
Association of Counsel for Children.
State Bar of Georgia, National Association of Counsel
for Children and Georgia Association of Counsel for
Children.
Organizations: Georgia Bar Association, Georgia
Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, Gwinnett
County Bar Association
Organizations: Georgia Bar Association, GA
Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, Gwinnett
County Bar Association, National Association of
Criminal Defense Lawyers
Organizations: Georgia Bar Association, Georgia
Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers
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TRAINING:
The Consent Decree requires Fulton County to “…ensure that all Child Advocate
Attorneys ….abide by the principles, standards, policies, and procedures set forth
in the ‘Guidelines for Fulton County Child Advocate Attorneys,’ ” which is
attached to this report as Appendix G. Providing training opportunities for CAAs
on a wide range of subjects related to deprivation cases is a critical component of
the legal representation Standards set forth in the Consent Decree.
The CAAs have completed numerous in house and outside trainings in trial skills
and child advocacy. Training is an ongoing process and the Fulton CAAs recognize
the necessity of frequent training in child advocacy issues and trial skills. Despite
the training efforts, there continues to be areas where the advocacy for the child
falls below the Kenny A standard of “adequate, effective and zealous”
representation. Given the details in the court observation sections and the file
review sections of this report, the Fulton CAAs may develop a training agenda
designed to systematically address these deficits. Regardless of the quality or
quantity of training, Fulton County compliance with Kenny A may continue to be
hindered by the current caseloads which exceed the recommendations of the
Workload Study.
The Child Advocate Attorneys have completed trainings on the subjects and dates
set forth below:
Fulton County Child Advocate Attorney Trainings, Investigators and Staff
January – June 2008
Training Name
Independent Living Program
Presented by: Brenda McBride
and Ms. Harris, DHR
Independent Living Program
Basic Mediation with Clinical
Practicum Training Justice
Center of Atlanta

Date

Attendees

January 11,
2008

Child Advocate Attorneys
and Investigators

February 4-8,
2008

Denson, Friend, JettBrowning, Neighbors,
Peters, Saxby,
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Youth Participation in Court
Proceedings , The Youth
Empowerment Group

February 12,
2008

Child Advocate Attorneys
and Investigators

Educational Advocates at
Atlanta Legal: What We Do
and How We Can Help DeKalb
County Juvenile Court,
Presented by: DeKalb County
Child Advocacy Center

February 20,
2008

Kirk, Riley, Mikell, Friend,
Cooper, Patterson, Alli,
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Training Name
Proper and Effective
Documentation of Files,
Presented by: Trenny Stovall,
DeKalb County Juvenile Court
Child Advocate Office
Finding Words Training / Child
Forensics Interviewing –
Forsyth, Georgia
ICPC Training, Presented by:
James Graves , Department of
Human Resources
Reasonable Efforts
Considerations/Issues of DFCS
Non-Compliance and IVE
Eligibility
Visitation
Considerations/Placement
Information

Date

Attendees

February 29,
2008

Patton, Saxby, Kirk, Mikell,
Heard, Friend, Wilson,
Denson, Neighbors, Peters,
Cooper, Patterson, Gentile,
Thomas, Ennett, Stafford,
Hunte, Jett-Browning, Alli,

March 3-7, 2008

March 7, 2008

Ennett, Thomas, Stafford,

Kirk, Grannis, Cooper,
Friend, Gentile, JettBrowning, Broadnax,
Hunte, Neighbors, Patton,
Riley, Wilson, Peters,
Patterson,

CASA: Report Writing

March 11, 2008

Ennett; Stafford

Stress Management

March 12, 2008

Cooper

NITA Advanced Trail Advocacy
Skills Training for Child
Welfare Attorneys @ Emory
Law School

March 13-15,
2008

Building Successful Teams
Conference

March 18-20,
2008

Jett-Browning

March 21, 2008

Child Advocate Attorneys
and Investigators

March 24-28,
2008

Thomas

JCATS, Everything you need to
know
Child Abuse Conference

Grannis, Friend, Denson,
Patterson, Gentile , Saxby,
Riley, Heard,
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Future Training Scheduled
Training Name

Date

Attendees

Working with Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, Transgender Youth
in State Custody, In House
(Juvenile Court), Presented by:
Beth Lockett – GACC

July 11, 2008

Attendees: Child Advocate
Attorneys and investigators

Fulton County Department of
Family and Children Services
Explaining the Roles,
Functions and duties of the
Juvenile Court, Department of
Family and Children Services
Court Liaison, Presented by:
Alice Marie Hutchinson

July 11, 2008

Basic Mediation with Clinical
Practicum Training, Justice
Center of Atlanta

NACC – Savannah, Georgia

Basic Mediation with Clinical
Practicum Training, Justice
Center of Atlanta

Attendees: Child Advocate
Attorneys and investigators

July 28 – August
Attendees: Wilson, Chandra
1, 2008

August 3-6, 2008

Attendees: Kirk, Cassandra;
Patton, Anissa; Denson,
Tamara;
Wilson, Chandra; Riley,
Carol; Clay, Renia; Mikell,
Lashawn, Hayes, Nathan;
Jett, Heather; Thomas,
Cinzia; Cooper, Roberta;
Hodnett, Tyrone;

September 2226, 2008

Attendees: Aaron,
Kimberly; Patton, Anissa;
Gentile, Jodie; Broadnax,
Maggie; Stafford, Candace;
Ennett, Bertram
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Monthly Case Counts and Child Client Contact
Each month the Fulton CAA Office is to submit an electronic report to the
Accountability Agent. There are different reports due from each type of CAA staff
member: CAA, supervisor CAA, Investigator – Social Worker and one from the
Director which reports on systemic changes and CAB activity. Attached as
Appendix Q are condensed versions of each of the reports that are submitted.
During the first three months of 2008, there were problems obtaining all the
information requested in these reports which accounts for the blanks in the
following charts. With the full implementation of JCATS Deprived, many of these
reports will be generated through inquiries to the JCATS program, until then the
Fulton CAAs office is providing some of the information by hand. Mileage reports
for CAA staff are also submitted.
From these reports, court observations, file reviews and frequent contact with
CAA personnel, it is apparent that they work hard and diligently to serve the
interests of their clients. Although there are improvements necessary to meet the
Kenny A standards, it should be noted the Fulton CAAs face a Herculean task given
the obstacles and entrenched practices that they regularly face.
Current Case Counts
In the first Fulton County Kenny A. report dated January 11, 2008, an analysis of
the caseload for the CAA Office as a whole and for each individual CAA was
conducted. The total number of cases assigned to the Office was 1926, including
both class members (1504) and non class members (422), or an average per
attorney of 128.4 cases. No additional attorneys have been hired since then,
although some have departed and been replaced. This number of cases far
exceeds the Workload Study recommendations of cases per attorney contingent
on the internal and external reforms described earlier in this report.
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Systemic Reforms
No Reforms Internal or External
Internal CAA Office
Reforms Only
Internal CAA Office
Reforms and External
Reforms (Court and
DFCS)

CAA Case Count Recommendations from
Workload Study
80 cases per CAA
100 cases per CAA

120 cases per CAA

During this reporting period, the total caseload averaged 1887 and the per
attorney caseload averaged 126. Individual CAA caseload data for the months of
January, February, and March was not provided but total cases for the CAA Office
for those months was available.
The case count numbers provided by the CAA Office indicate that there have been
only minor average CAA caseload reductions since the last report. Overall, the
individual caseloads between CAAs range from a high of 193 cases to a low of 88
cases with the average caseload per CAA being 126 cases. The average number of
126 cases exceeds the Workload Study recommendations for the best scenario of
all internal and external reforms having being implemented. This is NOT the
current scenario in Fulton County where neither all internal or external reforms
have been completed. Clearly additional resources will be needed to fulfill the
requirements of the Consent Decree.
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Monthly Case Counts
2008 Child Advocate Attorney Open Cases Reported on Last Day of Each Month
January 2008 to June 2008
Jan 08

Apr 08

May 08

June 08

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

94

95

98

Attorney 2

Info. not
provided
Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

112

120

193

Attorney 3

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

149

149

120

Attorney 4

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

124

102

140

Attorney 5

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

189

195

119

Attorney 6

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

115

122

165

Attorney 7

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

147

145

142

Attorney 8

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

132

140

138

Attorney 9

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

113

118

122

Attorney 10

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

116

123

126

Attorney 11

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

112

115

124

Attorney 12

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

110

148

104

Attorney 13

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

111

124

122

Attorney 14

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

119

124

128

Attorney 15

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

101

88

102

Attorney 1

Totals
Monthly per CAA

Feb 08

Mar 08

1685

1982

2006

1844

1908

1943

112

132

133

123

127

129

Monthly Average per CAA

126
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2008 Child Advocate Attorney Open Cases Reported on Last Day of Each Month
January 2008 to June 2008
Totals

Dec. 07
1,912

Jan 08
1,685

Feb 08
1,982

Mar 08
2,006

Apr 08
1,844

May 08
1,908

June 08
1,943

Average 1897 cases
2008 Children in Fulton County Foster Care as Reported by AFCARS or Fulton
DFCS
Dec 07
Jan 08
Feb 08 Mar 08 Apr 08 May 08 June 08
Totals
1,455
1,286
1,295
1,258
1,228
1,198
1,222
Difference

457

399

687

748

616

710

721

Presumably there are an average for this 7 month period of over 619.7 non Kenny
A cases consisting of private filings, protective order cases, drug court without
removal, guardianship, parental notification, and termination of guardianship.
Identifying an exact point in time case count for each CAA continues to be a
challenge for the Fulton CAA Office, as does a listing of the names and file
numbers for each CAA’s case load. JCATS Deprived may resolve this issue during
the next evaluation period.
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Monthly Child Client Contact
CAAs and CAA staff document child client contact in the CAA case files and in
reports provided to the accountability agent. The following charts represent a
summary of the information provided on the monthly contacts with the child
clients.
Total Child Client Contacts by CAAs and CAA Investigators
Jan.

Feb

March

April

May

June

CAA Totals

228

207

210

115

129

178

CAA Totals

174

275

281

138

93

137

Inv. Totals

63

66

103

137

96

80

Combined

465

548

594

390

318

395

2008 Month

Total Child Client
for Fulton CAA
Office

Number of Child
% - CAAs or CAA
Contacts by CAA or staff had contact
CAA staff
% of the child
clients
465
27.60
548
27.65
594
29.61
390
21.15
318
16.67
395
20.33
452
24 %

January
1,685
February
1,982
March
2,006
April *
1,844
May *
1,908
June *
1,943
Average
*During April, May and June 2008, there were 3 CAAs who resigned and new attorneys joined
the office. The new CAAs underwent a period of training before taking on their respective
caseloads. The CAA Director and CAA supervisors, have been overseeing the transition of these
caseloads and representation of these children.

The Fulton CAAs and investigators are making child client contact with an average
of 24% of the office’s total number of clients. This is an improvement from the
prior reporting period and as the CAAs become more adept at documenting their
child client contact this level of child client contact should suffice the Kenny A
requirement on this issue.
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Child Client Contacts At Court
January 2008 to June 2008
Jan 08
Feb 08
Mar 08
Apr 08

May 08

June 08

Attorney 1

8

7

4

/

13

4

Attorney 2

30

18

24

6

10

0

Attorney 3

12

4

6

5

6

12

Attorney 4

12

20

11

11

8

7

Attorney 5

21

27

18

11

21

14

Attorney 6

19

11

19

6

/

20

Attorney 7

13

16

19

8

4

9

Attorney 8

23

7

15

8

11

16

Attorney 9

16

7

11

8

11

12

Attorney 10

19

/

6

11

7

9

Attorney 11

16

9

13

10

8

6

Attorney 12

/

19

13

5

/

28

Attorney 13

14

21

21

7

2

19

Attorney 14

11

24

6

9

9

12

Attorney 15

14

17

24

10

19

10

Totals

228

207

210

115

129

178

Average

178

The Fulton CAAs and investigators are making child client contact “at Court” with
an average of 178 child clients per month or 39 % of the child clients are being
seen at Court. As the chart below shows the CAAs and the investigators are
having more child client contact outside of the court at 61% of the child clients
being seen in his or her placement, school, day care, in the hospital, a panel
review or some other setting. The location of child client contact is an
improvement from the prior reporting period and as the CAAs become more
adept at coordinating child client contact and the per CAA caseload is reduced,
this level and location of child client contact should satisfy the Kenny A
requirement on this issue.
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Child Client Contacts At Placement, School, Hospital, Panel Review, Other
January 2008 to June 2008
Jan 08
Feb 08
Mar 08
Apr 08
May 08 June 08
Attorney 1

5

6

4

8

4

12

Attorney 2

15

11

3

4

3

0

Attorney 3

14

19

26

5

5

4

Attorney 4

26

22

16

14

19

14

Attorney 5

3

28

31

12

13

9

Attorney 6

10

31

42

3

/

15

Attorney 7

3

4

7

5

4

7

Attorney 8

16

24

23

6

3

0

Attorney 9

33

31

26

33

12

2

Attorney 10

7

14

19

7

5

28

Attorney 11

11

23

14

6

2

12

Attorney 12

/

10

15

4

/

5

Attorney 13

17

28

18

13

7

15

Attorney 14

12

10

20

13

1

10

Attorney 15
CAA Totals

2
174

14
275

17
281

13
138

15
93

4
137

10

/

20

33

13

12

6

4

5

6

14

38

38

40

37

54

55

5

1

22

27

37

1

16

8

/

14

7

13

9

Inv. Totals

63

66

103

137

96

80

Combined Total

237

341

384

275

189

217

Investigator / Social
Wker 1
Investigator / Social
Wker 2
Investigator / Social
Wker 3
Investigator / Social
Wker 4
Investigator / Social
Wker 5

Average

274
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CAA Investigators
Jan 08

Investigator / Social
Wker 1
Investigator / Social
Wker 2
Investigator / Social
Wker 3
Investigator / Social
Wker 4
Investigator / Social
Wker 5

Feb 08

Mar 08

Apr 08

May 08

June 08

Open /
Closed

Open /
Closed

Open /
Closed

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

8 / 18

4 / 8

5 / 13

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

2 / 10

3 / 20

7 / 12

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

6 / 17

9 / 17

2/8

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

0 / 20

0 / 17

2 / 23

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

5 / 8

2 / 18

0 / 14

Investigator Duties The Fulton CAA office has established a CAA Investigator policy, standards and
referral form. These documents are attached as Appendix L.
The CAA investigators are required to submit a Monthly Investigators Log
detailing the investigators activities during the month.
The general duties of the CAA investigators include: “the performance of field
investigations, interviews of witness, serving subpoenas, and presentation of
evidence obtains, to be used by the Attorney Advocate in Juvenile Court”. The
investigators are charged with using due diligence to establish “the authenticity of
all data collected”.
The Fulton CAA policy further defines CAA investigators as follows:
 Review the referral and determine the best approach;
 Staff referral with Child Advocate Attorney;
 Make initial contact with client/caregiver prior to initial visit unless
otherwise specified in referral or staffing;
 Identify self by name and agency and provide official identification;
 Explain the purpose of the visit;
 Provide client/caregiver with Child Advocate name and number;
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 Attend and participate in DFACS staffing, citizen review panels, IEP
conferences or other meetings, as requested by Child Advocate Attorney
as necessary to protect the welfare and advance interest of the child;
 The investigator will report child abuse to child advocate and DFACS;
 The Investigator will prepare a comprehensive report by designated due
date;
 Investigators will be responsible for attending any and all court hearings
when specified by Child Advocate Attorney.
Below is a list of the item contained in the investigator referral form. This form is
generated in the JCATS Deprived system and also has space for the CAA to include
more narrative requests of the investigator.
Interview Child
Interview DFACS
Interview Witnesses
Interview Relatives
Obtain Child Placement Information
Identify Case Manager Assigned
Obtain previous DFACS history
Obtain police reports
See child in placement
Any behavior problems in placement
Any special needs? Mental or physical
In school? Any school issues?
Any contact with mother?
Any contact with father?
Any contact with siblings?
Is child in counseling? With whom?
Frequency?
Photos? Who? What? Where?
Developmental Assessment
Other
Other

Home Observation Report
Take Pictures
Request Criminal History
Subpoena:
Person Named
IEP
Obtain Psychological Evaluation of:
Obtain Copy of Home Evaluation/ICPG
Independent Living Plan
Comprehensive Child and Family Assessment
Babies Can’t Wait Evaluation
Services
Documents
Medical Records
Educational Records
Diligent Search
Copy of Safety Plan
Forensic Interview?
Criminal Activity
Other

The CAA policy and procedures for investigations are in place. There are indirect
indications that the CAAs and investigators are making increasingly thorough
independent investigations of the deprivation issues, but there is a deficit in the
CAAs completing the file documentation of investigator referrals and results. The
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investigator referral form is now part of the JCATS Deprived computer case
tracking program and this should facilitate improved documentation of
investigator activities.
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CAA Staff Mileage Reports
CAA staff mileage reports are reviewed on a monthly basis as further support and
confirmation the CAAs and investigators are actively pursuing investigations and
client contact. CAA and investigator documentation of case activity is steadily
improving and it could be reasonable anticipated that as per CAA caseloads
decrease the time available for more thorough documentation of case activities
would increase.
Child Advocate Attorney and Investigator – Social Worker Mileage Reports
January 2008 to June 2008
June
Jan 08
Feb 08
Mar 08
Apr 08
May 08
08
Info. not
Info. not
Info. not
Attorney 1
8
70
26
provided
provided
provided
Attorney 2

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Attorney 3

Info. not
provided

488

355

204

183

Info. not
provided

Attorney 4

602

628

420

Info. not
provided

440

Info. not
provided

Attorney 5

299

420

270

618

223

Info. not
provided

Attorney 6

Info. not
provided

695

660

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Attorney 7

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

62

Info. not
provided

150

Info. not
provided

Attorney 8

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

196

112

Info. not
provided

Attorney 9

742

553

177

575

333

Info. not
provided

Attorney 10

91

222

305

Info. not
provided

190

Info. not
provided

Attorney 11

66

Info. not
provided

201

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Attorney 12

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Attorney 13

347

509

233

Info. not
provided

268

Info. not
provided

Attorney 14

54

155

211

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Attorney 15

Info. not
provided

486

298

272

157

Info. not
provided

Total CAA

2209

4156

3192

1935

2082

Info. not
provided

Investigator /
Social Wker 1
Investigator /
Social Wker 2

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

680

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Investigator /

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

161

Info. not
provided
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Social Wker 3
Investigator /
Social Wker 4
Investigator /
Social Wker 5

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

400

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

Total Inv.

Info. not
provided

Info. not
provided

1080

Info. not
provided

161

Info. not
provided

Total Mileage

2209

4256

4272

1935

2243

Info. not
provided
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COURT OBSERVATION
For the current reporting period, the Court Observation measure was based on
observation of CAA actions in the courtroom only. During the next reporting
period, each court observation will consist of two events: in court CAA actions
and a post-hearing debriefing with the CAA. Due to time constraints and schedule
conflicts the debriefing portion of court observation for the current period was
not able to be completed for all cases. During the next period of review,
however, debriefings will be incorporated in the processing of each case.
Court observations and file reviews were completed on 36 CAA case files involving
68 child clients and 12 CAAs. Three case files per CAA were reviewed. Fulton
County CAA Office recently hired three new CAAs who were either still training or
had just started receiving cases and their cases were not therefore
included in the performance review. Also where a case had a long history of court
involvement, only the most recent two years were included in the file review.
Courtroom observations include: CAA actions during the hearing, immediately
before and immediately after the hearing. During the first event the CAA was
observed interacting with witnesses, SAAGs, DFCS case managers, other
attorneys, courtroom personnel, foster parents, the child client and as a
participant during the hearing.
During the next reporting period the post-hearing debriefing will further evaluate
the CAA as an “active participant” in the deprivation litigation process by
recognizing that much of the CAA advocacy for the child occurs outside the
courtroom. During the post hearing debriefings between the CAA and the “court
observer” the CAA will have an opportunity to discuss the theory of the case and
the trial strategy employed within the client directed model of representation.
The following Court Observation measures are based only on actions observed in
the courtroom and do not include the intended post-hearing debriefing with the
CAA. The Court Observation Form identifies three broad categories: Trail Skills,
Advocacy Skills and Legal Policy and Procedure Skills with a total of 32
subcategories. For each subcategory there is a list of possible CAA actions or
factors to be considered in reference to that category. Some CAA actions or
factors on the list will not be “appropriate and necessary” in each and every case.
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The list in each category is meant to provide a framework, guidance and objective
criteria for the court observer’s evaluation of the CAA actions in a particular case.
The list is not meant to supplant or usurp the individual trial techniques of each
CAA, the established CAA office policy and procedures or to in any way diminish
the client- directed objectives of each case. Each category is rated by the court
observer from 0 to 4 and there is also space on the form for short narratives on
each measure. The list of criteria and corresponding ratings are intended to
standardize the observation, and to enhance the reliability and consistency of the
observations by different observers.
The Fulton County CAA Office has established policies and procedures which
mandate certain CAA actions during court hearings or when confronted with
particular issues, such as conflict of interest, presence of the child in the
courtroom, reasonable efforts, continuances, child client contact prior to
hearings, referral to investigations and others. Where applicable, the Fulton
County CAA policy requirements and the Kenny A Consent Decree mandates are
referenced in the measurement criteria for each item of review.
In reference to each category, CAA actions should always be consistent with the
client- directed model of representation and should be

“appropriate and necessary” to protect the child’s legal interest

promote the child’s position and permanency objective(s) for the case

the CAA’s theory of the case and

CAA’s trial strategy.
Many of the rating criteria include “file documentation” requirements which were
scored under the “File Review” but are included as a reminder that appropriate
and thorough documentation of the CAA case file is a requirement of Kenny A.
The Court Observation ratings are as follows:
4 – excellent “superior”
3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
2 - needs improvement
1 - unsatisfactory
0 - not applicable

Items were also rated “in
between”, for example 2.5,
3.5, 1.75, as representing
partial compliance between
rating levels of CAA actions.
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The Court Observation Form is provided below, followed by a detailed description
of each observation category and subcategories, the subcategory measurement
criteria, a description of observations made of the Fulton County CAA Office
during the relevant period and comments regarding the Fulton CAA actions
related to the specific subcategory.
The Kenny A Consent Decree and Appendix A, Sections I, II, III and IV are
referenced for each applicable subcategory of court observation as
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principles
and
 Kenny A Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE
ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE”
and
 For purposes of reference to best practices only, the American Bar
Association Standards of Practice for Lawyers Who Represent Children in
Abuse and Neglect Cases is referenced throughout this document as
 ABA §
.

Appendix B is a chart which demonstrates how the Kenny A Principles are linked
to the CAA Guidelines both of which are then measured during various court
observation activities and the file review process.
The Fulton County Kenny A Consent Decree uses the following language in setting
the standard of legal representation for the Fulton CAAs:
 The phrase “adequate and effective” legal representation is used 8 times
 The phrase “necessary and appropriate” to the case or “appropriate and
necessary” to the case is used 9 times and
 The phrase “adequate, effective and zealous legal representation” is used
2 times.
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Fulton County Court Observation Form
File #

Date
# of Children

File Name

Judge

CAA

4 = Excellent

3 = Satisfactory

Observed By:

2 = Needs Improvement

1 = Unsatisfactory

0 = Not Applicable

Trial Skills
1

Service Confirm to Legal Parties

2

Continuance Issues

3

Opening State (Theory of Case)

4

Closing Argue / Child's Position

5

Cross Examination

6

Direct Examination

7

Objections

8

Pleadings and Motions by CAA

9

Handling of Expert witness

10

Handling of Doc / Photo evidence

11

Overall level - Active Part.

12

Child Present at Ct or Not

13

Court Informed Child's Position

Advocacy Skills
14

Case Plan Issues / Amendments

15

Visitation Schedule /Issues

16

Diligent Search

17

Reasonable Efforts

18

DFCS / Parent Compliance Issues

19

Child's School / Ed. Needs

20

Child's medical needs

21

Child's mental health needs

22

Referrals to Resources, Programs

23

Advocated for Service needs

24

Negot / Mediation Participation

25

Demo. Knowledge Case Facts

26

Demo. Knowledge Case History

Legal, Policy and Procedure Skills
27

Case Timelines Issue

28

Placement Info. current - changes

29

Appeal Issues Reserved on Record

30

Conflict of Interest -

31

Demo. Knowledge Juv. Ct. Proc.

32

Demo. Knowledge Fed. / State Law
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Trial Skills
Service Confirmation to Legal Parties
Service Confirmation to Legal Parties is “appropriate and necessary” to the
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principles 1, 2 and 3 also
 Kenny A, Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD
ADVOCATE ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE” A1, A-2, A-3, B-1, B-4
 ABA §C- 3 and 4.
Court Observation - Trial Skills Service Confirmation to Legal Parties
4 "Excellent"

2

3.5

2

3 "Satisfactory"

6

2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"

4

1.5

6

1 "Unsatisfactory"

2

0 "Not Applicable"

14
0

Court Observation -Trial Skills
1

Service Confirm to Legal Parties

2

4

6

4

3.5

3

2

2

6

8

2.5

10

Number of Case Files

12

14

2

1.5

1

0

4

6

2

14

The CAA Court Observations met the scoring standard for “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” in 10 out of 22 or 45% of the observations where
service confirmation to legal parties was or should have been addressed by the
CAA during a hearing. Defective service to a legal party could result in an invalid
custody order and potentially place the child at risk.
Positive Practice Points:
Provisional hearing statue correctly applied
Points for Practice Improvement:
FATHERS. When the case is before the court and no one else does, then the
CAAs should make a point to determine if there is a legal father or a putative
father. Did he get service? Even if he is not an option for placement he still gets
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16

service or notice depending on his status or else the court’s order might be
challenged or declared invalid. Additionally, Georgia’s CFSR 2007 indicated
Georgia did not sufficiently engage fathers in either case planning, visitation or
paternal relative placement.
Service Confirmation to Legal Parties Measurement
Service confirmation to legal parties should be considered when “appropriate
and necessary” to protect the child’s legal interest promote the child’s position
and permanency objective(s) for the case the CAA’s theory of the case and the
CAA’s trial strategy.
A. If a legal party IS NOT present, the CAAs should confirm that the
party received legally sufficient service of the pending action and
time / place of the hearing thereby preserving the legal validity of
any court orders affecting the child client
B. CAAs should confirm that the method of service was timely and
legally sufficient for each and every hearing, thereby preserving the
legal validity of any court orders affecting the child client
C. CAAs’ case files should document that they addressed each legal
service issue affecting the status and rights of the child, details of the
issue, timeliness and the result
D. CAAs should demonstrate a thorough knowledge of legal service
requirements for each type of hearing, legal parties, interested
parties (foster parents) and witnesses
E. If SAAG or parent attorney did not make a “record” then CAAs should
make the “record” for either legally sufficient or insufficient service
F. CAAs should be prepared to make legal arguments and propose the
appropriate corrective actions when service issues arise
G. Incarcerated Parent
 If parent is incarcerated, CAAs should determine the location
of incarceration and confirm legally sufficient service to the
incarcerated parent. CAAs may consider contacting the
incarceration facility social worker to determine whether the
parent understood s/he could request an attorney and or
transport for a hearing
 CAAs should request that the Judge make a ruling on the
service to the incarcerated parent and whether an attorney
will be appointed for the incarcerated parent and address the
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issue of transporting the incarcerated parent to and from the
court
 CAAs should challenge DFCS assertions of unknown
whereabouts for incarcerated parents and should inquire what
efforts were made to locate the incarcerated parent and
whether these efforts were reasonable under the
circumstances.
H. Putative or legal father
 CAAs should determine whether “father” is legal or putative as
his status effects the type of service to which he’s entitled, his
standing in the case, case plan goals and legitimation issues
 CAAs should recognize that an incorrect assertion of paternity
may have long-term effects on the case and should search for
relatives, assure legal service, obtain genetic testing to
determine if the putative father is indeed the biological father,
and if so, promote establishment of child support, evaluate the
putative father’s interest in and ability to care appropriately
for the child, and to urge the court to provide the father with
appointed counsel unless he has sufficient means to hire
counsel.
 CAAs should challenge assertions that the identity of the father
is unknown and explore options for identifying and locating
him
I. Guardian
 CAAs should recognize a guardian or someone who purports to
be a guardian as either an informal arrangement or a legal
guardian who is entitled to legal service of the pending action
 CAAs should request and obtain a copy of the underlying court
order establishing the guardianship and make it a part of the
CAA file and the Court’s file as an Exhibit
J. Foster Parents:
 CAAs should verify foster parents were given the statutory
notice (OCGA 15-11-58) and if foster parents were not given
notice and should have been, then the CAAs should bring the
issue to the Court’s attention.
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Scoring for Service Confirmation
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge, outstanding trial skills, zealous
advocacy and exceptional vigilance related to issues of perfecting
service to all legal parties
 CAA was exceptional in using the case facts and law to argue the child’s
position which was protected and advanced by the CAA’s trial skills
 CAA zealously, proficiently, competently and completely performed A
through J
 CAA perfected the record regarding service issues where the service
issue affected the child’s legal rights and the legal validity of any court
orders affecting the child client
 In the event of a “provisional hearing” explain provisional hearing, CAA
perfected the record as to statutory requirements: one legal parent
present, publication has begun, child present and final hearing date is
set
 CAA demonstrated either in courtroom or in CAA case file that service
issues were known, addressed and documented
 CAA file should be documented regarding the service issues for all legal
parties
3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA provided “adequate and effective legal representation” CAA was
competent and zealous as described above in A through J above
 CAAs demonstrated effective trial skills, zealous advocacy, vigilance and
“adequate” (sufficient) knowledge related to issues of perfecting service to
all legal parties
 CAA actions sufficiently protected the child’s legal interests
 CAA addressed service issues, perfected the record, requested
documentation of service or otherwise requested that the court to rule on
the adequacy of service
 CAA requested or suggested corrective action
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2 - needs improvement
 CAA incompletely addressed issues contained in A through J
 CAA mentioned service issues in court or pretrial but did not follow through
with confirmation or corrective action request and did not demonstrate
sufficient knowledge of legally sufficient service requirements
 CAA lacked sufficient trial skills or knowledge, to completely perfect the
record
1 – unsatisfactory
 No mention that legal service issues were considered by CAA , addressed in
the court hearing or documented in the CAA case file
0 - not applicable
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Continuance Issues
Continuance issues are “appropriate and necessary” to the
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principles 6 and 7 also
 Kenny A, Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE
ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE”, B-1, B-2, B-5
 ABA §B-1(4) and commentary paragraph 3.
Court Observation - Trail Skills - Continuance Issues
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs…
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

3
5
6
6
4
15
Number of Case Files

0

2

4

6

Court Observation -Trial Skills

4

2

2

Continuance Issues

8

3.5

10

3
3

2.5

12

14

16

2

1.5

1

0

6

6

4

15

The CAA Court Observations met the scoring standard for “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” in 5 out of 21or 24% of the observations where
continuance issues were or should have been addressed by the CAA during a
hearing.
Positive Practice Points
5 of the 21 cases with continuance issues were competently handled by CAAs who
asked to be heard on visitation with parent, possible placement with a relative
during the continuance period, sibling visitation, correct use of the “provisional
hearing” statute, questions about a case plan meeting, and home evaluation of
potential non relative placement.
Comments:
In as much as continuances generally delay the child client’s permanency
objective, the Fulton CAAs might consider strategies to:
1. reduce the number of continuances and
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2. reduce the negative impact of the continuances by making the continuance
positive by taking action to move the case forward
For example, to address the high number of cases continued for “Drug
Assessment”, the assigned CAA could make a request to the Court at the
probable cause hearing, where parental drug use is a risk factor for the child, for
the parent to undergo a drug assessment prior to the adjudicatory hearing.
To address the number of hearings continued for the “Case Plan”, the CAA might
request the Court, at the probable cause hearing, to specify the date the case plan
is due to the Court, ask the parties set up the Case Plan meeting, attend the Case
Plan meeting when possible, make inquiry as to the date and time of the Family
Team Meeting and the Multidisciplinary Team meeting, as both are related to
case planning. Additionally, the case plan is online through the SHINES system and
the courthouse has DFCS offices with printers or the parties could recess the case
rather than continue the case to allow completion of the case plan while the
parties are at the courthouse. Also through the SHINES program, the assigned
CAA is also able to confirm the timely completion of the case plan, the accuracy of
the case plan and whether the case plan adequately addresses the child’s
objectives. The case plan is often referred to as the roadmap to the child’s
permanency and regardless of the permanency objective, the child has an interest
in the timely completion of the case plan.
The continuance category “Continued by Motion of Court” accounts for 16 % of
deprived type cases continuances and may warrant further inquiry as to whether
any CAA actions which might reduce this category of continuances when
consistent with the child’s objective.
The number of continuances and the reason for the continuance are data that is
tracked by the Fulton County Juvenile Court’s JCATS system. The chart below
summarizes the “deprived type case” continuance rates, percentages and stated
reason for the continuance.
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Fulton County Juvenile Court Center Continuance Reason Summary,
From 01/01/2008 To 06/30/2008
Reason for Continuance

Deprived

Guard

Legit

TPR

Totals

Contd/DrugAssessment *
Contd/MotionCrt
Contd/NotReady/Other
Contd/Case plan
Contd/Publication
Contd/NotReady/Negotiated
Contd/NotReady/SAAG
Contd/CrtRequire/Other
Contd/Atty/Conflict
Contd/NotPres/Srv/Prnt

520
234
145
141
94
58
61
53
48
42

0
20
14
0
7
3
0
1
2
2

2
13
11
0
2
3
2
0
2
2

0
27
19
8
25
8
4
4
4
1

522
294
189
149
128
72
67
58
56
47

% of total
continued
deprived type
cases

26.63
15.42
9.91
7.81
6.71
3.77
3.51
3.04
2.94
2.46
82.20%
1,906

Total deprived type cases continued during period for all reasons

*The Court reports the high number of continuances listed for “drug assessment” may be artificially
inflated as a result of improper coding of the frequently reviewed cases in “Drug Court”.

The type of deprived case which is continued also provides insight into strategies
which CAAs might use to reduce unwanted continuances.
Fulton County Juvenile Court Center
Time Period: From 01/01/2008 To 06/23/2008
Hearings Type Scheduled
Case Type

Total

Deprived
Guardian
Legitimation
TPR **
Totals

4,110
163
92
272
4,637

Hearings Type Continued

% of
Total
Cases
34.19 %
1.36 %
0.77 %
2.26 %
38.58 %

Total

1,562
60
46
103
1,771

% of All
Cases
Continued
35.09 %
1.35 %
1.03 %
2.31 %
39.78 %

% of Case
Type
Continued

38 %
36.8 %
50 %
37.86 %

** The Court reports the high number of continuances for TPR cases is probably due incorrect coding of
the post TPR reviews which the Court conducts every six months until the child has achieved
permanency.
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Examples of continuance issues observed where CAA handled the continuance
positively:
 challenged the legally compelling reason for the continuance
 addressed the service needs of the child during the period of the
continuance or during the argument over whether the case should be
continued?
 addressed visitation issues during the period of the continuance
 sibling group of 5 entering foster care for the 3rd time with several teens
was continued to be “specially set” over 50 days out and no one addressed
issues of the case plan, diligent search, sibling visitation, parent visit, FTM,
MDT, CCFA, or health and mental health evaluations
Examples of continuance issues observed where CAA handled the continuance
negatively:
 2 continuances had been agreed upon by the attorneys in advance of the
calendar call and the continuances were granted by oral motion of the state
without the parent attorney or the CAA present in the courtroom, in both
instances there were no other issues presented although during file review
numerous issues for services or actions to be completed during the
continuance should have been advanced and made a part of the record
 At an adjudication for a mother and father, the case had been set out 60
plus days for service by publication on the mother but she again did not
appear for the adjudication. The father, however, was once again present
asking for custody of the newborn. Whether he had an “administrative
legitimation” from the hospital was unknown. The court had directed that a
home evaluation of the father be completed, but it had not been and no one
was held accountable. There were not any risk factors with the father. The
only allegation was that he was not legitimate and the case was continued
again for a home evaluation. There was no mention of a Case Plan. The
details of this case are provided as it is relevant to many of the other legal
representation measures (Case plan, visitation, diligent search, reasonable
efforts, case timelines).
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Continuance Issues Measurement
CAAs should address continuance issues when such issues are “appropriate and
necessary” to protect the child’s legal interest promote the child’s position and
permanency objective(s) for the case the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s
trial strategy.
A. As a general policy, CAAs should not consent to continuances and CAAs
should either discourage or object to continuance requests EXCEPT where
there is a compelling legal reason for the continuance and the continuance
will not delay the child client’s path to permanency
B. CAAs should in every instance of a continuance, request the Court to put the
compelling legal reason for the continuance on the record and in the court
order
C. CAAs should challenge continuance requests that do not contain a legally
compelling reason for the continuance
D. CAAs should perfect the record with the CAA’s position on the continuance
which is “necessary and appropriate” and consistent with the child’s
position, the theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy
E.
If a continuance is granted, CAAs should take actions to reduce the impact
of any delays caused by the continuance
F.
If a continuance is granted, CAAs should make sure any child or family needs
are met during the continuance time
G. If a continuance is granted, CAAs should make sure the record clearly
reflects what each party is to do or accomplish during the time before the
next hearing
H. CAAs should document the CAA case file with details of the continuance, the
legally compelling reason for the continuance, the CAA’s position on the
continuance and the Court’s ruling on the issue.
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Scoring for Continuance Issues
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge, outstanding trial skills, zealous
advocacy and exceptional vigilance related to continuance issues
 CAA was exceptional in using the case facts and law to argue the child’s
position which was protected and advanced by the CAA’s trial skills
 CAA zealously, proficiently, competently and completely performed A
through H
 CAA appropriately responded to continuance requests, perfected the
record and had an articulated position as to any continuance requests
3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA provided “adequate and effective legal representation” CAA was
competent and zealous as described above in A through H
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of the applicable law and case facts when
presenting continuance issues or arguments
 CAA appropriately responded to continuance requests, perfected the
record and had an articulated position as to any continuance requests
2 - needs improvement
 CAA failed to completely address the continuance issues in A through H
 CAA ineffectively challenged the continuance
 CAA demonstrated limited understanding of the continuance issues, failed
to zealously challenge, object or otherwise present the CAA’s position
regarding a continuance
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA did not take a position or make any statements on the record
concerning continuance issues
 CAA did not document the CAA case file
0 - not applicable
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Opening Statement (Theory of Case)
CAA use of the opening statements and presentation of the theory of the case are
“appropriate and necessary” to the
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principles 1 and 2 also
 Kenny A, Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD
ADVOCATE ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE”, B1, B-2 and B-10
 ABA § A-3, B-1(6).
Court Observation - Trial Skills - Opening Statement
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

4
10
5
11
4
2
0

2

4

Court Observation -Trial Skills

4

3

4

Opening State (Theory of Case)

6

3.5

Number of Case Files

8

10

3

2.5

2

10

5

11

1.5

12

1

0

4

2

The CAA Court Observations met the scoring standard for “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” in 14 out of 34 or 41% of the observations where
an opening statement was or should have been utilized by the CAA during a
hearing.
Positive Practice Points:
High scores were given for opening statements, where the CAA not only
introduced the parties but took the opportunity to set the stage for the case with
a thorough but quick review of the case history and facts, a brief review of prior
court orders, the child’s needs and services, the child’s position, any failures on
the part of DFCS or the parents. All this was done very briefly, without notes or
hesitations in the presentation, with a commanding presence from the CAA. At
the end of these openings there was no doubt as the child’s position, the history
of the case or what the Court was about to hear from the evidence.
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Points for Practice Improvement:
CAAs miss a free opportunity to advance the child’s position when the CAA only
introduces the parties.
Comments:
At the beginning of each deprivation hearing, Fulton CAAs provide the Court with
an introduction of the case which includes the case name, type of case, and the
names of the children, the parties and attorneys present. Several Fulton CAAs
maximize the use of the deprivation case introduction by adding a brief summary
of the case (particularly if the case has had other hearings), the child’s position,
the theory of the case, whether the child is present for the hearing and the child’s
position on addressing the court or being present in the courtroom during the
hearing. By adding a brief opening statement and the CAA’s theory of the case to
the deprivation case introduction, the CAA reinforces the focus of the proceeding
on the child and the child’s position.
Opening Statement and Theory of Case Measurement
When “appropriate and necessary” to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy,
A. CAAs should consider the value and use of the opening statement
B. CAAs should be prepared to make an opening statement and request that
the Court allow an opening statement or attempt the opening statement
even where the judiciary discourages it
C. When appropriate, CAAs should use the opening statement to educate the
judge as to the CAA's “theory of the case” and to refine issues for the court
D. CAAs should use the opening statement to advance the child client’s
position, as part of the CAA’s overall trial strategy and to demonstrate the
CAA’s command of the case facts and applicable law
E. CAAs should document the CAA case file with details and efforts to prepare
and deliver the opening statement.
Scoring for Opening Statement and Theory of Case
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge, outstanding trial skills, zealous
advocacy and creativity in the use of the opening statement
 CAA demonstrated an exceptional command of the case facts during the
opening
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 CAA competent, completely and persuasively performed A through E
above
 CAA efficiently and effectively made use of the opening statement
 CAA articulates the child’s position and uses the opening statement as part
of an overall trial strategy and to promote the CAA’s theory of the case
 The child’s position was protected and advanced by the CAA’s trial skills
3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA provided “adequate and effective legal representation” CAA was
competent and zealous as described above in A through E
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of the applicable law and case facts when
presenting an opening statement
 CAA adequately and effectively articulates the child’s position and uses the
opening statement as part of an overall trial strategy and to promote the
CAA’s theory of the case
2 - needs improvement
 CAA incompletely performed A through E above
 CAA only introduces the parties and did not make any statements as to the
child’s position
 CAA lacked trial skills or training to fully use the opening statement, and the
child’s position is not effectively advanced or presented to the court
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA did nothing for an opening and did not document the CAA case file
that an opening statement was considered as an option
 CAA lacked trial skills and training in the use of use of the opening
statement, and the child’s position is not presented to the court
0 - not applicable
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Closing Argument / Child's Position
CAA use of closing arguments and presentation of the child’s position are
consistent with the
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principles 1, 2 and 6 also
 Kenny A, Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE
ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE”, B-1, B-2 and B10
 ABA § A-3, B-1 Commentary, B-3, B-4 and Commentary paragraph 2 and 3,
D-11.
Court Observation - Trial Skills - Closing Arguement
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

4
6
6
8
4
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The CAA Court Observations met the scoring standard for “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” in 10 out of 28 or 36% of the observations
where a closing argument was or should have been utilized by the CAA during a
hearing.
Comments:
At the conclusion of each deprivation hearing, the Fulton County Juvenile Court
Judges routinely ask the attorneys if there is anything further before concluding
the hearing. Again, several Fulton CAAs maximize the opportunity at the case
conclusion to succinctly state the child’s position, the facts supporting the child’s
position and to request certain findings of fact or conclusions of law in the Court’s
order. The CAA is frequently given the last opportunity to address the Court and
several Fulton CAAs effectively use that opportunity to keep the focus of the
deprivation action on the child and the child’s position, by providing the Court
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with a clear, efficient statement of the child’s position using the facts of the case
and the law to support the child’s position.
Closing Argument / Child's Position Measurement
Closing arguments should be considered and used when “appropriate and
necessary” to protect the child’s legal interest promote the child’s position and
permanency objective(s) for the case the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s
trial strategy.
A. CAAs should recognize the differences between a closing argument and
“recommendations”
B. CAAs should recognize the value of using the closing argument to advance
the child’s position even if the CAA perceives the child’s position will not be
“totally” adopted by the Court, the CAA is still able to achieve some of the
child’s objectives
C. CAA’s closing argument should correctly and persuasively apply the law to
the facts of the case, the child’s position, the child’s permanency objectives
and the CAA’s theory of the case
D. CAAs’ closing arguments should demonstrate that the CAA arrived at the
child’s position through consultation with the child and state whether any
other factors were considered or other sources consulted (the American
Bar Association Standards of Practice for Lawyers Who Represent Children
in Abuse and Neglect B-4 and Commentary paragraph 2 and 3). If the child
is determined to be a “client under disability” (ABA §B-3), then the CAA’s
closing argument should demonstrate the structured, principled decision
making which included the child’s cultural context, the child’s permanency
objectives, the needs of the child and family and the resources to meet
those needs
E. CAAs should concisely document the CAA case file w/ factors considered in
arriving at the “child’s position” and other elements of the closing
argument
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Scoring for Closing Argument
4 – excellent / superior
 CAA competently and completely performed A through E above
 CAAs demonstrated outstanding trial skills, zealous advocacy, exceptional
vigilance and superior knowledge during closing argument
 CAA made an outstanding, articulate, concise closing argument
 CAAs closing is creative, thoughtful, persuasive, efficient
 CAA was exceptional in using the case facts and law to argue the child’s
position which was protected and advanced by the CAA’s trial skills
3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA competently and completely performed A through E
 CAA provided “adequate and effective legal representation” CAA was
competent and zealous as described above
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of the applicable law and case facts when
presenting the closing argument
 CAA made effective and sufficient use of the closing argument
 The child’s position is adequately protected and advanced by the CAA’s
trial skills
2 - needs improvement
 CAA attempted the closing argument but it is not effective
 CAA misapplied the facts of the case or the law
 CAA lacked the trial skills or training to competently perform A through E
above
 CAA case file was incompletely documented
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA did not consider or attempt closing argument
0 - not applicable
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Cross Examination
CAA cross examination of witnesses and other parties is consistent with the
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principles 1 and 2 also
 Kenny A Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE
ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE”, A-1, A-2, A-3,
A-6, B-1 and B-4
 ABA § C-2 and D-4.
Court Observation - Trial Skills - Cross Examination
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"
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The CAA Court Observations met the scoring standard for “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” in 20 out of 32 or 62% of the observations
where cross examination was or should have been utilized by the CAA during a
hearing.
There is improvement in the Fulton CAAs development of trial strategy, theory of
the case and most importantly implementation of these trial skills.
Positive Practice Points:
As a result of having a clear focus on the child’s objectives, the permanency goal
of the child, a trial strategy, command of the necessary trial skills and knowledge
of the case facts, some CAAs made the most of short, to the point cross and then
stopped. High scores were given for efficient and effective cross exams which do
not just repeat the information provided from the witness on direct, but cross
exams which were relevant and connected to the reasons for removal or to
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service needs for the child or family. Several outstanding cross exams were
observed.
Points for Practice Improvement:
Low scores for unnecessary or frivolous cross, repetition of the direct
examination, unfocused or wandering questions, not using leading questions
where leading questions should have been used, and not controlling the witness
Cross Examination Measurement
When “necessary and appropriate” to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy,
A. CAAs should cross-examine witnesses called by other parties
B. CAAs should consider calling adverse parties (the parent(s) for the purpose
of cross examination
C. CAA’s cross examination should demonstrate the CAA’s knowledge of the
case facts, the law and trial technique
D. CAAs should demonstrate trial skills sufficient to respond to challenging
witness situations such as the hostile witness, witness impeachment,
refreshing recollection
E. CAAs should voir dire witnesses regarding documentary evidence, physical
evidence or qualifications of experts CAAs should state positions on the
record following voir dire
F. CAAs should concisely document the CAA case file with details of each cross
examination performed or explain why cross was not pursued on a
particular witness
Scoring for Cross Examination
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge, outstanding trial skills, zealous
advocacy and exceptional vigilance related to issues of cross examination
 CAA was exceptional in using the case facts and law to argue the child’s
position which was protected and advanced by the CAA’s trial skills
 CAA zealously, proficiently, competently and completely performed A
through F
 CAA had an exceptional command of the case facts, applicable law and the
witness
 The child’s position was protected and advanced by the CAA’s trial skills
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3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA provided “adequate and effective legal representation” CAA was
competent and zealous as described above in A through F above
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of the applicable law and case facts when
presenting cross examination
 CAA was competent, adequate, zealous and effective at cross examination
 CAA uses the cross to make points not otherwise covered, cross is not
repetitive and is focused
 CAA demonstrated sufficient use of the case facts and law in developing
questions
 The child’s position was protected and advanced by the CAA’s trial skills
2 - needs improvement
 CAA had limited effectiveness at A through F above
 CAA lacked sufficient trial skills and training in cross examination
techniques
 Some points or obvious opportunities were missed during the cross
examination
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA did not attempt nor consider any cross examinations where it is
obvious cross exam would advance the child’s position
0 - not applicable
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Direct Examination
CAA direct examination of witnesses is consistent with the
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principles 1 and 2 also
 Kenny A Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE
ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE”, A-1, A-2, A-3,
A-4, A-6, B-1, B-4, and B-7
 ABA § C-2 and D-4.
Court Observation - Trial Skills - Direct Examination
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"
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The CAA Court Observations met the scoring standard for “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” in 18 out of 25 or 72% of the observations
where direct examination was or should have been utilized by the CAA during a
hearing.
Positive Practice Points:
When the CAA was focused on the child’s objectives and the permanency goal of
the child and had developed a trial strategy with a command of the case facts, the
direct exams were to the point, efficient, relevant and advanced the child’s
position. It is good trial technique to pass on questioning a witness when there is
nothing to be gained or as part of an overall trial strategy. Knowing when NOT to
ask questions is just as important as knowing when to ask the right questions.
High scores were given for efficient, effective, relevant direct examination which
connected to the reasons for removal or to service needs for the child or family.
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As an observer, it was obvious when the CAA had previously interviewed the
witness before the direct exam, had thoroughly investigated the case facts and
possessed a clear child’s objective. Several outstanding direct exams were
observed.
Direct Examination Measurement
When “necessary and appropriate” to advance the child’s position and the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy,
A. CAAs should perform direct examination and call witnesses to testify
B. CAAs direct examination should be effective, concise, noncumulative and
necessary to the child’s position
C. CAAs should demonstrate knowledge of the case facts, and of applicable
state and federal law
D. CAAs should demonstrate trial skills sufficient to respond to challenging
witness situations such as the friendly witness turned hostile, witness
impeachment, and refreshing recollection
E. CAA’s direct examination should demonstrate the CAA’s independent
investigation of the case facts
F. CAAs should concisely document the CAA case file with details of each
direct examination performed

Scoring for Direct Examination
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge, outstanding trial skills, zealous
advocacy and exceptional vigilance related to direct examination
 CAA was exceptional in using the case facts and law to argue the child’s
position which was protected and advanced by the CAA’s trial skills
 CAA zealously, proficiently, competently and completely performed A
through F
 CAA had an exceptional control of the witness
 CAA’s direct examination exceeds the standards
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3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA provided “adequate and effective legal representation” CAA was
competent and zealous as described above in A through F
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of the applicable law and case facts when
conducting a direct examination
 CAA had an adequate control of the witness
 CAA demonstrated sufficient knowledge and effective trial skills during
direct examination
 The child’s position was protected and advanced by the CAA’s trial skills
 CAA’s direct examination met the standards
2 - needs improvement
 CAA had limited effectiveness of A through F above
 CAA missed obvious opportunities to advance the child’s position
 CAA lacked sufficient trial skills in direct examination
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA did not pursue direct examination of witnesses
0 - not applicable
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Objections
CAAs making objections during hearings is consistent with the CAA as an active
participant in the deprivation proceeding,
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principles 1 and 2 also
 Kenny A Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE
ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE” B-1 and B-4
 ABA § D-3.
Court Observation - Trial Skills - Objections
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs…
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"
0

4
10
14
8
2

Court Observation -Trial Skills

4

6

4

8

3.5

3

10

2.5

12

2

Number of Case Files

1.5

14

1

16

0

7 Objections
4
10 14
8
The CAA Court Observations met the scoring standard for “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” in 4 out of 28 or 14% of the observations where
objections were or should have been utilized by the CAA during a hearing.
Objection Measurements
When “necessary and appropriate” to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy,
A. CAAs should make appropriate, effective, relevant, timely and substantive
objections
B. CAAs should clearly state the correct legal basis of the objection
C. CAAs should be prepared to effectively and persuasively argue the basis of
the objection, citing statutory or case law as applicable
D. CAAs should be prepared to effectively and persuasively argue the
objections regardless of whether the CAA made the objection or if the CAA
is responding to an objection made by an adverse party
E. CAAs should perfect the record when the Court’s rulings are adverse to the
CAA and preserve the issue for possible appeal
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F. CAAs should document the CAA case file with details of objections made
and the Courts ruling on the objections
Scoring for Objections
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA zealously, proficiently, competently and completely performed A
through F
 CAA made exceptionally strong, legally correct objections which advanced
the child’s position
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge, outstanding trial skills, zealous
advocacy and exceptional vigilance when making objections
 CAA was exceptional in using the case facts and law to argue the child’s
position which was protected and advanced by the CAA’s trial skills
 CAA makes outstanding arguments in support of or in defense of objections
3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA competently and completely performed A through F
 CAA made effective, legally correct objections which advanced the child’s
position
 The child’s position was protected and advanced by the CAA’s trial skills
 CAAs demonstrated effective, persuasive trial skills, zealous advocacy and
“adequate” (sufficient) knowledge when responding to or when making
objections
2 - needs improvement
 CAA lacked the trail skills or training to persuasively and effectively
argue an objection
 CAA made frivolous or incorrect objections also missed obvious
objection opportunities
 CAA lacked the trial skills or training to competently make objections or
document the CAA case file as described in A through F above
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA did not make any attempts to object
0 - not applicable
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Pleadings or Motions Made By CAA on Behalf of Child
CAAs filing of written pleadings or motions and oral motions during hearings is
consistent with the CAA as an active participant in deprivation proceedings,
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principles 1, 2, 4, 6, 7 and 8 also
 Kenny A Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE
ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE” B-1, B-2, B-3,
B-4 and B-5
 ABA § C-3 and D-3.
Court Observation - Trial Skills - Pleadings & Motions by CAA
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

2
14
9
6

6
0

2

Court Observation -Trial Skills
Pleadings and Motions by
8
CAA

4

6

4
2

8

3.5

Number of Case Files

10

12

3

2.5

2

14

9

6

1.5

14

1

16

0
6

The in court actions of the CAA met the scoring standard of “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” in 16 out of 30 or 53% of the court
observations involving pleadings or motions.
Motions or Pleadings Made on Behalf of Child Measurement
When “necessary and appropriate” to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy,
A. CAAs should determine whether motions or other pleadings are
appropriate and file them as necessary. CAAs should make relevant, timely
and substantive motions to the Court. The motions may be written or oral
with a preference for written motions filed in advance.
B. CAAs should continue to evaluate the necessity of filing or making motions
or other pleadings to the court throughout the deprivation case as the CAA
learns of new issues or new evidence is discovered
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C. CAAs should make oral motions where appropriate during court hearings
using the facts of the case and applicable law and written pleadings and
motions should be legally correct.
D. CAAs should not miss opportunities during hearings to access services or
promote the child client’s objective through effective motions practice.
CAAs should demonstrate a thorough knowledge of the case facts, the
independent investigation and CAAs may be creative in addressing the
needs of the child through motions to the court.
E. CAAs should be prepared to effectively, persuasively and correctly argue
motions or other pleadings in court citing statutory and case law as
applicable, regardless of whether the CAA is the movant, petitioner or
respondent.
F. CAAs should document all motions or other pleadings, responses and the
Court’s ruling in the CAA case file CAAs should perfect the record when the
Court’s rulings are adverse to the CAA and preserve the issue for possible
appeal.
Scoring for Motions or Pleadings Made on Behalf of Child
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA competently, completely and effectively performed A through F
above
 CAA was outstanding in using motions or pleadings to advance the child’s
position
 CAA demonstrated an exceptionally strong command of case facts and the
applicable law when presenting and arguing motions or pleadings
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge, superior trial skills and vigilance in
recognizing opportunities to present motions or pleadings which advanced
the child’s position
 CAA’s motions and presentation of motions to the court are uniquely
persuasive, creative, effective
 CAA zealously advanced the child’s position by effective motions or
pleadings
3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA was zealous, competent and effective in as described in A through F
above
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 CAA provided “adequate and effective legal representation”
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of the applicable law and case facts when
presenting
 CAA actions related to presenting motions or pleadings sufficiently
advanced and protect the child’s legal interests in light of the child’s
expressed preferences
 CAA made relevant, timely and correct use of motions or pleadings
2 - needs improvement
 CAA demonstrated partial competency and effectiveness in pursuing
motions or pleadings to promote or protect the child’s position
 CAA demonstrated some deficiencies in trial skills or training related to
motions or pleadings
 CAA inadequately documented the CAA case file as described above
 CAA missed some opportunities to advance the child’s position through
effective use of motions or pleadings
1 – unsatisfactory
 No indication CAA considered or addressed motions or other pleadings at
anytime during the deprivation process
0 - not applicable.
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Child Advocate Attorney Written Pleadings Filed
January 2008 to June 2008
Jan 08
Oral and
Feb 08 Mar 08 Apr 08 May 08
Written

June 08

Attorney 1

/

1

/

/

/

/

Attorney 2

12 (oral)

/

/

/

1

/

Attorney 3

3 (written)

/

/

/

/

/

Attorney 4

1(written)

/

/

/

/

/

Attorney 5

/

1

/

/

/

/

Attorney 6

2 oral /
2 written

7

1

/

/

/

Attorney 7

3 (oral)

/

/

/

/

/

Attorney 8

/

/

/

/

/

/

Attorney 9

1 oral/
4 written

7

/

2

/

/

Attorney 10

/

/

/

1

/

/

Attorney 11

1 oral

/

/

/

/

/

Attorney 12

/

/

/

/

/

/

Attorney 13

1 oral ∕
2 written

9

1

/

2

/

Attorney 14

/

/

1

/

/

/

Attorney 15

1 written

1

/

/

/

/

33

26

3

3

3

/

Totals
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Handling of Expert Witness
CAAs handling expert witnesses during deprivation hearings is consistent with the
CAA as an active participant in the deprivation litigation process,
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principles 1 and 2
 Kenny A Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE
ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE” A-6, B-1, B-4
 ABA § D-4 ABA § D-4.
Court Observation - Trial Skills - Handling of Expert Witness
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs…
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

2

34
Number of Case Files

0

5

Court Observation -Trial Skills
9

10

15

4

20

3.5

Handling of Expert Witness

3

25

2.5

30

2

35

1.5

40

1

2

0
34

There were only 2 opportunities to observe the CAAs in the use of expert
witnesses. In both of these instances the CAAs actions met the satisfactory
standard.
Handling of Expert Witness Measurement
When “necessary and appropriate” to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy:
A. CAAs should demonstrate knowledgeable voir dire of expert witness,
subject matter and potential testimony
B. CAAs should demonstrate relevant and effective challenge, response or
consent to expert qualifications. CAAs should be prepared to argue for or
against “expert qualification” and the substantive testimony. CAA takes
actions which clean up or perfect the record
C. CAAs should demonstrate relevant and effective direct or cross
examination of expert witnesses
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D. CAAs should be prepared for rebuttal of expert testimony if adverse or
damaging to the child client’s position
E. CAA thoroughly documents expert testimony in CAA case file, including
research on subject matter of expert testimony
Scoring for Handling of Expert Witnesses
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA competently, completely and effectively performed A through E
above
 CAA was outstanding in using expert witnesses to advance the child’s
position
 CAA demonstrated an exceptionally strong command of case facts and the
applicable law when questioning the expert witnesses
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge and trial skills CAA was vigilant in
recognizing opportunities to use expert witnesses which advanced the
child’s position
 CAA’s use of expert witnesses was persuasive and effective
 CAA zealously advanced the child’s position by using expert witnesses and
CAA exceeded standards
3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA was adequate, zealous, competent and effective in the use of
expert witnesses as described in A through E as described above
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, adequate “sufficient”
knowledge of the case facts and the applicable law in the use of expert
witnesses
 CAA actions in using expert witnesses sufficiently advanced and
protected the child’s legal interests in light of the child’s expressed
preferences
 CAA made appropriate, relevant, timely and correct use of expert
witnesses
 CAA met standards CAA provided “adequate and effective legal
representation”
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2 - needs improvement
 CAA demonstrated partial competency and effectiveness in the use of
expert witnesses to promote or protect the child’s position
 CAA had some deficiencies in trial skills or training related to expert
witnesses
 CAA inadequately documented the CAA case file as described above
 CAA missed some opportunities to advance the child’s position through
effective use of expert witnesses
 CAA demonstrated insufficient or limited knowledge, trial skills and
attention in the use of expert witnesses
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA did not present or respond to expert witness issues
0 - not applicable
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Handling of Document / Photo Evidence
CAAs’ handling of documents, photos, physical evidence or demonstrative
evidence during a hearing is consistent with CAA as an active participant in the
deprivation litigation process,
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principles 1, 2 and 4 also
 Kenny A Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE
ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE” A-2, B-1, B-4
 ABA § C-2 (1, 5 and 7), D-4.
Court Observation - Trial Skills Handling of Documents & Photographic Evidence
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

3
18
13

6
0

5

Court Observation -Trial Skills

4

Handling of Doc / Photo
Evidence

3

10

Number of Case Files

10

3.5

3
18

15

2.5

2

1.5

13

20

1

0
6

The in court actions of the CAA met the scoring standard of “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” in 21 out of 30 or 70% of the court
observations involving the presentation or admission of documents or photos by
either the CAA or another party.
Positive Practice Points:
Observed a CAA effectively introduce into evidence through the DFCS
casemanager a set of 14 photographs taken by law enforcement of the conditions
of the home from which the children were removed. This case demonstrated the
CAA’s thorough investigation and leadership as the State did not have the police
photographs. Other positive CAA handling of documents or photos including
questioning the witness concerning the document’s contents and pointing out to
the witness and the Court when the document contained incorrect or missing
information as in several DFCS court reports. CAAs appeared to have copies of
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the documents prior to court and to have reviewed these documents in advance
of the hearings.
Points for Practice Improvement:
Low scores resulted from the CAA remaining silent, not taking a position or
making the record with either an objection or no objection announcement when
a document or photo was tendered into evidence.
Handling of Document / Photo Evidence Measurement
When “necessary and appropriate” to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy:
A. CAAs should thoroughly review and obtain a copy of any and all
documents exchanged between parties, used in the decision-making
process or tendered to the Court as evidence
B. CAAs should demonstrate knowledge of legal requirements and lay the
foundation for the admission of a document or photo, questioning the
witness about the document or photo prior to offering it into evidence, and
objecting to admission of the item when the foundation is improper, or
consenting to admission when the foundation is proper
C. CAA trial skills should include insisting that each piece of physical evidence
be individually marked for a cleaner record and should have the witness
describe physical evidence on the record and state the item’s exhibit
number. The CAA should tender evidence into the record assertively (not
“May I”).
D. CAAs should be prepared to argue for or against the admission of physical
evidence
E. CAAs take actions which “clean up” or perfect the record
F. CAAs should recognize the persuasive value of physical evidence
G. CAAs should recognize the differences and value of demonstrative
evidence
H. CAAs should obtain a copy of all documents admitted into the record
I. CAAs should make notations on the copy of the document admitted,
including the Exhibit Identification Number and the date the document
was admitted into evidence
J. A copy of the item should be maintained in the CAA case file.
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Scoring for Handling of Document and Photo Evidence
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge, outstanding trial skills, zealous
advocacy and exceptional vigilance related to issues of document and
photograph evidence
 CAA was exceptional in using the case facts and law to argue the child’s
position which was protected and advanced by the CAA’s trial skills
 CAA zealously, proficiently, competently and completely performed A
through I
 CAA demonstrated an exceptionally strong command of case facts and the
applicable law when addressing issues of documents or photographs
 CAA maximized the persuasive value of physical evidence (documents or
photographs) by weaving it into the total trial strategy
3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA provided “adequate and effective legal representation” CAA was
competent and zealous as described above in A through I above
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of the applicable law and case facts when presenting
documentary evidence
 CAA actions in the handling of documents or photographs sufficiently
advanced and protected the child’s legal interests in light of the child’s
expressed preferences
 CAA made appropriate, relevant, timely and correct use of documents or
photographs
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2 - needs improvement
 CAA demonstrated partial competency and effectiveness in the performance
of A through I as described above
 CAA had some deficiencies in trial skills or training related to the handling of
documents or photographs
 CAA inadequately documented the CAA case file as described above
 CAA missed some opportunities to advance the child’s position through
effective use of the handling of documents or photographs
 CAA demonstrated insufficient or limited knowledge, trial skills and attention
in issues of handling documents or photographs
 CAA lacked knowledge of physical evidence foundation analysis or how to
adequately perfect the record
 CAA did not maximize the persuasive value of physical evidence
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA did nothing during introduction of exhibits or photos and did not have
any physical evidence to present
0 - not applicable
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Overall Level of Active Participation
The Kenny A Consent Decree Principles 1, 2, 3 and 4 require the CAAs to maintain
“adequate, effective, and zealous” level of legal representation for class member
children.
Court Observation - Trial Skills - Overall Level ofActive Participation
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs…
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

11
12
11

2
Number of Case Files

0

2

4

6

Court Observation -Trial Skills

4

11

11

Overall level - Active Part.

8

3.5

10

3
12

2.5

12

2

1.5

14

1

11

The CAA’s overall level of active participation met the scoring standard of “3 –
satisfactory - adequate, effective and zealous” in 23 out of 34 or 68 % of the
court observations.
Overall Level of Active Participation Measurement
A. CAAs should be active, zealous, assertive representatives of the child
throughout all stages of the deprivation process.
B. CAA’s courtroom actions should demonstrate the CAA has also been a full
and active participant in all out of court events related to the deprivation of
the child, including staffing, negotiations, and investigations.
C. CAA’s representation should be proactive, timely, relevant and effective at
achieving the child’s objective and theory of the case.
D. CAAs should demonstrate persuasive trial skills and problem solving.
E. CAAs should have knowledge of all issues relevant to the child’s
deprivation.
F. CAAs should be a leader in the deprivation process.
G. CAAs should possess knowledge and skills which are above the other
attorneys.
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0
2

Overall Level of Active Participation Scoring
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA’s level of active participation was outstanding
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge, outstanding trial skills, zealous
advocacy and exceptional vigilance during hearings
 CAA was exceptional in using the case facts and law to argue the child’s
position which was protected and advanced by the CAA’s trial skills
 CAA zealously, proficiently, competently and completely performed A
through G
 CAA’s level of active participation was exceptional and exceeded the
standard
3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA provided “adequate and effective legal representation” CAA zealously,
competently and effectively performed A through G above
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of the applicable law and case facts
 CAA’s level of active participation sufficiently advanced and protected the
child’s legal interests in light of the child’s expressed preferences
 CAA’s legal representation met standards and was on par with the other
attorneys
2 - needs improvement
 CAA demonstrated partial competency and effectiveness in the
performance of A through G as described above to promote or protect the
child’s position
 CAA demonstrated a low level of participation in the deprivation litigation
 CAA missed some opportunities to advance the child’s position during the
deprivation litigation
 CAA demonstrated insufficient or limited knowledge and trial skills
 CAA’s legal representation is below that of the other attorneys
1 – unsatisfactory
 No indication CAA actively participated in the deprivation case
0 - not applicable.
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Handling of Child Present or not at Court
CAAs handling of the child’s presence at court is required by the
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principle 3 also
 Kenny A Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE
ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE” A-5, A-6, B-1,
B-10
 ABA § B-1 (5), D-5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.
Court Observation - Trial Skills - Child Present at Court or Not
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

4
12
14
6
Number of Case Files

0

2

Court Observation -Trial Skills

4

6

4

8

3.5

10

3

2.5

12

2

14

1.5

16

1

0

12 Child Present at Ct or Not
4
12
14
6
0
The CAA’s action met the scoring standard of “3 – satisfactory - adequate,
effective and zealous” in 16 out of 36 or 44 % of the court observations involving
the child’s presence at Court.
There were several instances where the CAA announced the child was present at
the courthouse for the hearing but gave no indication on the record whether the
child waived his or her presence in the courtroom, whether the child wanted to
address the judge, or whether the CAA’s strategy included having the judge
observe the child or otherwise interact with the child (in camera or in courtroom).
During one observation, the preteen child was present at the courthouse for the
hearing and the announcement was made that the child was present and in the
playroom, but the hearing proceeded and concluded without any further mention
of the child’s presence, leaving the record incomplete. During a follow up
conversation with the CAA, the child had advised the CAA he did not want to
meet the judge or go into the courtroom but had hoped his mother would have
been present for the hearing. This situation would have scored higher by an
announcement that after legal counseling with the child, he waived his presence
at for the hearing. Several CAAs had children present during the hearings and
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were observed actively and appropriately interacting with the child client during
and after the hearing.
Handling of Child Present or Not at Court Measurement
When “necessary and appropriate” to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy,
CAA demonstrated handling the child’s presence at court with both in court and
out of court interactions with the child client
A. CAAs should demonstrate they have discussed with the child, in a
developmentally appropriate manner. The issue of his or her attendance at
the hearing, whether the child wants to attend or wants to testify, or
otherwise address the Court
B. CAAs should take direction from the child concerning the child’s attendance
at hearings and at the same time offer legal counseling as appropriate
C. CAAs should demonstrate they have provided “legal counseling” to the
child concerning the child’s attendance in Court or addressing the Court
D. CAAs should counsel the child client concerning courtroom dress and
demeanor
E. CAAs should document the CAA case file with details of any “legal
counseling” provided to the child related to the child’s attendance at court
and whether the child will be in or out of the courtroom
F. In accordance with Fulton CAA Policy, in the event the Court, after a timely
motion by the CAA, discourages or denies the presence of the child in the
courtroom, refuses to hear testimony or statements from the child, refuses
to reset the case for the presence of the child, the CAA should:
 Confirm with the Court the CAA has engaged in “legal counseling” with
the child related to the child’s rights, including attendance at court
hearings
 Make the hearing record clear that the child requested to attend the
court hearing
 Request that the Court make a ruling on the CAA’s request for the child’s
presence at the court hearing and
 CAAs should clearly document the CAA file and staff the case the
supervisor as soon as possible.
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Scoring for Handling of Child present or Not in Court
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge, outstanding trial skills, zealous
advocacy and exceptional vigilance related to the child’s presence at court
 CAA was exceptional in using the case facts and law to argue the child’s
position which was protected and advanced by the CAA’s trial skills
 CAA zealously, competently and completely performed A through F above
 CAA’s handling the child’s presence at court was outstanding
 CAA demonstrated exceptional trial skills in recognizing the opportunities
with respect to the child’s presence at the court hearings
 Due to the CAA’s inclusive actions, the child participated as a full party in
the deprivation action
3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA provided “adequate and effective legal representation” CAA was
competent and zealous as described above in A through F above
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of the applicable law and case facts
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of the case facts and the applicable law to the
child’s presence at court
2 - needs improvement
 CAA demonstrated partial competency and effectiveness in handling the
child’s presence at court as described above in A through F
 CAA inadequately documented the CAA case file as described above
 CAA missed some opportunities to advance the child’s position through the
child’s presence at court
 CAA lacked adequate trial skills and training to provide legal counseling to
the child
1 – unsatisfactory
 No indication CAA conducted any legal counseling with the child concerning
the child’s right to attend at court hearings
0 - not applicable
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Court Informed of Child's Position
CAAs informing the Court of the child’s position is essential to the client directed
model of representation and the standards set by the
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principles 3 and 6 and the
 Kenny A Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE
ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE” A-5, A-6, B-10
 ABA § A-1, B-1, B-3, C-1, C-2, D-1.
Court Observation - Trial Skills - Court Informed of Child's Position
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

5
13
16

2
0

5

Court Observation -Trial Skills

4

13

5

Court Informed Child's Position

Number of Case Files

10

3.5

15

3
13

2.5

2

20

1.5

16

1

0
2

The CAA’s action met the scoring standard of “3 – satisfactory - adequate,
effective and zealous” in 18 out of 34 or 53% of the court observations involving
the CAA informing the court of the child’s position.
Court Informed of Child's Position Measurement
At every hearing the CAAs should place the child’s position on the record
A. CAAs should demonstrate the child’s position from a clearly defined model
of representation
B. When articulating the child’s position, the CAAs should convey the CAA’s
knowledge of the case facts, applicable law and the child’s cultural context
C. CAAs should demonstrate a working knowledge of available community
resources and how to access these resources for the benefit of the child
and the child’s position or objective
D. CAAs should demonstrate the “theory of the case”, courtroom advocacy
and use of reasonable efforts arguments to promote the child’s position
E. CAAs should thoroughly and concisely document the CAA case file with any
factors considered in determining the child’s competency to direct the
deprivation litigation, including social workers or other professionals
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consulted to assess the child’s developmental abilities and to facilitate
communication. (American Bar Association Standards of Practice for
Lawyers Who Represent Children in Abuse and Neglect, A-3, B-3, B-4)
F. CAAs should zealously advocate for the child’s position throughout the
deprivation litigation
Scoring for Court Informed of Child's Position
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge, outstanding trial skills, zealous
advocacy and exceptional vigilance in presenting the child’s position
 CAA was exceptional in using the case facts and law to argue the child’s
position which was protected and advanced by the CAA’s trial skills
 CAA zealously, proficiently, competently and completely performed A through
F
 CAA was outstanding in presenting the child’s position to the Court
3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA provided “adequate and effective legal representation” CAA was
competent and zealous as described above in A through F
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of the applicable law and case facts when presenting
the child’s position
2 - needs improvement
 CAA demonstrated partial competency and effectiveness in presenting the
child’s position to the Court as described in A through F above
 CAA demonstrated some deficiencies in trial skills or training in presenting the
child’s position to the Court
 CAA inadequately documented the CAA case file as described above
1 – unsatisfactory
 no indication CAA considered the child’s position, model of representation
or how to present the child’s position to the Court
0 - not applicable
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Advocacy Skills
Case Plan Considerations / Amendments
CAA’s handling of case plan issues or amendments during hearings is consistent
with CAA as an active participant in the deprivation litigation process,
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principles 6, 7 and 8 also
 Kenny A Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE
ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE” B-5, B-7, B-10
 ABA § C-2, C-4, C-5, and D-13.
Court Observation - Advocacy Skills - Case Plan Issues & Amendments
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs…
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

3
8
19
4
2
Number of Case Files

0

5

10

Court Observation - Advocacy Skills
14 Case Plan Issues / Amendments

4
3

3.5

15

3
8

2.5

2
19

20

1.5

1
4

0
2

The in court actions of the CAA met the scoring standard of “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” in 11 out of 34 or 32% of the court
observations involving issues related to the case plan or amendments to the case
plan.
Case Plan Considerations / Amendments Measurements
When “necessary and appropriate” to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy:
A. CAAs should advocate for the timely submission of the Case Plan and when
appropriate participate in Case Plan development. CAAs should advocate
for relevant, timely, and substantive, written or verbal amendments to the
case plan when necessary to advance the child’s position
B. CAAs should demonstrate a thorough knowledge of the case facts, needs of
child / family, available resources, and possible ways to obtain resources.
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C. CAAs should understand and use the Case Plan as the powerful tool it is to
chart the direction of the deprivation case and the progression of the case
toward permanency for the child and the child’s position. CAAs should
confirm the case plan is relevant to the courts findings of fact
D. CAAs should demonstrate knowledge of DFCS policy related to Case Plans
and case planning, recognizing the difference between DFCS policy and
Georgia law
E. CAAs should clearly state requests for additions or subtractions to the Case
Plan using facts of case and law. Case Plan issues and continued
appropriateness of the Case Plan should be addressed at every hearing
F. CAAs should use reasonable efforts arguments when necessary to obtain
the Case Plan goals which advance the child’s position and be able to
present persuasive arguments in support of changes to the case plan and
where indicated, failure to make reasonable efforts
G. CAAs should demonstrate a thorough review of the Case Plan and confirm
that the case plan addresses all the findings of fact from the deprivation
order Case Plan goals should be case specific, individualized and include
services with evaluation criteria that verify the reasons for removal have in
fact been corrected. Avoid boilerplate case plans.
H. CAAs should advocate for Case Plan performance measures which will
demonstrate successful completion of the Case Plan goals and safe
reunification if possible
I. CAAs should monitor the implementation of the Case Plan where necessary
and appropriate and report back to the court by motion any proposed
changes.
J. CAAs should access the Case Plan through the SHINES (formerly CPRS)
system prior to the court hearing and should discourage continuances
based on unprepared case plans.
K. CAAs should confirm the diligent search has been performed, was
completed within timelines and submitted to the Court prior to disposition
L. CAAs should appropriately document the CAA case file with the goals, steps
and timeframes contained within the Case Plan
Scoring for Case Plan and Amendments
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge, outstanding trial skills, zealous
advocacy and exceptional vigilance in case planning issues
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 CAA was exceptional in using the case facts and law to argue the child’s
position which was protected and advanced by the CAA’s trial skills
 CAA zealously, competently and completely performed A through L above
 CAA was outstanding in using case plan advocacy to advance the child’s
position and recognizing opportunities to present case plan
recommendations or amendments which advanced the child’s position
 CAA made strong, effective and efficient use of the case plan as a tool to
achieve the child’s permanency objectives
3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA provided “adequate and effective legal representation” CAA was
competent and zealous as described above in A through L
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of the applicable law and case facts when
advocating case plan issues
 CAA actions related to case plans sufficiently advanced and protected the
child’s legal interests in light of the child’s expressed preferences
 CAA made relevant, timely and appropriate use of case plan advocacy
 CAA made appropriate, relevant, timely and correct use of case plan
advocacy
2 - needs improvement
 CAA demonstrated partial competency and effectiveness in pursuing case
plan recommendations which promoted the child’s position as described in
A through L above
 CAA had some deficiencies in trial skills or training in case plan advocacy
 CAA inadequately documented the CAA case file as described above
 CAA made frivolous requests for the case plan incorrect or incomplete use
of case facts or law
 CAA did not confirm the case plan was relevant to the courts findings of
fact and missed many opportunities to advance the child’s position
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA did not address any case plan issues either before, during or after court
hearings
0 - not applicable
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Visitation Considerations
CAAs’ advocacy of visitation issues is consistent with CAA as an active participant
in the deprivation litigation process,
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principles 6, 7 and 8 also
 Kenny A Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE
ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE” B-5, B-7, B-10
 ABA § C-3 (2 and 3), C-4 (1 and 2).
Court Observation - Advocacy Skills - Visitation Issues & Schedule
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

2
14
8
14
0

2

4

6

Court Observation – Advocacy Skills

4

15

2

Visitation Schedule /Issues

3.5

8

3
14

Number of Case Files

10

2.5

2

12

14

1.5

1

0

14

0

8

16

The in court actions of the CAA met the scoring standard of “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” in 16 out of 36 or 44% of the court
observations involving visitation issues or visitation schedules.
Visitation Considerations Measurements
When “necessary and appropriate” to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy:
A. CAAs should specify to the Court the visitation which best meets the
expressed preference of the child, the child’s permanency objective and
the family’s resources CAAs should explore creative ways to maximize
visitation opportunities for the child, including foster parents and visitation
centers
B. CAAs should thoroughly understand the importance of visitation for the
child and family healthy, meaningful and frequent visitation is often the
best indicator of potential reunification.
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C. CAAs should demonstrate knowledge of DFCS policy concerning visitation
and how ICPC or other placement issues might impact visitation and Kenny
A mandates
D. CAAs should address visitation issues either in writing or by oral motion
during court hearings
E. CAAs should consider visitation issues with extended family, siblings, fictive
kin and others if such visits are consistent with the child’s position
F. CAA’s handling of visitation issues should demonstrate the CAA’s
knowledge of case facts, needs of child / family, available resources,
possible ways to obtain resources and indications of meaningful, quality
visits
G. CAAs should make clearly stated requests for and persuasive arguments in
support of visitation parameters and schedules and should consider the
child’s well being and mental and physical health needs, including any
potential detrimental effects of visitation, and assure that the visitation
provider is aware of any risks of inappropriate behavior
H. CAAs should adequately document the CAA case file with details of all
visitation issues
Scoring for Visitation Considerations
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge, outstanding trial skills, zealous
advocacy and exceptional vigilance related to issues of visitations
 CAA was exceptional in using the case facts and law to argue the child’s
position which was protected and advanced by the CAA’s trial skills
 CAA zealously, proficiently, competently and completely performed A
through H
 CAA demonstrated an exceptionally strong command of case facts and the
applicable law when addressing visitation issues
 CAA’s use of visitation issues to the court were persuasive, creative and
effective
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3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA provided “adequate and effective legal representation” CAA was
competent and zealous as described above in A through H
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of the applicable law and case facts when
presenting visitation issues
 CAA’s advocacy for visitation sufficiently advanced and protected the
child’s legal interests in light of the child’s expressed preferences
 CAA made appropriate, relevant, timely and correct use of visitation issues
2 - needs improvement
 CAA demonstrated partial competency and effectiveness in pursuing A
through H above
 CAA had some deficiencies in trial skills or training in presenting visitation
issues to the court
 CAA inadequately documented the CAA case file as described above
 CAA missed some opportunities to advance the child’s position through
effective use of visitation advocacy
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA did not mention or address visitation issues
0 - not applicable
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Diligent Search
CAAs handling issues relating to the “diligent search” a hearing is consistent with
CAA as an active participant in the deprivation litigation process,
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principles 5 and 6 also
 Kenny A Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD
ADVOCATE ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE”
A-4, A-6, B-5, B-7, B-10
 ABA § B-1 (7), C-2 (1, 2, 3, 4 and 6) and D-4.
Court Observation - Advocacy Skills - Diligent Search
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs…
1.5
1…
0 "Not…

3
3

0

Court Observation -Advocacy Skills
16 Diligent Search

18
12
5

Number of Case Files

10

4

3.5

3
3

15

2.5

2
3

20

1.5

1
18

0
12

The in court actions of the CAA met the scoring standard of “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” in 3 out of 24 or 12 % of the court observations
where “diligent search” was or should have been an issue raised by the CAA.
CAA handling of “diligent search” Measurement
A. CAAs should demonstrate knowledge of “diligent search” requirements in
Georgia by verifying “diligent search” is complete, in writing, and
submitted to the Court prior to disposition
B. CAAs should request that the court record reflect compliance with “diligent
search” requirements prior to disposition ( O.C.G.A. 15-11-55 (a)(2)(D)
C. CAAs should recognize the diligent search may be a discreet part of the
Case Plan and is frequently completed by the CCFA provider
D. CAAs should request and obtain a copy of the diligent search prior to Court
and should confer with the child client concerning the contents of the
diligent search
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E. CAAs should review the diligent search and confer with the child client as
appropriate to confirm the accuracy and completeness of the document’s
contents
F. CAAs should demonstrate the ability to challenge the adequacy of the
diligent search and in the event the diligent search requirements have not
been satisfied or if the document is incomplete, be prepared to request
additions or make objections
G. CAA’s case file should contain a copy of the diligent search document with
notations that the contents have been reviewed, whether the child client
was consulted, and whether and the CAA needs to follow up on any of the
relatives identified.
Scoring for Diligent Search
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge, outstanding trial skills, zealous
advocacy and exceptional vigilance in recognizing opportunities to promote
the child’s position through advocacy involving the diligent search
 CAA was exceptional in using the case facts and law to argue the child’s
position which was protected and advanced by the CAA’s trial skills
 CAA zealously, proficiently, competently and completely performed A
through G
3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA provided “adequate and effective legal representation” CAA was
competent and zealous as described above in A through G
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of the applicable law and case facts when
presenting diligent search issues
 CAA actions related to the diligent search sufficiently advanced and
protected the child’s legal interests in light of the child’s expressed
preferences
 CAA made appropriate, relevant, timely and correct use of diligent search
issues
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2 - needs improvement
 CAA was ineffective or incomplete in performing A through G as described
above:
 CAA lacked adequate trial skills to effectively bring to the court’s attention
Georgia’s “diligent search” requirements
 CAA failed to obtain a copy or review the diligent search or confer with
child client concerning the correctness of the diligent search
 CAA failed to adequately document the CAA case file
1 – unsatisfactory
 No indication CAA considered diligent search issues
0 - not applicable
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Reasonable Efforts Considerations
CAAs addressing issues of reasonable efforts is consistent with the CAA as an
active participant in the deprivation litigation process,
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principles 6, 7 and 8 also
 Kenny A Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE
ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE” B-2, B- 4, B-5,
B-7.
Court Observation - Advocacy Skills - Reasonable Efforts
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

3
6
3
10
5
6
3
0

2

4

Court Observation - Advocacy Skills
17 Reasonable Efforts

4
3

6

3.5

Number of Case Files

8

3
6

2.5
3

10

2
10

1.5
5

12

1
6

0
3

The in court actions of the CAA met the scoring standard of “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” in 9 out of 33 or 27% of the court observations
where reasonable efforts were or should have been an issue raised by the CAA.
Reasonable Efforts Consideration Measurement
When “necessary and appropriate” to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy:
A. CAAs should demonstrate knowledge that Reasonable Efforts are and
should be addressed at every hearing CAAs should bring the issue of
Reasonable efforts to the Court’s attention
B. CAAs should effectively ask the Court to make a ruling on reasonable
efforts at every hearing, CAAs should request specific findings of fact
relative to reasonable efforts
C. CAAs should make a relevant and timely challenge to DFCS assertion that
Reasonable Efforts were appropriate under the circumstances. If RE are an
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D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

issue CAAs should ask the Court to reserve the RE finding for a future
hearing or suggest curative actions
CAAs should confirm that reasonable efforts findings are based on
competent evidence presented on the record during the hearing. CAAs
should have knowledge of the DFCS services available for RE which include
local resources which may or may not be funded by DFCS, resources which
are part of the Child and Family Service Plan (CFSP) of the Child and Family
Service Review and the DHR services and providers listed as part of the
program Promoting Safe and Stable Families (PSSF), www.pssfnet.com.
CAAs should demonstrate knowledge of the state law and ASFA
requirements for reasonable efforts by using RE challenges to secure
services for the child and family
CAAs should demonstrate knowledge of the state law and ASFA
requirements for reasonable efforts by recognizing when RE are NOT
required by the agency and non-reunification is the appropriate course
CAAs should demonstrate knowledge of the IV-E funding streams
associated with judicial findings of reasonable efforts so as to maximize
available resources for the child
CAAs should document the CAA case file with details of the reasonable
efforts issues addressed at hearings, including the factual basis of RE
findings and any recommendations or motions made by the CAA.

Scoring for Reasonable Efforts
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge, outstanding trial skills, zealous
advocacy and exceptional vigilance related to reasonable efforts issues
 CAA was exceptional in using the case facts and law to argue the child’s
position which was protected and advanced by the CAA’s trial skills
 CAA zealously, proficiently, competently and completely performed A
through H
 CAA demonstrated an exceptionally strong command of case facts and the
applicable law when using reasonable efforts as a basis for arguments to
advance the child’s position
 CAA’s advocacy of reasonable efforts advocacy were unique, persuasive,
creative, effective
 CAA zealously advanced the child’s position through the use of reasonable
efforts advocacy
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3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA provided “adequate and effective legal representation” CAA was
competent and zealous as described above in A through H
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of the applicable law and case facts when
addressing reasonable efforts issues
 CAA actions related to reasonable efforts sufficiently advanced and
protected the child’s legal interests in light of the child’s expressed
preferences
 CAA made appropriate, relevant, timely and correct use of reasonable
efforts as the basis to promote the child’s objective
2 - needs improvement
 CAA incompletely performed A through H
 CAA lacked adequate training and trial skills to effectively address
reasonable efforts as described above
 CAA lacked adequate training and trial skills to effectively use reasonable
efforts challenges to secure services for the child and family
 CAA lacked training in when reasonable efforts are NOT required by the
agency and non-reunification is the appropriate course and knowledge of
the IV-E funding streams associated with judicial findings of reasonable
efforts
 CAA failed to adequately document the CAA case file related to reasonable
efforts issues
 CAA lacked adequate trial skills for effective challenge to DFCS reasonable
efforts assertion or “competent evidence” requirement
1 – unsatisfactory
 No indication CAA considers or addresses reasonable efforts issues either in
or out of the courtroom
0 - not applicable
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Raised Issues of DFCS – Parent Non Compliance
CAAs addressing issues of DFCS and parental compliance with court orders
furthers the standards set by the
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principles 6, 7 and 8 also
 Kenny A Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE
ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE” B-3 and B-5
 ABA § C-4, C-5, D-11, and D-13 E-3.
Court Observation - Advocacy Skills Raised Issues of DFCS- Parent Non Compliance
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

8
14
14

0

2

4

Court Observation - Advocacy Skills
18 DFCS / Parent Compliance Iss.

6

4
8

8

3.5

3
14
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2.5

Number of Case Files
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2
14

14

1.5

16

1

0

The in court actions of the CAA met the scoring standard of “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” in 22 out of 36 or 61% of the court
observations where DFCS or parent compliance with court orders was or should
have been an issue raised by the CAA.
Several CAAs were observed to effectively advance the child’s objectives through
monitoring the court’s order and during Review Hearings bringing to the Court’s
attention DFCS or the parents’ non-compliance with the court order.
Raised Issues of DFCS or Parental Non Compliance Measurement
When “necessary and appropriate” to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy,
A. CAAs should demonstrate his or her monitoring of DFCS and parental
compliance with Court orders by reviewing all court orders and confirming
that the court orders accurately reflect the court’s rulings, all relevant
findings of fact and conclusions of law and scheduling of FTM and MDTs
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B. CAAs should follow and monitor compliance issues by DFCS or the parent
until the child achieves permanency
C. CAAs should demonstrate that his or her monitoring of DFCS compliance
with Court orders by requesting in-court reviews when DFCS has failed to
follow the court’s direction
D. CAAs should also monitor the parents’ compliance with court orders and
progress on case plan goals as their compliance or progress relates to the
child’s permanency and placement objectives
E. CAAs should demonstrate monitoring activities by making detailed review
of the Case Plan prior to its submission to the Court to confirm that it
reflects all the goals and steps necessary to the Court’s findings of fact
F. The case plan steps and goals should directly relate to the Court’s findings
of fact and provide the steps to curing the family’s deprivation issues
G. CAAs should demonstrate monitoring activities by filing pleadings, motions
or otherwise bringing to the Court’s attention when DFCS or other parties
are out of compliance with court orders
H. CAAs should demonstrate monitoring activities by adequately documenting
the CAA case file.
Scoring for Monitoring DFCS or Parent Compliance
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge, outstanding trial skills, zealous
advocacy and exceptional vigilance to issues of monitoring DFCS or parent
compliance with court orders
 CAA was exceptional in using the case facts and law to argue the child’s
position which was protected and advanced by the CAA’s trial skills
 CAA zealously, proficiently, competently and completely performed A
through F
 CAA was outstanding in using issues of DFCS or parental compliance with
court orders to advance the child’s position
 CAA demonstrated an exceptionally strong command of case facts, the
applicable law and investigative skills while monitoring compliance with
court orders
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3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA provided “adequate and effective legal representation” CAA was
competent and zealous as described above in A through F
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of the applicable law and case facts when
addressing issues of monitoring DFCS or parent compliance with court
orders
 CAA actions related to DFCS or parental compliance effectively and
sufficiently advanced and protected the child’s legal interests in light of the
child’s expressed preferences
 CAA made appropriate, relevant, timely and correct use of DFCS or parent
compliance issues
2 - needs improvement
 CAA incompletely or ineffectively performed A through F
 CAA lacked adequate training and trial skills to effectively address
monitoring DFCS or parent compliance with court orders
 CAA did not confirm or verify compliance with court orders or case plans
 CAA failed to adequately document the CAA case file for monitoring
activities and non compliance issues
1 – unsatisfactory
 No indication CAA considered issues of monitoring DFCS or parent
compliance with the court’s orders
0 - not applicable
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Child's School / Educational Needs
CAAs advocating for the child’s school and educational needs both in and out of
the courtroom is a standard established by the
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principles 5, 6, 7 and 8 also
 Kenny A Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE
ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE” A-4, A-5, B-2,
B-5 B-7, B-8
 ABA § C-5.
Court Observation - Advocacy Skills - Child's School / Educational Needs
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

6
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Court Observation - Advocacy Skills
19 Child's School / Ed. Needs
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The in court actions of the CAA met the scoring standard of “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” in 14 out of 26 or 53% of the court
observations where the child’s school or educational needs were or should have
been addressed by the CAA.
Child's School / Educational Needs Measurement
When “necessary and appropriate” to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy,
A. CAAs should thoroughly understand the importance of addressing the child
client’s school and educational needs as part of the CAA investigation and
advocacy for the child
B. CAAs should request that the foster parent and parent, if reunification is
the plan (and the child’s objective), be included in the child’s educational
planning
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C. CAAs should demonstrate knowledge of case facts, needs of the child, IDEA,
IEPs, McKinny–Vento, FERPA, and other available resources, and ways to
obtain educational resources
D. CAAs should possess sufficient skills to make persuasive arguments for the
child’s educational needs to be included in the court’s deprivation orders,
Case plans, safety plans, panel reviews, ILPs, WTLP, staffing….. so as to
generally promote the child’s well being
E. CAAs should recognize and advocate for consistency and continuity in
educational services across placements, aging out, reunification or other
dispositions
F. CAAs should demonstrate knowledge of DFCS policy concerning its
obligations to addressing the child’s educational needs and Kenny A
mandates
G. CAAs should address educational issues either in writing or orally
H. CAAs should adequately document the CAA case file with details of the
child’s educational needs
Scoring for Child's School / Educational Needs
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge, outstanding trial skills, zealous
advocacy and exceptional vigilance when advocating for the child’s school
and educational needs
 CAA was exceptional in using the case facts and law to argue the child’s
position which was protected and advanced by the CAA’s trial skills
 CAA zealously, proficiently, competently and completely performed A
through H
 CAA was outstanding in articulating the child’s school and educational
needs to advance the child’s position
3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA provided “adequate and effective legal representation” CAA was
competent and zealous as described above in A through H
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of the applicable law and case facts when
advocating for the child’s school and educational needs
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 CAA actions in addressing the child’s school and educational needs
sufficiently advanced and protected the child’s legal interests in light of the
child’s expressed preferences
 CAA made relevant, timely and appropriate use of the child’s school and
educational needs
2 - needs improvement
 CAA demonstrated partial competency and effectiveness in pursuing the
child’s school and educational needs to promote or protect the child’s
position as described in A through H above
 CAA demonstrated some deficiencies in trial skills or training in educational
advocacy for the child
 CAA inadequately documented the CAA case file as described above
 CAA missed some opportunities to advance the child’s position through
effective educational advocacy for the child
 CAA made frivolous, incorrect, incomplete or irrelevant use of case facts or
law while advocating for the child’s school and educational needs
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA did not consider, address or have knowledge of the child’s educational
issues
0 - not applicable
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Child's Medical Needs
CAAs advocating for the child’s medical needs both in and out of the courtroom is
a standard established by the
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principles 5, 6, 7 and 8 also
 Kenny A Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE
ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE” A-4, A-5, B-2,
B-5 B-7, B-8
 ABA § C-3, C-4, C-5.
Court Observation - Advocacy Skills, Child's Medical Needs
3
3.5
9
2.5

3
4

1.5
0 "Not Applicable"

17
Number of Case Files

0

2

4

Court Observation - Advocacy Skills
20 Child's medical needs

6

8

4
3

3.5

10

3
9

12

2.5
3

14

2
4

1.5

16

1

18

0
17

The in court actions of the CAA met the scoring standard of “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” in 12 out of 19 or 63% of the court
observations where the child’s medical needs were or should have been an issue
addressed by the CAA.
While the child’s medical needs should be addressed in every case were the child
is before the court, the “not applicable” category score of 17 was given as it was
unclear in these cases whether the child had medical needs at issue. CAAs should
make routine, ongoing inquiries as to whether the child’s medical needs are met
while the child is in DFCS custody or before the court and then document the CAA
case file accordingly.
Child's Medical Needs Measured
When “necessary and appropriate” to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy,
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A. CAAs should thoroughly understand the importance of addressing the child
client’s medical needs as part of the CAA investigation and advocacy for the
child
B. CAAs should request that foster parent and parent(s) if reunification is the
plan (the child’s objective) be included in planning for the child’s medical
needs
C. CAAs should demonstrate knowledge of case facts, needs of the child,
HIPPA, Babies Can’t Wait, evaluation and assessment of medical needs,
treatment, diagnosis, prognosis, available resources, and ways to obtain
resources
D. CAAs should possess sufficient skills to make persuasive arguments for the
child’s medical needs to be included in the court’s deprivation orders, case
plans, safety plans, panel reviews, ILPs, WTLP, staffing….. so as to generally
promote the child’s well being
E. CAAs should recognize and advocate for consistency and continuity in
medical services across placements, aging out, reunification or other
dispositions
F. CAAs should demonstrate knowledge of DFCS policy concerning the
agency’s obligations in addressing the child medical needs and Kenny A
mandates
G. CAAs should address medical issues either in writing or orally
H. CAAs should adequately document the CAA case file with details of the
child’s medical needs and status
Scoring for Child's Medical Needs
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge, outstanding trial skills, zealous
advocacy and exceptional vigilance in advocating for the child’s medical needs
 CAA was exceptional in using the case facts and law to argue the child’s
position which was protected and advanced by the CAA’s trial skills
 CAA zealously, proficiently, competently and completely performed A through
H
 CAA was outstanding in addressing the child’s medical needs
 CAA demonstrated an exceptionally strong command of case facts and the
applicable law to effectively advocate for the medical needs of the child
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3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA provided “adequate and effective legal representation” CAA was
competent and zealous as described above in A through H
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of the applicable law and case facts when
advocating for the child’s medical needs
 CAA actions while advocating for the child’s medical needs sufficiently
advanced and protected the child’s legal interests in light of the child’s
expressed preferences
 CAA addressed the child’s medical needs competently, zealously and
effectively
 CAA made relevant, timely and appropriate use of the child’s medical needs
and maximized the medical – rehabilitation service opportunities for the
child
2 - needs improvement
 CAA demonstrated partial competency and effectiveness in pursuing the
child’s medical needs to promote or protect the child’s position as
described in A through H above
 CAA demonstrated some deficiencies in trial skills or training related to the
child’s medical needs
 CAA inadequately documented the CAA case file as described above
 CAA demonstrated insufficient or limited knowledge, trial skills and
attention related to issues of the child’s medical needs
 CAA made frivolous, incorrect use of case facts or law, incomplete or
irrelevant use of case facts or law
 CAA missed obvious medical advocacy opportunities for the child
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA did not appear to consider, address or have knowledge of the child’s
medical issues
0 - not applicable
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Child's Mental Health Needs
CAAs advocating for the child’s mental health needs both in and out of the
courtroom is a standard established by the
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principles 5, 6, 7 and 8 also
 Kenny A Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE
ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE” A-4, A-5, B-2,
B-5 B-7, B-8
 ABA § C-3, C-4, C-5.
Court Observation - Advocacy Skills
Child's Mental Health Needs
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs…
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"
0

4
12
6

14
2

4

6

Court Observation - Advocacy Skills
21 Child's mental health needs

8

4
4

3.5

10

3
12

12

2.5

2
6

Number of Case Files

14

1.5

16

1

0
14

The in court actions of the CAA met the scoring standard of “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” in 16 out of 22 or 72% of the court
observations where the child’s mental health needs were or should have been an
issue addressed by the CAA
While the child’s mental health needs should be addressed in every case were the
child is before the court, the “not applicable” category score of 14 was given as it
was unclear in these cases whether the child had any mental health needs at
issue. CAAs should make routine, ongoing inquiries as to whether the child’s
mental health needs are being met while the child is in DFCS custody or before
the court and then document the CAA case file accordingly
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Child's Mental Health Needs Measurement
When “necessary and appropriate” to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy,
A. CAAs should thoroughly understand the importance of addressing the child
client’s mental health needs as part of the CAA investigation and advocacy
for the child
B. CAAs should request of the foster parent and parent(s) whether
reunification is the plan (the child’s objective) and to be included in
planning for the child’s mental health needs
C. CAAs should demonstrate knowledge of case facts, needs of the child,
HIPPA, Babies Can’t Wait, evaluation and assessment of mental health,
treatment, diagnosis, prognosis, available resources, and ways to obtain
resources
D. CAAs should possess sufficient skills to make persuasive arguments for the
child’s mental health needs to be included in the court’s deprivation orders,
case plans, safety plans, panel reviews, ILPs, WTLP, staffing….. so as to
generally promote the child’s well being
E. CAAs should determine if the child is eligible to access EPSDT services
through Medicaid
F. CAAs should recognize and advocate for consistency and continuity in
mental health services across placements, aging out, reunification or other
dispositions
G. CAAs should demonstrate knowledge of DFCS policy concerning the agency
obligations in addressing the child mental health needs and Kenny A
mandates
H. CAAs should address mental health issues either in writing or orally
I. CAAs should adequately document the CAA case file with details of the
child’s mental health needs and status
Scoring for Child's mental health needs
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge, outstanding trial skills, zealous
advocacy and exceptional vigilance in advocating for the child’s mental health
needs
 CAA was exceptional in using the case facts and law to argue the child’s
position which was protected and advanced by the CAA’s trial skills
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 CAA zealously, competently and completely performed A through I
 CAA was outstanding in addressing the child’s mental health needs
 CAA demonstrated an exceptionally strong command of case facts and the
applicable law to effectively advocating for the mental health needs of the
child
3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA provided “adequate and effective legal representation” CAA was
competent and zealous as described above in A through I
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of the applicable law and case facts when
advocating for the child’s mental health needs
 CAA actions while advocating for the child’s mental health needs
sufficiently advanced and protected the child’s legal interests in light of the
child’s expressed preferences
 CAA made relevant, timely and appropriate use of the child’s mental health
needs and maximized the medical – rehabilitation service opportunities for
the child
2 - needs improvement
 CAA demonstrated partial competency and effectiveness in pursuing the
child’s mental health needs to promote or protect the child’s position as
described in A through I above
 CAA demonstrated some deficiencies in trial skills or training related to the
child’s mental health needs
 CAA inadequately documented the CAA case file as described above
 CAA demonstrated insufficient or limited knowledge, trial skills and
attention related to issues of the child’s mental health needs
 CAA made frivolous, incorrect use of case facts or law, incomplete or
irrelevant use of case facts or law
 CAA missed obvious medical advocacy opportunities for the child
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA did not appear to consider, address or have knowledge of the child’s
medical issues
0 - not applicable
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Referrals to Resources and Programs
CAAs advocating for referrals to resources and programs, which may or may not
be part of the services funded or regularly accessed by the agency or the court,
both in and out of the courtroom is a standard established by the
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principles 6, 7 and 8 also
 Kenny A Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE
ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE” A-4, A-5, B-2,
B-5 B-7, B-8
 ABA § C-3 (9), C-4, C-5, D-13, E-1, E-3.
Court Observation - Advocacy Skills
Referrals to Resources or Programs
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

3
9
14

10
0

2

4

Court Observation - Advocacy Skills
22 Referrals to Resources, Programs

6

4
3

8

3.5

10

3
9

2.5

Number of Case Files

12

2 1.5
14

14

1

16

0
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The in court actions of the CAA met the scoring standard of “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” in 12 out of 26 or 46% of the court observations
where referrals to resources or programs was or should have been an issue
addressed by the CAA. “Resources and programs” generally refer to entities
outside of DFCS even though the resource or program might be funded by DFCS.
“Services” generally refers to activities the DFCS case manager would provide or
within the “in house” DFCS inventory of activities to assist the child or family.
Referrals to Resources and Programs Measured
When “necessary and appropriate” to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy,
A. CAAs should demonstrate a working knowledge of available community
resources and how to access the resources for the benefit of the child and
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B.

C.

D.
E.

F.

the child’s family by making timely requests for resources or programs both
in court and out of court.
CAAs should request referrals from DFCS, the court, or make a referral from
the CAA Office if a resource or program is needed but a referral has not yet
been made.
CAAs should advise the Court and request assistance if a resource or
program is needed by the child or the family but does not appear to be
available or exist (a gap in programs).
CAAs should inform the Court of all ongoing programs or resources being
provided to a child and family.
CAAs should document the CAA case file with CAA considerations of the
available resources or efforts to locate programs, or if all resource needs of
the child and family are currently being met.
CAAs should document the effectiveness of ongoing resources or programs
to the child and family both on the court record and in the CAA case file.

Scoring for Referrals to Resources, Programs
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge, outstanding trial skills, zealous
advocacy and exceptional vigilance when advocating for resources or
programs for the child and family
 CAA was exceptional in using the case facts and law to argue the child’s
position which was protected and advanced by the CAA’s trial skills
 CAA zealously, proficiently, competently and completely performed A
through F
 CAA demonstrated an exceptionally strong command of case facts and the
applicable law when advocating for resources for the child and family
 CAA’s use of advocating for resources for the child and family to the court,
DFCS or other stakeholders was persuasive, creative and effective
3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA provided “adequate and effective legal representation” CAA was
competent and zealous as described above in A through F
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of the applicable law and case facts when
advocating for resources for the child and family
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 CAA sufficiently advanced and protected the child’s legal interests when
advocating for resources or programs for the child and family
 CAA made relevant, timely and appropriate use of advocating for resources
for the child and family
2 - needs improvement
 CAA demonstrated partial competency and effectiveness in the
performance of A through F as described above to promote or protect the
child’s position
 CAA demonstrated some deficiencies in trial skills or training while
advocating for resources for the child and family
 CAA inadequately documented the CAA case file as described above
 CAA missed some opportunities to advance the child’s position through
advocacy for resources for the child and family
 CAA demonstrated insufficient or limited knowledge, trial skills and
attention related to issues of resources for the child and family
1 – unsatisfactory
 No indication CAA considered referrals to resources or programs to
address the needs of the child or family
0 - not applicable
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Advocated for Service Needs of Child and Family
CAAs advocating for the service needs of the child and the child client’s family
both inside and outside the courtroom is consistent with the
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principle 6 and the
 Kenny A Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE
ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE B-2, B-5, B-7
 ABA § C-3 (9), C-4, C-5, D-13, E-1, E-3.
These services are typically those available through the resources or under the
control of the agency.
Court Observation - Advocacy Skills
Advocated for the Service Needs - family & child
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs…
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"
0

3
9
14

10
2

4

6

Court Observation - Advocacy Skills
23 Advocated for Service needs

4
4

8

3.5

10

3
10

2.5

12

2
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Number of Case Files

14

1.5

16

1

0
4

The in court actions of the CAA met the scoring standard of “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” in 14 out of 32 or 43% of the court
observations where the service needs of the child and family were or should have
been an issue for the CAA. “Resources and programs” generally refer to entities
outside of DFCS even though the resource or program might be funded by DFCS.
“Services” generally refers to activities the DFCS casemanager would provide or
within the “in house” DFCS inventory of activities to assist the child or family.
Advocated for Service Needs of Child and Family Measurement
When “necessary and appropriate” to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy
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A. CAAs should demonstrate advocacy for the service needs of the child and
family both in the courtroom and out.
B. CAAs should make timely request for services for the child or family during
court hearings for example: family visits, evaluations, parenting
assessments, alcohol – drug assessments to name a few
C. CAAs’ requests for services should also demonstrate the CAAs knowledge of
the facts of the case, the reasons for the deprivation removal and what
services are available
D. CAAs should have knowledge of the DFCS services available, resource or
service deficits identified by the Child and Family Service Review which are
part of the agency’s corrective plan (PIP) or other avenues to obtain
services or resources for the child and family which are consistent with the
child’s objective. At a minimum CAAs should be aware of identified DFCS
services (DHR Promoting Safe and Stable Families Program 2008 Family
Service Resource Guide, found at www.pssfnet.com/resourceguide).
E. CAAs should clearly articulate the needed services to either the Court,
SAAG, case manager, the child, the parents and the parents attorney
F. CAAs should advocate for services which are directly related to the reasons
for removal and the Court’s findings of fact in the deprivation order
G. CAAs should advise the Court and request assistance if a service is needed
by the child or the family but does not appear to be available (lack of
funding?) or does not exist (a gap in services)
H. CAAs should inform the Court of all ongoing services being provided to a
child and family and the effectiveness of ongoing services to the child and
family both on the court record and in the CAA case file
I. CAAs should use the opportunity of the case plan submission to advocate
for service needs of the child and his or her family and the CAAs should
request that any services granted be reflected in the Court’s order
J. CAAs should adequately document the CAA case to reflect the services
requested and why the services were requested, the availability of the
services and whether the Court granted the CAAs request for services
K. CAAs should follow the service request and confirm the services were
delivered to the child and family
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Scoring for Advocated for Service Needs Child and Family
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge, outstanding trial skills, zealous
advocacy and exceptional vigilance when advocating for services or
programs for the child and family
 CAA was exceptional in using the case facts and law to argue the child’s
position which was protected and advanced by the CAA’s trial skills
 CAA zealously, proficiently, competently and completely performed A
through K
 CAA demonstrated an exceptionally strong command of case facts and the
applicable law when advocating for services for the child and family
 CAA’s use of advocating for services for the child and family to the court,
DFCS or other stakeholders was persuasive, creative and effective
3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA provided “adequate and effective legal representation” CAA was
competent and zealous as described above in A through K
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of the applicable law and case facts when
advocating for services for the child and family
 CAA sufficiently advanced and protected the child’s legal interests when
advocating for services or programs for the child and family
 CAA made relevant, timely and appropriate use of advocating for services
for the child and family
2 - needs improvement
 CAA demonstrated partial competency and effectiveness in the
performance of A through K as described above to promote or protect the
child’s position
 CAA demonstrated some deficiencies in trial skills or training in advocating
for services for the child and family
 CAA inadequately documented the CAA case file as described above
 CAA missed some opportunities to advance the child’s position through
advocacy for services for the child and family
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 CAA demonstrated insufficient or limited knowledge, trial skills and
attention related to services for the child and family
1 – unsatisfactory
 No indication CAA considered referrals to services to address the needs of
the child or family
0 - not applicable
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Negotiation / Mediation Participation
CAA participation in deprivation case negotiation and mediation is consistent with
the CAA as an active participant in the deprivation litigation process,
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principle 2 and the
 Kenny A Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE
ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE” B-6
 ABA § C-6.
Court Observation - Advocacy Skills , Negotiation - Mediation
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"
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8
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Advocacy Skills
24 Negot / Mediation Participation
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The in court actions of the CAA met the scoring standard of “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” in 12 out of 22 or 54% of the court
observations where negotiation and mediation were or should have been
addressed or participated in by the CAA.
Negotiation and Mediation Participation
When “necessary and appropriate” to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy
A. CAAs should demonstrate negotiation and mediation skills by actively
participating in any and all pretrial negotiations, mediations or other
consensual or cooperative resolutions of the deprivation case with the
other attorneys or parties
B. CAAs should assert that the child is a party to the deprivation action in any
mediations or negotiations
C. CAAs should be completely familiar with all the case facts and potential
judicial rulings when negotiating so as to maximize the child client’s
outcome
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D. CAAs should either consent to or object to any settlements, stipulations or
alternative resolutions of the deprivation case
E. CAAs should announce on the court record whether the CAA participated in
the negotiation and mediation and the child’s position related to the
negotiation, mediation or other alternative resolution of the case
F. CAAs should document the CAA case file with details of any mediations or
negotiations and the child’s participation or position
G. When consistent with child’s objective and expressed preferences, CAAs
should initiate and proactively pursue cooperative resolutions in
deprivation cases.
Scoring for Negotiation / Mediation Participation
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge, outstanding trial skills, zealous
advocacy and exceptional vigilance in recognizing opportunities to use
negotiation or mediation to cooperatively resolve the deprivation case and
advance the child’s position
 CAA was exceptional in using the case facts and law to argue the child’s
position which was protected and advanced by the CAA’s trial skills
 CAA zealously, proficiently, competently and completely performed A
through G
 CAA demonstrated outstanding leadership and advocacy during
negotiations and mediations which advanced the child’s position
3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA provided “adequate and effective legal representation” CAA was
competent and zealous as described above in A through G
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of the applicable law and case facts when
addressing issues of negotiations and mediations
 CAA actions related to recognizing opportunities to use negotiation or
mediation to cooperatively resolve the deprivation case sufficiently
advanced and protected the child’s legal interests in light of the child’s
expressed preferences
 CAA made relevant, timely and appropriate use of negotiation, mediation
or other cooperative resolutions of the deprivation case which advanced
the child’s position
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2 - needs improvement
 CAA demonstrated partial competency and effectiveness in the
performance of A through G as described above to promote or protect the
child’s position
 CAA demonstrated some deficiencies in negotiation, mediation or other
cooperative resolutions of the deprivation case
 CAA missed some opportunities to advance the child’s position through
effective use of negotiation and mediation
 CAA demonstrated insufficient or limited knowledge, skills and attention
related to issues of negotiation and mediation
 CAA lacked sufficient trial skills to effectively assert the child client as a
party to the deprivation action or to effective object or consent to any
proposed settlements of the action
 CAA was unfamiliar with the case facts or potential judicial rulings to
effectively maximize the child’s outcome
 CAA failed to adequately document the CAA case file with details of any
mediations or negotiations.
1 – unsatisfactory
 No indication CAA considers or participates in negotiations or mediations of
the deprivation action
0 - not applicable.
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Case Facts
CAA’s knowledge and use of the case facts is essential to the CAA being an active
participant in the deprivation litigation process,
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principles 1, 2 and 3 and the
 Kenny A Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE
ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE” A-1, A-2, A-3, A-4
 ABA § B-1, C-2.
Case facts are the current events comprising the deprivation action before the
Court, the precipitating factors which brought the case before the Court. Case
facts are the immediate deprivation events as distinguished from case history
which refers to the past events of the family, child or siblings which tend to place
the present deprivation in a chronological context. Both the case facts and the
case history are “appropriate and necessary” to thoroughly understanding the
current deprivation action and CAA advocacy for the child’s position.
Court Observation - Advocacy Skills
Demonstrated Knowledge of Case Facts
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"
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2
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The in court actions of the CAA met the scoring standard for “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” in 25 out of 34 or 73% of the court
observations where the knowledge of the case facts were or should have been
demonstrated by the CAA.
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Knowledge of Case Facts Measurement
A. CAA’s should demonstrate the CAA has thoroughly and independently
investigated all deprivation issues and facts related to the pending matter,
through courtroom actions, trial skills and a developed theory of the case
based on the child’s objective (expressed preference) and supported by the
case facts
B. CAAs should demonstrate a clearly articulated theory of the case supported
by the factual investigation of the deprivation issues through courtroom
actions and trial skills
C. CAAs should demonstrate a strong command of the case facts throughout
the deprivation hearing and the ability to effectively use the case facts to
achieve the child’s objective
D. CAAs should demonstrate persuasive trial skills in using the case facts
E. CAAs should not miss any facts “appropriate and necessary” to the issue of
the child’s deprivation
F. CAAs use of the case facts should be proactive and timely.
Scoring for Case Facts
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge, outstanding trial skills, zealous
advocacy and exceptional vigilance to issues related to case facts
 CAA was outstanding in using the case facts and the law to argue the child’s
position which was protected and advanced by the CAA’s trial skills
 CAA zealously, proficiently, competently and completely performed A
through F
 CAA demonstrated an exceptionally strong command of case facts
 CAA’s use of the case facts was persuasive, creative and effective
 CAA demonstrated leadership in the litigation and knowledge of the facts
of the deprivation case
 CAA conducted or directed an exceptional investigation into the case facts
to advance and protect the child’s legal interests in light of the child’s
expressed preferences
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3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA provided “adequate and effective legal representation” CAA was
competent and zealous as described above in A through F above
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of the applicable law and case facts
 CAA conducted or directed an “adequate and effective” investigation into
the case facts to advance and protect the child’s legal interests in light of
the child’s expressed preferences
2 - needs improvement
 CAA demonstrated partial competency and effectiveness in the
performance of A through F as described above to promote or protect the
child’s position using the case facts
 CAA demonstrated some deficiencies in trial skills or training in using the
case facts to advance the child’s position
 CAA missed some opportunities to advance the child’s position through
effective use of the case facts
 CAA demonstrated insufficient or limited knowledge, trial skills and
attention to the case facts
 CAA’s courtroom actions demonstrate the CAA had not completely,
thoroughly or independently investigated all deprivation case facts or
developed a complete theory of the case
1 – unsatisfactory
 No indication the CAA knew the case facts
0 - not applicable
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Case History
CAA’s knowledge and use of the case history is essential to the CAA being an
active participant in the deprivation litigation process,
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principle 4 and the
 Kenny A Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE
ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE” A-1, A-2, A-4,
B-7
 ABA § B-1, C-2.
Case History refers to the past events of the family, child or siblings which tend to
place the present deprivation in a chronological context which is “appropriate and
necessary” to thoroughly understanding the current deprivation action and CAA
advocacy for the child’s position. By possessing knowledge of the case history,
the CAAs should consider the impact of generational issues of deprivation within
a family, patterns of family deprivation and extended family issues of deprivation
as opposed to Case Facts which refer to the current events comprising the
deprivation action before the Court and the new precipitating factors which
brought the case before the Court.
Court Observation - Advocacy Skills Knowledge of Case History
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

6
16
9
3

2
0

5

10

Number of Case Files

15

20

Court Observation - Advocacy Skills
4 3.5 3 2.5 2 1.5 1
0
26
Knowledge Case History
6
16 9
3
2
The in court actions of the CAA met the scoring standard for “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” in 22 out of 34 or 64% of the court
observations where the case history was or should have been an issue addressed
by the CAA.
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Knowledge of Case History Measurement
A. Through courtroom actions and trial skills, CAA’s should demonstrate the
CAA has thoroughly and independently investigated all past deprivation
issues and facts related to the pending matter
B. CAAs should demonstrate a clear knowledge and understanding of the
historical context of the current deprivation
C. CAAs should recognize any patterns of deprivation issues either
generationally or within the extended family as a tool to enhance the
development of the CAA’s theory of the case and the child’s position or
objective in the deprivation litigation
D. CAAs should demonstrate a strong command of the case history
throughout the deprivation proceedings and demonstrate trial skills to
effectively use the case history to achieve the child’s objective
E. CAAs should demonstrate persuasive trial skills in using the case history
F. CAAs should not miss any facts or event “appropriate and necessary” to
the historical perspective of the current deprivation action
G. CAAs use of the case history should be proactive, timely and relevant
Scoring for Case History
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge, outstanding trial skills, zealous
advocacy and exceptional vigilance to issues related to case history
 CAA was outstanding in using the case history and the law to argue the
child’s position which was protected and advanced by the CAA’s trial skills
 CAA zealously, proficiently, competently and completely performed A
through G
 CAA demonstrated an exceptionally strong command of case history which
was persuasive, creative and effective
 CAA demonstrated leadership in the litigation and knowledge of the case
history of the deprivation case
 CAA conducted or directed an exceptional investigation into the case
history to advance and protect the child’s legal interests in light of the
child’s expressed preferences
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3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA provided “adequate and effective legal representation” CAA was
competent and zealous as described above in A through F above
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of the applicable law and case history
 CAA conducted or directed an “adequate and effective” investigation into
the case history to advance and protect the child’s legal interests in light of
the child’s expressed preferences
 CAA demonstrated leadership in the litigation and knowledge of the case
history of the deprivation case
2 - needs improvement
 CAA demonstrated partial competency and effectiveness in the
performance of A through G as described above to promote or protect the
child’s position using the case history
 CAA demonstrated some deficiencies in trial skills or training in using the
case history to advance the child’s position
 CAA missed some opportunities to advance the child’s position through
effective use of the case history
 CAA demonstrated insufficient or limited knowledge, trial skills and
attention to the case history
 CAA’s courtroom actions demonstrate the CAA had not completely,
thoroughly or independently investigated the deprivation case history
1 – unsatisfactory
 No indication the CAA knew the case history
0 - not applicable
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Legal Policy and Procedure Skills
Case Timeline Issues (federal and state)
Deprivation case timelines are “appropriate and necessary” to the
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principles 5, 6, 7 and 8 also
 Kenny A, Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE
ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE”, B-5
 ABA § C-4, C-5.
Deprivation cases in Georgia should follow both the federal and state mandated
timelines. Strict compliance is required for many of the federal and state
timelines as compliance is a prerequisite to funding streams which benefit the
child. These timelines direct the timing of certain court hearings, filing of
pleadings and delivery of services to the child. In addition, the Kenny A Consent
Decree provides for class member children in Fulton and DeKalb counties to
receive certain time sensitive services from both the state and county codefendants, Fulton County DFCS and Georgia Department of Human Resources.
As part of “adequate, effective and zealous” legal representation for Fulton
County’s deprived children, where “necessary and appropriate” CAAs should be
mindful of the array of services to which their client is entitled and the timeframe
within which the child is supposed to receive a particular service. CAAs should
also be mindful that violation of some federal or state time requirement might
invalidate the Court’s custody order resulting in the child being placed at risk.
Court Observation - Legal Policy & Procedure Advocacy
Case Timelines Issue
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

1
4
11
11
9
0

2

Legal, Policy and Procedure
Skills
27 Case Timelines Issue

4

4

6

3.5

3
4

8

2.5

2

Number of Case Files

10

1.5

11
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12

1

0

11

9

The in court actions of the CAA met the scoring standard for “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” in 5 out of 27 or 18% of the court observations
where case timelines were or should have been an issue raised by the CAA.
Very few of the CAAs are confirming whether their client’s deprivation case is
compliant with the federal, state and Kenny A timelines and whether the child’s
receipt of services is timely. Kenny A’s mandates for certain services to the child
or family are uniquely time sensitive. Neither the CAA case files nor courtroom
actions demonstrate any uniform methodology to affirmatively document the
CAA’s consideration of whether the child is receiving the required services within
the specified timelines. Following the description of the case timeline issues
measurement and scoring is a summary of the applicable timelines.
Case Timeline Issues (federal, state and Kenny A) Measurement
Case Timelines should be considered when “appropriate and necessary” to
protect the child’s legal interest promote the child’s position and permanency
objective(s) for the case the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy.
A. CAAs should confirm that any deprivation case conforms with legally
required timelines: federal, Kenny A, ASFA and state law.
B. CAAs should request that the Court document in the record the timing for
case plans, FTM, MDT, visitation between child and parent (prior
caretaker), expiration date, permanency hearing date, timing for requested
services to child or family, and next court hearing
C. CAAs should request the Court enter a scheduling order
D. CAAs should obtain a copy of the scheduling order for the CAA case file and
also a copy for the age appropriate child client.
E. CAAs should monitor compliance with the federal, Kenny A, ASFA and state
legally required timelines and if necessary, bring to the Court’s attention
any timeline violations
F. CAAs should demonstrate a thorough working knowledge of the legally
required case timelines and rationale for the federal, Kenny A, ASFA and
state law time requirements
G. CAAs should persuasively argue for compliance with the federal, Kenny A,
ASFA and state timelines
H. CAAs should be able to articulate appropriate corrective actions in the
event any of the federal, Kenny A, ASFA and state timelines are violated
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I. CAAs should promote actions and policies, both in court and out of court,
which move the case expeditiously to permanency
J. CAAs should document the CAA case file with details of either compliance
or violation of federal or state timelines, any corrective actions, any CAA
actions and the Court’s decision(s)
Scoring for Case Timelines
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA competently, completely and effectively performed A through J
above
 CAA was outstanding in using the case timelines to advance the child’s
position, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy
 CAA demonstrated an exceptionally strong command of case facts and the
applicable law when addressing the case timelines
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge and outstanding trial skills and
exceptional vigilance in recognizing opportunities to advocate issues
related to the case timelines which advanced the child’s position
 CAA’s use of case timeline issues was unique, persuasive, creative and
effective
 CAA competently and completely uses the federal and state timelines to
advance the child’s position
3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA provided “adequate and effective legal representation” CAA
addressed case time line issues appropriately, competently, zealously and
effectively as described in A through J above
 CAA made relevant, timely and appropriate use of case timelines
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of the case time lines and the applicable law
 CAA actions related to case time lines sufficiently advanced and protected
the child’s legal interests in light of the child’s expressed preferences
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2 - needs improvement
 CAA demonstrated partial competency and effectiveness in the
performance of A through J as described above to promote or protect the
child’s position
 CAA demonstrated some deficiencies in trial skills or training in case time
line issues
 CAA inadequately documented the CAA case file as described above
 CAA missed some opportunities to advance the child’s position through
effective use of case time line issues
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA did not address issues of Kenny A, federal or state timelines either
in court or in the CAA case file
0 - not applicable
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Timelines for a Deprivation Case
Event
Timing
Safekeeping / Date Entered
immediate @ removal
Foster Care
72 Hours of removal
Detention Hg w/ Ch removal
Detention Hg w/OUT Ch
30 days of complaint
removal
Reasonable Efforts - 3 types
At every Hearing
At Det. Hrg minimum and every other
Contrary to the Welfare
optimally
Every 72 Hours from removal Continued DT
after 30 days dead
Within 24 hours of a Det Hg – DFCS
CCFA - Comprehensive Child
and Family Assessment
refers to CCFA provider
W/n 5 days of DT Hg
Petition Filing W Ch Removal
Petition Filing W/OUT Ch
W/in 30 days of DT Hg
Removal
Adjudication Hg W/ Ch Removal W/in 10 days of Petition Filing
Adjudication Hg W/OUT Ch
W/in 60 days of Petition Filing
Removal
FTM - Family Team Meeting
W/in 3-9 days after a child enters FC
Physical Health Screen
W/in 10 days of a child’s entry into FC
Dental Health Screen
W/in 10 days of child’s entry into FC
Multidisciplinary Meeting (MDT)
W/in 25 days of child’s entry into FC
Case Plan
W/in 30 days of child’s entry into FC
@ case plan if child over 14 years and
ILP and ILP Services
ongoing
WTLP - Written Transitional
@ case plan if child over 14 years and
Living Plan
ongoing
CCFA DUE, needed for MDT
W/in 30 days of child’s entry into FC
and CSPL
M H Screen (Child: 4 yrs. and
W/n 30 days of child’s entry into FC.
older)
W/in 30 days of a child’s entry into
Developmental Assessment
(Child: 4 yrs. and under )
FC.
BCW referral immediately.
W/in 90 Days from Removal - Must
Disposition
have Diligent Search included
W/in 90 Days from Removal - Might
Diligent Search
be part of cspl then due w/ cspl
O.C.G.A. 15-11-55(D) – 5 days prior to
Change of Placement
placement change – hearing maybe
Notification – Non Emergency
requested
O.C.G.A. 15-11-55(D) – within 24
Change of Placement
hours of placement change – hearing
Notification – Emergency
maybe requested
written notice in advance of hgs under
Notice to Foster Parents
15-11-58 (dispo, permanency, NR,
custody mod.,)
Non Reunification Hearing
W/in 30 days NR announced as cspl
Extension
prior to expiration of previous order

Time Waiveable?
NO (IV-E required)
NO
NO
NO
NO
YES, if all parties present and
waive
NO
NO
NO
YES, if all parties pres./ waive
YES, if all parties pres./ waive
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

NO
NO
NO
NO

NO
NO
NO, except all parties waive
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TPR
15 out of 22 months
child in FC or if aband oned
infant or NR CSPL or 12 months
non compliance w/ CSPL

Hearing must be held within 90 days
of TPR Petition filing and TPR Order
must be signed within 30 days of close
of evidence, "Just Cause Exception"

TPR Reviews
Petition to Modify Third Party
Protective Order

at least every 6 months
anytime, check RCS time limits for $
anytime
receiving State has 30 days after all
documents submitted
every 6 months - minimum
anytime
anytime, but if TPR then w/in 30 of
service of TPR
th
ongoing, must complete before 18
birthday, child in ILP and WTLP
Ongoing, coordinate with school
If to DFACS - 12 months
if to relative or non relative 24 months
every 12 months child in FC
Within 1st week and bi monthly

Expedited ICPC - Regulation 7
Citizen Panel Review
Guardianship
Legitimation
Immigration Issue
IEP
Expiration Date
Permanencey Hearing Date
Visitation - Parent
Visitation - Sibling or other
family
Third party Custody Reviews
"Abandoned Infant" Judicial
Finding and TPR

YES If Court makes findings
on record of an exception,
Caselaw says TPR order
must be signed within 1 year
of filing petition
NO

NO

NO
NO

as soon as possible
If relative - every 36 months
if non relative every 12 months
3 months abandoned - DFACS shall
TPR w/in 60 days
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NO
NO

Placement Information Obtained – Current and Changes
CAAs handling of the child’s placement information, including placement changes,
both in and out of the courtroom and during hearings is consistent with CAA as an
active participant in the deprivation litigation process and the standards
established by the
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principles 3 and 7
 Kenny A Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD
ADVOCATE ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE”,
A-5, A-6, B-5, B-7.
Court Observation - Legal Policy & Procedure Advocacy
Placement Info - Current & Changes
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

4
16
11
2
3
Number of Case Files

0

Legal, Policy and Procedure Skills

5

10

4

3.5

15

3

2.5

2

20

1.5

1

0

Placement Info. current and
4 16
11 2
3
0
change
The in court actions of the CAA met the scoring standard for “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” in 20 out of 36 or 55 % of the court
observations where the current placement information or the change of
placement information was or should have been an issue addressed CAA.

28

All CAAs observed in court demonstrated knowledge of the child’s placement
except one case where the parent had violated the court protective order and left
the state. CAAs frequently informed the judge the child was in a foster home,
residential setting, and group home or with relatives. Even though the CAAs have
the child’s current placement information, there was only one court observation
where the requirements of O.C.G.A. 15-11-55(D) were addressed during a hearing
and the issue was raised by the judge in making a no reasonable efforts finding
against DFCS. CAAs report Fulton DFCS is non compliant with O.C.G.A. 15-11-
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55(D) and that they are not informed of placement changes until after the child
has been moved and then only when the CAA made an inquiry.
Placement Information Obtained Measurement
A. CAAs should demonstrate knowledge of the child’s placement by informing
the Court the child is placed in a foster home, group home, residential
placement, with relatives or otherwise
B. CAAs should advise the Court whether the current placement is meeting
the child’s needs
C. CAAs should advise the Court of any problems with obtaining current
placement information from DFCS
D. CAAs should confirm DFCS is compliant with the Change In Placement
Notice Requirements contained in O.C.G.A. 15-11-55(D), CAAs should make
a record at hearings whether any change in placement issues are present
E. CAAs should receive and review all Change in Placement Notices and CAAs
should object or request hearings as necessary pursuant to O.C.G.A. 15-1155(D)
F. CAAs should be aware of any ICPC issues for the child and request in court
reviews prior to any placements of the child outside the state pursuant to
the ICPC so that the CAA and the Court can review the ICPC placement
evaluation and address any issues of visitation, services or other issues
which might arise if the child is placed out of state without ICPC approval
G. In the event of custody modifications, guardianships or return of custody to
a parent, the CAAs should make a record concerning the appropriateness of
such a placement and whether any aftercare, family preservation or
ongoing services will be needed to stabilize the placement.
H. in ALL custody transfers away from DFCS to another individual, the person
receiving custody of the child should always be present in court (or by
phone if out of state) to confirm the individual understands the custody
transfer, the custodial responsibilities, any services or benefits available or
needed and the mandate of not returning the child to the parent without
prior court approval
I. CAAs should document the child client’s current placement and contact
information in the CAA case file
Scoring for Placement Information Obtained
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA competently, completely and effectively performed A through H
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 CAA was outstanding in raising current placement or placement changes
issues to advance the child’s position
 CAA demonstrated an exceptionally strong command of case facts and the
applicable law when addressing current placement or placement change
issues to advance the child’s position
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge and trial skills also vigilance in
recognizing opportunities to address current placement or placement
change issues to promote the child’s objective
3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA addressed current placement or placement change issues
competently, zealously and effectively as described in A through H above
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of the case facts and the applicable law to
addressing current placement or placement changes issues to advance the
child’s position
 CAA actions related to current placement or placement change issues
sufficiently advanced and protected the child’s legal interests in light of the
child’s expressed preferences
2 - needs improvement
 CAA demonstrated partial competency and effectiveness in the
performance of A through H as described above to promote or protect the
child’s position
 CAA demonstrated some deficiencies in trial skills or training related to
addressing current placement or placement change issues to advance the
child’s position
 CAA inadequately documented the CAA case file as described above
 CAA demonstrated insufficient or limited knowledge, trial skills and
attention to issues of current placement or placement change
1 – unsatisfactory
 No indication CAA considers or addresses child client’s current placement,
contact information or whether the placement met the child’s needs
0 - not applicable.
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Appeal Issues Reserved on Record
CAA’s handling of appealable issues while participating in the juvenile court
hearings and CAA actions which preserve these issues on the record for a possible
appeal is consistent with CAA as an active participant in the deprivation litigation
process,
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principle 9 and the
 Kenny A Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE
ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE” B-1, C-1, C-2,
C-3
 ABA §D-3, F-1, F-2, F-3, F-4.
Court Observation - Legal Policy & Procedure Advocacy
Appeals Considered
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

2
6

28
Number of Case Files

0

5

10

Legal, Policy and Procedure Skills
29 Appeal Issues Reserved on Rec

4

15

3.5

3
2

20

2.5

2
6

25

1.5

30

1

0
28

The in court actions of the CAA met the scoring standard of “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” in 2 out of 8 or 25 % of the court observations
where the issue of an appeal was or should have been raised by the CAA.
Appeal Issues Reserved on Record Measurement
When “necessary and appropriate” to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy,
A. CAAs should adequately perfect the record during court hearings in order
to preserve issues for appeal
B. When perfecting the hearing record, CAAs should clearly articulate the
objection, arguing statutory and case law where applicable
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C. CAAs should actively participate in argument for the “child’s position” in
appeals filed by other parties and in appeals filed by the CAAs
D. CAAs should document the CAA case file with details of consideration of
any appealable issues, discussions with the child client and staffing with
CAA supervisor
E. CAAs should also consider interlocutory appeals when appropriate to the
child’s position.
Scoring for Appeal Issues Reserved on Record
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA competently, completely and effectively performed A through E
above
 CAA was outstanding in perfecting appealable issues at the trial level,
pursuing appeals on behalf of the child’s objective or responding to
appeals filed by other parties
 CAA demonstrated an exceptionally strong command of case law, case
facts and the applicable statutory law addressing appeal issues
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge, excellent trial skills and
extraordinary vigilance in recognizing opportunities to advance the child’s
position through appeals
3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA addressed appeal issues competently, zealously and effectively as
described in A through E above CAA actions were adequate, effective and
zealous”,
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of the case facts and the applicable law to
preserving and pursuing appeals
 CAA actions related to appeals sufficiently advanced and protected the
child’s legal interests in light of the child’s expressed preferences
2 - needs improvement
 CAA demonstrated partial competency and effectiveness in preserving and
pursuing appeals which promoted or protected the child’s position as
described in A through E above
 CAA demonstrated some deficiencies in trial skills or training related to the
appeal issues
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1 – unsatisfactory
 No indication CAA considered any appealable issues or preserved any issues
on the record or in the CAA case file.
0 - not applicable
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Conflict of Interest - raised? or should have been?
CAA’s competent recognition and disposition of conflict of interest issues as these
issues arise during juvenile court hearings or at any time during the CAA’s
representation of the child are required by the standards established by the
 Kenny A Consent Decree Principle 10 and the
 Kenny A Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE
ATTORNEYS”, Section IV,
 ABA §B-2(2).
Court Observation - Legal Policy & Procedure Advocacy
Conflicts of Interest
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

3

33
Number of Case Files

0

5

Legal, Policy and Procedure
Skills
30 Conflict of Interest -

10

15

4

3.5

20

3

2.5

25

2

30

1.5

3

1

35

0
33

The in court actions of the CAA met the scoring standard of “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” in 3 out of 3 or 100 % of the court observations
where conflict of interest was or should have been raised by the CAA.
Conflict of Interest Measurement
The Fulton CAA Office has established a detailed conflict analysis policy. This
policy is attached as Appendix M and includes several forms and sample
pleadings. Conflict of Interest analysis is also reviewed in the File Review section
of this report.
When “appropriate and necessary” to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy,
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A. CAAs should appropriately inform the Court whenever a conflicts of interest
arises during the course of a deprivation case without revealing the nature
of the conflict
B. CAAs should advise the Court of conflicts by either written motion or oral
motion during the hearing without revealing the nature of the conflict
C. CAAs should advise the child client of conflicts and discuss the meaning and
implication any such conflict
D. CAAs should not miss obvious conflict of interest situations
E. CAAs should exhaust all avenues of legal counseling with the child client
prior to announcing to the court the issue of a conflict
F. CAAs should not jeopardize or otherwise expose the child client or the
child’s position when announcing a conflict of interest issue to the Court.
G. CAAs should document the CAA case file with the Conflict of Interest issue
and follow the Fulton CAA Policy for Conflicts of Interest found in Appendix
M of this report.
Scoring for Conflict of Interest
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA competently, completely and effectively performed A through G
 CAA was outstanding in recognizing and taking appropriate corrective
action when a conflict of interest situation arose according to the Fulton
CAA Policy outlined in Appendix M
 CAA demonstrated an exceptionally strong command of case facts and the
applicable law to conflict of interest situations
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge, superior trial skills and vigilance in
recognizing conflict of interest situations
3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA addressed conflict of interest situations competently, zealously and
effectively as described above in A through G
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of the case facts and the applicable law in
recognizing and taking appropriate corrective action in conflict of interest
situations according to the Fulton CAA Policy outlined in Appendix M
 CAA actions during conflict of interest situations sufficiently protected the
child’s legal interests in light of the child’s expressed preferences
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2 - needs improvement
 CAA demonstrated partial competency and effectiveness when addressing
conflict of interest situations as described in A through G above
 CAA demonstrated some deficiencies in trial skills or training in recognizing
and taking appropriate corrective action when conflict of interest situations
arise according to the Fulton CAA Policy outlined in Appendix M
 CAA inadequately documented conflict of interest analysis in the CAA case
file
1 – unsatisfactory
 No indication CAA considered or otherwise addressed the conflicts of
interest issues.
0 - not applicable.
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Juvenile Court Procedure
CAA’s knowledge of juvenile court procedures is essential to the CAA’s active
participation throughout the deprivation litigation process including issues
relating to Legitimation, Guardianship, Provisional Hearings, Adoptions,
Independent Living Services, Aging Out of Foster Care Services, Delinquency,
Status Offenses.
Court Observation - Legal Policy & Procedure Advocacy
Juvenile Court Procedure
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

23
9

4
0

5

10

Legal, Policy and Procedure Skills

4

3.5

31 Demo. Knowledge Juv. Ct. Proc.

Number of Case Files

15

3
23

2.5

20

2

1.5

9

1

25

0
4

The in court actions of the CAA met the scoring standard of “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” in 23 out of 32 or 72% of the court
observations where issues with juvenile court procedures were or should have
been raised by the CAA.
Juvenile Court Procedure Measurement
A. CAAs should demonstrate a thorough knowledge of juvenile court
procedure and practices through courtroom actions and trial skills
B. CAAs should demonstrate through courtroom actions and trial skills the
CAA’s practical knowledge of juvenile court procedures and local practices
C. CAAs should be able to use juvenile court procedure assertively and
effectively throughout the juvenile court process to further the child’s
objective
D. CAAs should demonstrate through courtroom actions and trial skills the
CAA’s thorough knowledge of issues relating to Legitimation, Guardianship,
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Provisional Hearings, Adoptions, Independent Living Services, Aging Out of
Foster Care Services, Delinquency, and Status Offenses
E. CAA should be proactive in confirming all parties are following the
appropriate procedures and that any deviations from juvenile court
procedure which might harm the integrity and legality of the deprivation
process are immediately corrected or objection is validly waived on the
court record
F. CAAs should be proactive in confirming the deprivation case record is clean
and that reversible error is minimized through CAA actions whenever
possible
G. CAA’s use of the juvenile court procedure is timely, relevant and problem
solving
Scoring for Juvenile Court Procedure
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA competently, completely and zealously performed A through G above
 CAA was a leader in the litigation and knowledge of the Juvenile Court
procedure
 CAA’s knowledge of juvenile court procedure stands out and is above that
of the other attorneys
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge, outstanding trial skills and
exceptional vigilance in recognizing opportunities to use juvenile court
procedures which advanced the child’s position
3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA competently, zealously and effectively demonstrated knowledge of
juvenile court procedures as described above in A through G
 CAAs demonstrated sufficient trial skills, zealous advocacy, and adequate
“sufficient” knowledge of juvenile court procedures
 CAA’s knowledge of juvenile court procedure is on par with that of the
other attorneys
 CAA demonstrated adequate knowledge, trial skills and vigilance in
recognizing opportunities to use juvenile court procedures which advanced
the child’s position
2 - needs improvement
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 CAA demonstrated partial competency and effectiveness in juvenile court
procedures as described in A through G above
 CAA demonstrated some deficiencies in trial skills or training in the juvenile
court procedures
 CAA made frivolous, incorrect or incomplete use of juvenile court
procedures
 CAA’s knowledge of juvenile court procedure is below that of the other
attorneys
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA demonstrated minimal knowledge of juvenile court procedures
0 - not applicable
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Federal Law / State Law / Case Law
CAA’s knowledge of federal, state and current case law is essential to the CAA’s
active participation throughout the deprivation litigation process.
Court Observation - Legal Policy & Procedure Advocacy
Demonstrated Knowledge of Federal & State Laws
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

3
19
8

6
0

5

Legal, Policy and Procedure Skills

4

32

3

Demo. Knowledge Fed. / State Law

Number of Case Files

10

3.5

15

3
19

2.5

2

20

1.5

8

1

0
6

The in court actions of the CAA met the scoring standard of “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” in 22 out of 30 or 73% of the court
observations where issues of federal or state law were or should have been raised
by the CAA.
Knowledge of Federal Law / State Law / Case Law Measurement
A. CAAs should demonstrate a thorough knowledge of federal and state laws
relating to deprivations issues and applicable case law through the CAA’s
courtroom actions and trial skills
B. CAAs should demonstrate assertive and effective trial skills in using federal
and state laws relating to deprivations issues and applicable case law to
further the child’s objective and the theory of the case
C. CAA’s knowledge of federal and state laws relating to deprivation cases is
practical and problem solving during hearings, the CAA correctly responds
to challenges of federal, state and case law relating to deprivation issues
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D. CAAs should proactively confirm all parties are following the applicable
federal and state laws relating to deprivation cases and that any deviations
from federal and state deprivation laws which might harm the integrity
and legality of the deprivation process are immediately corrected or
objection is validly waived on the court record
E. CAAs use of federal and state laws relating to deprivations issues and
applicable case law is proactive, timely and relevant
Scoring for Federal Law / State Law / Case Law
4 – excellent “superior”
 CAA competently, completely and effectively performed A through E
above
 CAA was outstanding in using federal and state laws relating to
deprivations issues to advance the child’s position
 CAA demonstrated an exceptionally strong command of federal and state
laws relating to deprivations issues
 CAA demonstrated superior knowledge, superior trial skills and vigilance in
recognizing opportunities to use federal and state laws relating to
deprivations issues which advanced the child’s position
 CAA’s knowledge of the federal, state and case law relating to deprivation
issues stands out and is above that of the other attorneys
3 – satisfactory “adequate, effective and zealous”
 CAA provided “adequate and effective legal representation” CAA was
competent and zealous as described above in A through E
 CAA addressed federal and state laws relating to deprivations issues as
described above in A through E
 CAA’s use of federal and state laws relating to deprivations issues
sufficiently advanced and protected the child’s legal interests in light of the
child’s expressed preferences
 CAA’s knowledge of the federal, state and case law relating to deprivation
issues was on par with the other attorneys
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2 - needs improvement
 CAA demonstrated partial competency and effectiveness in federal and
state laws relating to deprivations issues as described in A through E above
 CAA demonstrated some deficiencies in trial skills or training in the federal
and state laws relating to deprivations issues
 CAA demonstrated insufficient or limited knowledge, trial skills and
attention to federal and state laws relating to deprivations issues
 CAA misses obvious opportunities to advance the child’s position using
federal and state laws relating to deprivation
 CAA was non- responsive or responded incorrectly to challenges or
argument related to federal, state and case law relating to deprivation
issues
 CAA’s knowledge of the federal, state and case law relating to deprivation
issues is below that of the other attorneys
1 – unsatisfactory
 No indication CAA knows about federal, state and case law relating to
deprivation issues
0 - not applicable
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FILE REVIEW
File Review scores are derived from a physical review of the Child Advocate
Attorney case file. Generally the File Review scores are based on the presence in
the CAA case file:
 of a document, pleading, court order or record;
 indications the document had been reviewed by the CAA;
 legible notes of CAA case activity;
 legible Attorney Hearing Notes which accurately document the substantive
events which occurred during a hearing;
 organization of the CAA case file so that the information contained in the
CAA case file can be effectively utilized;
 legible and thorough documentation of all case related activities including
child client contact and investigations.
The Fulton County CAA Office has established policies and procedures which
mandate CAA file organization, information required for inclusion in the Attorney
Hearing Notes, documentation required for Investigations and a Case Activity Log.
Where applicable, the Fulton County CAA policy requirements and the Kenny A
Consent Decree mandates are referenced in the measurement criteria for each
item of review.
As with Court Observation, the rating range is:
4 – excellent
3 – satisfactory: “adequately maintain case file”
2 - needs improvement
Items were also rated “in between”, for
1 - unsatisfactory
example 2.5, 3.5, 1.75, as representing
0 - not applicable.
partial compliance between rating levels
of CAA actions.
Fulton CAA Case File Numbers
Each family coming before the Fulton County Juvenile Court receives a Court
generated family file number based on the name of the mother. Each child within
the family receives a file number consisting of the Family file number AND a
number designating the child’s place in the family. The CAA case file might be for
one child or many children with the same mother. Each item on the File Review
form is applicable to each child in the CAA case file and should be present for
each child unless the item or document is identical for each child within the file.
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For example, if the petition alleging deprivation has all four children in the family
named with the same allegations, then one petition would be required to be in
the CAA file and would be counted as being present for all the children in the CAA
case file. Alternatively, if all four children had a psychological evaluation or school
records or medical records then the CAA case file should contain the record
applicable to each child in order to have the document scored as being present in
the CA case file.
The cases that are observed in Court will also be subject to the File Review
process as a way to obtain a complete picture of the CAA’s activity on any given
case. As with court observations, file reviews were completed on 36 CAA case files
involving 68 child clients and 12 CAAs. Three case files per CAA were reviewed.
Fulton County CAA Office recently hired three new CAAs who were either still
training or had just started receiving cases and therefore their cases were not
included in the legal representation review. Also where a case had a long history
of court involvement, only the most recent two years were included in the file
review.
The File Review Form identifies six categories for review in the CAA case file:
1. Documents In File,
2. Reports,
3. Case Notes,
4. Case Activity Log – CAA Policy ,
5. Attorney Hearing Notes – CAA Policy,
6. Child Interview – CAA Policy.
Within each of the six categories, there are corresponding subcategories. For
each category or subcategory, there is a list of possible CAA actions or factors to
be considered in reference to the category; some items on the list will not be
necessary and appropriate in each and every case. The list in each category is
meant to provide a guide and objective criteria for the file reviewer’s evaluation.
The list is not meant to supplant or usurp the established CAA office policy and
procedures or in any way diminish the client directed objectives of each case. The
list of criteria and corresponding scores are intended to standardize the file
review process, enhance reliability and consistency of the reviews by different
reviewers.
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For each category, CAA actions should always be consistent with the clientdirected model of representation as adopted by the Fulton County Child Advocate
Attorneys’ Office and should be

“necessary and appropriate” to protect the child’s legal interest;

promote the child’s position and permanency objective(s) for the case;

the CAA’s theory of the case; and

CAA’s trial strategy.
The Kenny A Consent Decree and Appendix A requirements for the CAA case files
and case action documentation are as follows:
Kenny A Consent Decree page 6, Section 7, paragraph B states:
Fulton County shall ensure that all actions required under the
Consent Decree for Plaintiff class members are documented
within the individual child advocate attorney case file of each
class member on a timely and accurate basis.
Additionally, Appendix A of the Consent Decree, Part III, Duties of the Child
Advocate, page 5, Section B, item 11 states the child advocate duty as follows:
Adequately maintain case file.
For each item of the file review, reference will be stated to the applicable portion
of the Kenny A Consent Decree and Appendix A as:

Kenny A Consent Decree @
or

Kenny A Appendix @

Below is the File Review form used in evaluating the CAA case files.
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Fulton County File Review

File Reviewed Date and By:

File #

# of Children

Date Opened
Scores

# of Judges

4 = Excellent

Score

3 = Satisfactory

Document In File

Complaints and Pleadings

# of CAs

# of Hearings

2 = Needs Improvement

1= Poor

Score

0 = Not Applicable

Content

Atty Hearing

Safe Keeping - Complaint

Legible

Petition (s)

Pre-trial

Motion (s)

Type of Hearings Identified
Open Statement

Orders

Closing Argument
PCH

Child’s Position

Formal

Records Evidence (documents admitted)

Cont

Records Witnesses Testimony
Records Motions

Reports

Records Objections
Case plan

Records Court Order

Psych Eval / Developmental

Monitoring of court order

School Records

Documents Party presence / service

Medicals

Documents Services received / needed

Photos / video

Next Hearing Date

Police Report

Next Steps for each party

Drug Screens

Would you know what happened in Hg
Would you know next steps for CAA

Case Notes
Reasonable Efforts

Child Interview

Attorney Hearing Notes

Ch Position

Length of Contact

Placement Information

Number of Contacts

Atty/ Cl Rel

Releases for Information

Explain Court Process

CCFA

File Activity
Referrals to Resources OR Programs
Investigative Cover Sheet

Staffings w/ DFCS or SAAGs

Indications of Investigations

Negotiations / Mediations

Any other non judicial events for child

CASA Collaboration

Appeal Considered

Contact with other Attorneys

Conflict Analysis

Discovery issues

Investigative Cover Sheet

Telephone Contacts - id and content record
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Fulton CAA Case File Organization
The Fulton County CAA Office has established a policy and procedure for file
organization with the goal of uniformity of content and document ordering within
the file. The Fulton CAA Office is also in the process of converting the CAA case
files from a “2 prong” to a “4 prong” system. The Fulton CAA policy for file
organization is included below so that the file reviewer may reasonably anticipate
the inclusion of a particular document and the document location within the file.
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Fulton County Child Advocate’s File Organization – established by the Fulton
County Child Advocate Office Director.
File Organization – 4 Prong Version – Green File
Left side of front file cover first set of prongs
 Case Activity Log
 Closed Case Form
 Opening Case Form
 Checklist and Timeline Form (optional)
 CAA Hearing Notes – chronological order
 Case Summary
 Case Information Sheet – should be last page in back
Right side of front file second set of prongs
 Placement Information Request Form
 Release of Information of Child
 Investigation Request Form/Reports
 CASA Request Forms/Reports
 Correspondences/Emails
 Child Interview Forms
 Witness Interview Forms
Left side of middle divider third set of prongs
 Court Reports
Right side of front file second set of prongs
 Court Orders and Pleadings
 CAAs should place his or her initials on the upper right hand corner of
all Court Orders which have been reviewed for accuracy (includes
Draft Orders)
File Organization – 2 Prong Version – Brown File
 Most recent Case plan (Purge duplicates)
 Psychological, Medicals
 Reports from any other sources
 School records
 Citizen Panel Review Findings and Recommendations
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Documents in File
Complaints and Pleadings
Kenny A Consent page 3, Principles, 2, 7 and 8;
Kenny A Appendix, A-5, B-1, B-3, B-4, B-5,B-11, B-12
Are the following documents present in the CAA case file?
 Complaint -Safe Keeping
 Petition (s)
 Motion (s)
 PCH Order - Probable Cause Orders
 Formal Order - Formal Adjudicatory orders
 Cont. Order – Continuance Orders
 Other - Review Order, Legitimation Order, Guardianship Order, ect..
Documents In File (reviewed?)
1 Complaint -Safe Keeping
2 Petition (s)
3 Motion (s)
4 PCH Order 5 Formal Order
6 Cont. Order – comply w/ policy?
Cont. Order – comply w/ Court
6a

4

3.5

policy? CAA raise issue?

7

Other ( Legit, Guard, Review)

3
32
35
16
26
30
22

2.5

4

18

2

1.5

2
6
3

12

1
2

1
1

0
2
1
18
3
2
14

%
94 %
100%
88%
78%
88%
100%

14

18 %

24

100%

The CAA case files met the scoring standard for satisfactory: “adequately maintain
case file” in all of the above measures except “6a”. When applicable,
continuance orders were always present in the file, many of the continuance
orders did not comply with the court’s continuance policy in Appendix D, page 2,
item #9 “ If granted for good cause shown, the order shall state the specific
reason for the request.” The CAA case file score of “2.5” in these instances is
based on the CAA not documenting any actions taken to request the court to
correct the continuance order to reflect the specific reason(s) the continuance
was granted.
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File Review - Documents in File - Complaint - Safekeeping

4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

32

2
2
Number of Case Files

0

5

10

Documents In File (reviewed?)

1

4

15

3.5

3

Complaint -Safe Keeping

20

25

2.5

2

30

1.5

32

35

1

0

2

2

File Review - Documents in File - Probable Cause Order
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs…
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

26
6
1
18
Number of Case Files

0

5

10

Documents In File (reviewed?)

4

4

15

3.5

3

PCH Order -

20

2.5

25

2

26

1.5

6

30

1

0

1

3

File Review - Documents in File - Petitions
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

35

0
1
0

Documents In File (reviewed?)
2

Petition (s)

5

10

4

15

3.5

3

20

2.5

Number of Case Files

25

2

30

1.5

35

1

35
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40

0
1

File Review - Documents in File - Adjudicatory Order
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

30
3
1
2
0

5

Documents In File (reviewed?)
5

10

4

15

3.5

Formal Order

3

20

2.5

2

30

Number of Case Files

25

30

1.5

3

35

1

0

1

2

File Review - Documents in File - Motions
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

16
2

18
Number of Case Files

0

5

Documents In File (reviewed?)
3

4

10

3.5

Motion (s)

3

15

2.5

2

16

20

1.5

1

0

2

18

File Review - Documents in File - Continuance Order
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

22

14
0

Documents In File (reviewed?)
Cont. Order – comply w/
6
policy?

5

10

4

3.5

Number of Case Files

15

3

2.5

20

2

1.5

16
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25

1

0

6

14

File Review - Documents in File - Other Type Order
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

12

24
0

Documents In File (reviewed?)

7

Other ( Legit, Guard, Review)

5

10

4

3.5

15

3

20

2.5

2

Number of Case Files

25

1.5

12

1

30

0
24

Positive Practice Points:
The overwhelming majority of the CAA case files contain the “appropriate and
necessary” pleadings and orders. And the majority of these documents contain
some notation by the CAA that the document has been reviewed by the CAA.
Points for Practice Improvement:
Given the court’s continuance policy and the fact that continuances delay a child’s
path to permanency, CAAs should document the CAA case file with the specific
reasons the continuance was necessary and request the court include the reason
in the continuance order.
Measurement for Documents in File - Complaints and Pleadings category
A. The Fulton CAA Office has established policy for CAA case organization and
the CAA case under review complies with the policy;
B. The referenced document is present in the CAA file and the document’s
presence in the file is timely
C. The referenced document indicates the CAA has reviewed the document,
legible notes refer to the document, or highlights are present in the
document; or the document is tabbed or flagged by the CAA
D. There are other indications present in the CAA case file or CAA used the
referenced document during a court hearing as the basis of CAA actions on
behalf of the child
E. The CAA case file contains legible notes recording the action steps the CAA
took to obtain the document (requests either written or oral, motions,
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releases, subpoenas) and the timing of actions taken to obtain the
documents;
F. In the event the document has been appropriately requested but not yet
received, then the CAA case file records the CAA’s follow up actions to
obtain the document, including any motions, telephone calls, staffing or
contacts with other attorneys, DFCS and CAA investigators or staff;
G. In the event of multiple children and numerous documents, the CAA case
file contains a document log, index, tabbed or is otherwise organized so
that documents for each child are readily available.
Scoring for Presence of Document in Case File
4 – excellent and 3 - satisfactory: “adequately maintain case file”
 The CAA case file conformed to the standards set forth in A through G
above for each document in file;
 The referenced document was easily located in the CAA case file according
to the applicable Fulton CAA office policy;
 Where appropriate the CAA incorporated the referenced document or
used information contained in the document to take actions for the benefit
of the child
2 - needs improvement
 The CAA case file partially conform to A through G above for each
document
 The referenced document was not easily located in the CAA case file in
accordance with the applicable Fulton CAA case file organization policy;
 If the document is not in the CAA case file then the CAA case file should
have notes documenting the action steps the CAA took to obtain the
document (requests either written or oral, motions, releases, subpoenas)
and the timing of actions taken to obtain the documents
1 - unsatisfactory
 The CAA case file did not contain the reference document and there is no
indication of any actions taken to obtain the document
0 - not applicable
 The referenced document not does exist for this particular case or the
document is not obtainable by the CAA.
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Reports
Kenny A Consent page 3, Principles, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8;
Kenny A Appendix A-1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7; B-1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 12
Are the following documents present in the CAA case file?
REPORTS

4

3.5

3

2.5

2

4

11

8

Case plan - timely?, relevant?

4

12

9

Psych Eval / Developmental

5

12

7

10

School Records

4

15

6

11

Medicals

3

7

6

12

Photos / Video / Police Report

2

6

13

Drug Screens

14

DFCS Court Report / FTM/ MDT

19

CCFA

8
7

1

0
5

3

9
11

6

14
30

13

11

15

Report Types
Psych Eval / Developmental
School Records
Medicals
Case Plan

1.5

15
18

13

8

DFCS Court Report/ FTM / MDT
Drug Screens / Evaluation
Photos / Video / Police Report
CCFA

Where “appropriate and necessary” to the CAAs’ “adequate, effective and
zealous” legal representation of the child the CAAs should obtain and review the
court files and agency records of the child client and any siblings; school records;
medical records; social services records; psychiatric, psychological, and drug and
alcohol records; law enforcement records; photographs; audio/videotapes and
other physical evidence.
CAAs should obtain and review:
 police reports and any other records, documents and statements, including
court files as needed, EMT and 911 records
 copies of any physical or photographic evidence
 Records from private foster care agencies or other private agencies that are
providing services to the child client or his family, including mental health
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and substance abuse treatment records; CAAs should obtain appropriate
releases from parents or others for whom these records are sought.
School records; IEPs, [FERPA]
Medical records; mental health / developmental assessments [HIPPA]
Criminal / delinquency records of parents or child client
Forensic interview summary and video
X-rays, photos, CCFA, notes from FTM and MDT
drug screen of parent or child client
if prior court involvement for family then copies of prior court orders from
any jurisdiction
does child client have private insurance
paternity determinations

Psych Eval / Developmental
CAAs should know when their child clients have had psychological evaluations,
developmental assessments, or attend on-going psychological therapy. CAAs
should also know when the parents are undergoing psychological evaluations, or
attend on-going psychological therapy. CAAs should take appropriate steps to
obtain these evaluations, assessments or therapy records if they are appropriate
and necessary to the deprivation issues before the Court.
File Review - Documents in File -

Psychological - Developmental Evaluation
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"
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The CAA case files met the scoring standard for 3 – satisfactory: “adequately
maintain case file”, in 17 out of 27 or in 63% of the CAA case files where
psychological – developmental evaluation was or should have been present.
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School Records
CAAs should know where the child client attended school before entering DFCS
custody, if the child changed schools upon entering DFCS custody, where the child
currently attends school, are there any special services the child is being provided
or needs. The CAA file should contain documentation related to the child clients’
school issues. Files which contained the actual school records and additional
information about the child’s school issues received scores of 4, files which had
information about the child’s school issues but no school records received scores
of 3.
File Review - Documents in File - School Records
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"
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The CAA case files met the scoring standard for 3 – satisfactory: “adequately
maintain case file”, in 19 out of 25 or in 76% of the CAA case files where school
information and records notes were or should have been present.
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Medicals
CAAs should know who the child clients’ medical providers are, details of any
medical treatment, diagnosis, prognosis and any medications or on-going medical
services. CAAs should also know whether the parents have any ongoing
untreated or serious medical conditions (including illegal drug use) which might
impact their ability to parent. The CAA file should contain documentation of the
child clients’ medical issues and the parents’ medical issues. CAAs should take
appropriate steps to obtain these evaluations, assessments or therapy records if
“appropriate and necessary” to the deprivation issues before the Court.
File Review - Documents in File - Medical Records
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"
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The CAA case files met the scoring standard for 3 – satisfactory: “adequately
maintain case file”, in 10 out of 22 or in 46% of the CAA case files where medical
information and medical records were or should have been present.
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Photos / Video / Police Report
CAAs should know if there are any photographs, video tapes, forensic interview
videos, or other similar visual evidence related to the pending deprivation. The
CAA file should contain documentation and copies of any police reports, photos,
videos or other visual evidence related to the deprivation issues.
CAAs should know if there are any police reports related to the pending
deprivation action. The CAA file should contain documentation and copies of any
police reports related to the deprivation issues.
File Review - Documents in File - Photos, Video, Police Reports
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"
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The CAA case files met the scoring standard for 3 – satisfactory: “adequately
maintain case file”, in 6 out of 6 or in 100% of the CAA case files where police
reports, photos or video were or should have been present.
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Drug Screens
CAAs should know if there are any drug screens existing or any need for drug
screens related to the pending deprivation action. The CAA file should contain
documentation and copies of any drug screens administered or requested which
are “appropriate and necessary” to the pending deprivation case.
File Review - Documents in File - Drug Screens - Evaluations
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"
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The CAA case files met the scoring standard for 3 – satisfactory: “adequately
maintain case file”, in 8 out of 21 or in 38% of the CAA case files where drug
screen or evaluations were or should have been present.
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DFCS Court Reports, Notes from FTM and MDT
Family Team Meeting and Multidisciplinary Team Meeting
DFCS routinely prepares reports for submission to the court at hearings. As soon
as practical, but it is frequently the day of the hearing, CAAs should inquire if
there is a “court report” and obtain copies for the CAA case file. These reports
sometimes contain incorrect, incomplete, contradictory or otherwise
objectionable information which the CAA may want to address prior the report
being tendered to the Court. There are also notes or summaries from the Family
Team Meeting and Multidisciplinary Team Meeting which should be available to
the CAA as these meetings focus on placement issues for the child and case
planning.
File Review - Documents in File - DFCS Court Report/ FTM / MDT
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"
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The CAA case files met the scoring standard for 3 – satisfactory: “adequately
maintain case file”, in 13 out of 31or in 42% of the CAA case files where DFCS
court reports, FTM meeting notes or MDT notes should have been present.
Reports Measurement
When “appropriate and necessary” to adequately maintain the CAA case file,
then:
A. CAA case file notes should demonstrate the CAA’s knowledge of the
referenced document or records, potential content and how to access the
documents or records; CAA documentation should be timely and accurate
B. CAA case file notes and Court Observation should demonstrate the CAA’s
knowledge and trial skills in using the documents or records to advance the
child client’s positions both in and out of the courtroom
C. As appropriate and necessary to the deprivation action, the CAAs should
make document or record request issues known to the SAAG, the Court, file
formal discovery or proceed to obtain documents and information pursuant
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D.

E.

F.
G.

to the information sharing protocol found at Appendix C. CAAs should
follows-up with appropriate actions to secure the document or records
CAA case files should demonstrate the CAA has a copy of the referenced
document and has thoroughly reviewed the document; legible notes refer
to the document, or highlights are present in the document; or the
document is tabbed or flagged by the CAA
CAAs should demonstrate knowledge of DFCS policy concerning the
referenced documents and any Kenny A mandates; CAA case files should
demonstrates independent knowledge of the referenced documents and
that the CAA does not rely on or substitute DFCS information for the CAA’s
continuing obligation to independently investigate the facts of the
deprivation action and obtain documents
CAA case file should contain the referenced document in conformance with
the Fulton CAA case file organization policy
CAAs should obtain a copy of any of these documents tendered into
evidence during hearing, mark the document with the Exhibit number and
date the document was admitted into evidence.

Scoring for Reports
4 – excellent “superior”
 The CAA case file documentation conformed and exceeded the standards
set in A through G above
 The CAA case file documentation was outstanding, the documentation
evidences meticulous organization, exceptional and comprehensive review
and detailed note taking
 The referenced documents are easily located in the CAA case file according
to the applicable Fulton CAA case file organization policy
 Where appropriate the CAA incorporated the referenced document or
used information contained in the referenced document to zealously and
proactively advocate for the child’s service needs and the child’s position in
the deprivation litigation
3 – satisfactory: “adequately maintain case file”
 The CAA case file conformed to A through G and adequately met the
standards as set out above
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 The referenced document s easily located in the CAA case file according to
the applicable Fulton CAA office policy
 Where appropriate the CAA incorporated the referenced document or
used information contained therein to further advocate for the child’s
position
2 - needs improvement
 The CAA case file partially conformed to A through G above
 The referenced documents are not easily located in the CAA case file or in
the file according to the Fulton CAA case file organization policy
 The CAA case file did not contain legible notes recording the action steps
the CAA took to obtain the documents (requests either written or oral,
motions, releases, subpoenas) and the timing of the actions taken to obtain
the documents
 There are no indications in the CA case file that the document has been
reviewed
1 - unsatisfactory
 The CAA case file did not contain the referenced document and there is no
indication of any actions taken to obtain the referenced document
0 - not applicable
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Case Plan Considerations / Amendments
CAAs handling of case plan issues or amendments during hearings is consistent
with CAA as an active participant in the deprivation litigation process, Kenny A
Consent Decree Principles 6, 7 and 8; also Kenny A Appendix A “GUIDELINES FOR
FULTON COUNTY CHILD ADVOCATE ATTORNEYS”, Section III, DUTIES OF THE
CHILD ADVOCATE” B-5, B-7, B-10.
Documents in File - Case Plan
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"
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Comments:
The CAA case files met the scoring standard for 3 – satisfactory: “adequately
maintain case file”, in 16 out of 31 instances or in 52 % of the CAA case files
where the case plan was or should have been present.
Case Plan Measurement
A. The case plan is present in the CAA file
B. The case plan shows indications the CAA has reviewed the document,
legible notes refer to the document, or highlights are present in the
document; or the document is tabbed or flagged by the CAA
C. There are other indications present in the CAA case file or the CAA took
action during court observation where the case plan was used as the basis
of CAA actions on behalf of the child
D. The CAA case file contains legible notes recording the action steps the CAA
took to obtain the case plan (requests either written or oral, motions,
access SHINES) and the timing of actions taken to obtain the case plan
E. In the event the case plan has been appropriately requested but not yet
received and is not available in the [SHINES, then the CAA case file should
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document the CAAs follow up action(s) to obtain the case plan, including
any motions, telephone calls, staffing or contacts with other attorneys,
DFCS and CAA investigators or staff
F. CAAs should advocate for case plan performance measures which will
demonstrate successful completion of the case plan goals and safe
reunification is possible
G. In the event of multiple children or multiple case plans, the CAA case file
contains a document log, index or tab system to organize documents
H. The CAA case file indicates the CAA’s monitoring of the timing of the case
plan and confirming it complies with federal and state laws:
 submitted to the court within thirty (30) days of the child's removal from
the home and at each subsequent review of the dispositional order,
DFCS must submit a written report which shall either include a case plan
for reunification of the family or the basis for its determination that a
reunification plan is not appropriate
 If 30-day case plan submitted to the court contains a plan for
reunification services, it must also address each of the following items:
 Each reason requiring the removal of the child
 The purpose for which the child was placed in foster care, including a
statement of the reason why the child cannot be adequately protected
at home and the harm which may occur if the child remains in the home
 The services offered and provided to prevent the removal of the child
from the home
 A discussion of how the plan is designed to achieve a placement in the
least restrictive, most family-like setting available and in close proximity
to the home of the parents, consistent with the best interests and
special needs of the child
 A clear description of the specific actions taken by the parents and
specific services provided by DFCS or other appropriate agencies in
order to bring about the identified changes that must be made in order
to return the child to the home. (Services and actions required of the
parents not directly related to the circumstances necessitating
separation cannot be made conditions for the return of the child
without further court review).
 Specific time frames in which the goals of the plan are to be
accomplished to fulfill the purpose of the reunification plan
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 The person within DFCS who is directly responsible for ensuring that the
plan is implemented
 Consideration of the advisability of reasonable visitation schedules
which allow parent(s) to maintain meaningful contact with their children
through personal visits, telephone calls, and letters.
Scoring for Case plan
4 – excellent “superior”
 The CAA case file documentation conformed and exceeded the standards
set in A through H above
 The CAA case file documentation was outstanding, the documentation
evidences meticulous organization, thorough review and detailed note
taking
 The case plan was easily located in the CAA case file according to the
applicable Fulton CAA case file organization policy
 Where appropriate the CAA incorporated the case plan or used
information contained in the document to take assertive, proactive steps
for the child’s benefit
 Where the case plan has been appropriately requested but not yet received
and it is not available in SHINES, then the CAA case file documented the
CAA follow up actions to obtain the case plan, including motions, telephone
calls, staffing or contacts with other attorneys, DFCS and CAA investigators
or staff
3 – satisfactory: “adequately maintain case file”
 The CAA case file adequately conformed to A through H as described above
 The case plan was easily located in the CAA case file according to the
applicable Fulton CAA office policy
 The CAA case file documents the CAA review of the case plan
 Where appropriate the CAA incorporated the case plan or used information
contained in the case plan to take actions for the child’s benefit
 If the case plan has been appropriately requested but not yet received and
it is not available in SHINES, then the CAA case file should memorialize the
CAA follow up actions to obtain the case plan, including any motions,
telephone calls, staffing or contacts with other attorneys, DFCS and CAA
investigators or staff
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2 - needs improvement
 The CAA case file partially conformed to A through H above
 The case plan was not easily located in the CAA case file according to the
applicable Fulton CAA case file organization policy
 The CAA case file did not contain legible notes recording the action steps
the CAA took to obtain the case plan (requests either written or oral,
motions, releases, subpoenas) and the timing of actions taken to obtain the
documents
1 - unsatisfactory
 The CAA case file did not contain the case plan and there is no indication of
any actions taken to obtain the case plan
0 - not applicable
 The case plan did not exist for this particular case or is not obtainable by
the CAA.
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CCFA – Comprehensive Child and Family Assessment
The state’s Kenny A agreement provides class member children should receive
certain services within specified time periods. One of those services is the CCFA.
The CCFA contains a significant amount of information which is “necessary and
appropriate” for the performance “of the CAA’s duties in representing the
deprived children before the Fulton County Juvenile Court.
Case Notes - CCFA Present in File & Reviewed
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"
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The CAA case files met the scoring standard for 3 – satisfactory: “adequately
maintain case file”, in 15 out of 28 or 53% of the CAA case files where CCFAs were
or should have been present.
CCFA – Comprehensive Child and Family Assessment Measurement
A. CAAs should document the case file to demonstrate CAA’s knowledge of
CCFA process, timelines, content (in court or in CAA file documentation)
B. As “appropriate and necessary” to the action, CAAs should document the
case file to demonstrate CAA made CCFA issues known to Court and CAA
case file contains notation sufficient to indicate CCFA has either been
completed, is in progress or awaiting some action, needs a motion in court,
needs out of court action or follow up; CAA documentation of the case file
should be timely and accurate
C. CAAs should document the case file to demonstrate CAA’s knowledge of
DFCS policy concerning the agency actions in obtaining a CCFA and Kenny A
mandates
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D. CAAs should document the case file to demonstrate CAA’s knowledge of
CCFA provider, has a copy of CCFA and has thoroughly reviewed the CCFA;
the CCFA shows indications the CAA has reviewed the document, legible
notes refer to the document, or highlights are present in the document; or
the document is tabbed or flagged by the CAA
E. CAAs should document the case file to demonstrate CAA did not rely on or
substitute the CCFA for the CAA’s continuing obligation to independently
investigate the facts of the deprivation action
F. CAAs should appropriately document the CAA case file with CCFA issues;
the CAA case file contains a document log or index in the event of multiple
children and numerous documents.
Scoring for CCFA
4 – excellent “superior”
 The CAA case file documentation conformed and exceeded the standards
set in A through F above
 The CAA case file documentation was outstanding, the documentation
evidences meticulous organization, thorough review and detailed note
taking
 The CCFA case plan was easily located in the CAA case file according to the
applicable Fulton CAA case file organization policy
 Where appropriate the CAA incorporated the CCFA or used information
contained in the CCFA to zealously and proactively advocate for the child’s
service needs and the child’s position in the deprivation litigation
3 – satisfactory: “adequately maintain case file”
 The CAA case file adequately conformed to A through F as described above
 The CCFA was easily located in the CAA case file according to the applicable
Fulton CAA office policy
 The CAA case file documentation evidenced CAA review and note taking
 Where appropriate the CAA incorporated the CCFA or used information
contained in the CCFA to advocate for the child’s service needs and the
child’s position in the deprivation litigation
2 - needs improvement
 The CAA case file partially conformed to A through F above
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 The CCFA was not easily located in the CAA case file or in the file according
to the Fulton CAA case file organization policy
 The CAA case file did not contain legible notes recording the action steps
the CAA took to obtain the documents (requests either written or oral,
motions, releases, subpoenas) and the timing of the actions taken to obtain
the documents
 There are no indications in the CA case file that the document has been
reviewed
1 - unsatisfactory
 The CAA case file did not contain the CCFA and there is no indication of any
actions taken to obtain the CCFA
0 - not applicable
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Case Notes
The Fulton CAA Office established policies, procedures or protocols and
standardized for form for many of the items below. Where applicable reference
is made to the Appendix of this document where the Fulton CAA Policy or Forms
are located.
Kenny A Consent page 3, Principles 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10;
Kenny A Appendix A-1, -2, 4, 5, 6, 7, B-1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 12







Attorney Hearing Notes
Placement Information
Releases for Information
Referrals to Resources OR Programs
Investigative Referral by CAA
Indications of Investigations &
Witness Interviews
 Indications of non judicial events
 Appeal Considered
 Conflict Analysis
CASE NOTES

4

B-11
A-6
A-2
B-2,
A-1, 2, 3, 4, 7
A-4, A-6, A-7, B-4, 5, 7
B-8
C-1,2,3
Section IV
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8

Attorney Hearing Notes
The Fulton CAA has established policy concerning the note taking and
documentation required from each CAA during and after court hearings. There
are currently two approved forms for use during hearings. Both forms are
attached as Exhibit S. Following each hearing the CAA is expected to transfer the
notes created during the hearing to a specified page in the JCATS Deprived
system. The following category measures only the presence of attorney hearing
notes in the CAA case file; this is a quantitative measure and not a qualitative
measure. The content and quality of the attorney hearing notes is detailed in
the next section of this report.
Case Notes - Attorney Hearing Notes
Present in CAA Case File
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"
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The CAA case files met the scoring standard for 3 – satisfactory: “adequately
maintain case file”, in 34 out of 36 or in 94% of the CAA case files where hearing
notes should have been present.
Placement Information / Change of Placement
Case Notes - Placement Information Present in CAA Case File
NO CHANGE OF PLACEMENT NOTICES FROM DFCS
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"
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The CAA case files met the scoring standard for “3 – satisfactory: “adequately
maintain case file” in 23 out of 35 or 65% of the CAA case files where Placement
Information should have been present.
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None of the CAA case files contained the change of placement notifications as
required by O.C.G.A §15-11-55(D), the CAAs are not notified in advance of
changes in placement therefore the CAAs are not able to confer with the child
about the change of placement in advance of the move, nor are the CAAs able to
pursue actions on behalf of the child which might prevent the need for the
change in placement or request a hearing prior to the move. This issue should be
addressed either on a case by case basis or through the establishment of a
protocol with DFCS and the Court.
Placement Information Measurement
A. CAA’s case file notes should contain the child’s placement information in
conformance with the Fulton CAA case file organization policy, legibly and
prominently in the file; CAA documentation of the case file should be
timely and accurate; CAA case file notes should indicate any problems with
obtaining current placement information from DFCS
B. CAA’s case file notes should confirm the placement adequately meets the
child’s needs in the least restrictive environment and the basis for that
conclusion
C. CAA’s case file notes should demonstrate CAA was attentive to DFCS
compliance with the Change In Placement Notice Requirements contained
in O.C.G.A. 15-11-55(D), CAAs should make a record at hearings whether
any change in placement issues are present
D. CAAs should receive and review all Change in Placement Notices; and CAAs
should object or request a hearing as necessary pursuant to O.C.G.A. 15-1155(D); these documents should be part of the CAA case file
E. CAA case files should contain notations of any ICPC issues for the child and
request court reviews prior to any placement of the child outside the state
so that the CAA and the Court can review the ICPC placement evaluation
and address any issues of visitation, services or other issues which might
arise if the child is placed out of state; CAA case file should contain a copy
of the ICPC and any Expedited ICPC issues
F. In the event of custody modifications, guardianships or return of custody to
a parent, the CAA’s case file notes should document the appropriateness of
such a placement and whether any aftercare, family preservation or other
services will be needed to stabilize the placement; in ALL custody transfers
away from DFCS to another individual, the person receiving the custody of
the child should ALWAYS be present in court (if out of state at least by
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phone) to confirm the individual understands the custody transfer, the
custodial responsibilities, any services or benefits available or needed and
the mandate of not returning the child to the parent without prior court
approval
Scoring for Placement Information
4 – excellent “superior”
 The CAA case file documentation conformed and exceeded the standards
set in A through G above
 The CAA case file documentation was outstanding, the documentation
evidences meticulous organization, thorough review and detailed note
taking
 The placement information was easily located in the CAA case file according
to the applicable Fulton CAA case file organization policy
 Where appropriate the CAA incorporated placement information to
zealously and proactively advocate for the child’s service needs and the
child’s position in the deprivation litigation
 CAA case file displays current placement prominently; including a copy of
ICPC
3 – satisfactory: “adequately maintain case file”
 The CAA case file adequately conformed to A through G as described above
 The placement information was easily located in the CAA case file according
to the applicable Fulton CAA office policy
 The CAA case file documentation evidenced CAA review of the placement
information
2 - needs improvement
 The CAA case file partially conformed to A through G above
 The placement information was not easily located in the CAA case file or is
not in the file according to the Fulton CAA case file organization policy
 The CAA case file did not contain legible notes recording the action steps
the CAA took to obtain the placement information (requests either written
or oral, motions, releases, subpoenas) and the timing of the actions taken
to obtain the documents
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 There are no indications in the CA case file that the placement information
has been reviewed
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA case file failed to document the child’s current placement and contact
information
 CAA case file did not address the issues in A through G above
0 - not applicable.
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Release of Information
Releases of information for medical, drug treatment and mental health treatment
properly executed by the parents would facilitate the CAAs obtaining these
records when the attorney deems it is necessary and appropriate for the
deprivation case. If CAAs had these forms available at every court hearing, then
when the parent is present the release could be presented to the parent for
signature.
Case Notes - Release of Information - Child or Parent
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"
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The CAA case files met the scoring standard for 3 – satisfactory: “adequately
maintain case file”, in 0 out of 36 or in 0% of the CAA case files where properly
executed releases of information were or should have been present.
Release of Information Measurement
When appropriate and necessary to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy,
A. CAA’s case file should contain the correct releases and CAA is able to obtain
“appropriate and necessary” medical and mental health records for the
child and parent or guardian as deemed “appropriate and necessary” given
the deprivation issues before the court
B. CAA’s case file should contain, if necessary, an appropriate HIPPA order
from the court or motion to obtain a HIPPA order
C. CAA’s case file notes should demonstrate the child client was advised of
potential use of this information and the privileges that attach to this
information
Scoring for Release of Information
4 – excellent “superior”
 The CAA case file documentation conformed and exceeded the standards
set in A through C above
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 The CAA case file documentation was outstanding, the documentation
evidences meticulous organization, thorough review and detailed note
taking
 The releases of information are easily located in the CAA case file according
to the applicable Fulton CAA case file organization policy
 Where appropriate the CAA has used information obtained with the
releases to zealously advocate for the child’s position in the deprivation
litigation
3 – “adequately maintain case file”
 The CAA case file adequately conformed to A through C as described above
 The referenced document was easily located in the CAA case file according
to the applicable Fulton CAA office policy
 The CAA case file documentation evidenced CAA review of the referenced
document
2 - needs improvement
 CAA case file inadequately and sparsely documents A through C above
 CAA case file did not contain the releases or the applicable documents
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA case file did not contain any references to releases or the applicable
documents
0 - not applicable
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Referrals to Resources Or Programs
Case Notes - Referral to Resources or Programs
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

3
14
9

10
0

2

4

6

8

10

Number of Case Files

12

14

16

The CAA case files met the scoring standard for 3 – satisfactory: “adequately
maintain case file”, in 17 out of 26 or in 65% of the CAA case files where referrals
to resources or programs were or should have been present.
Referrals to Resources Or Programs Measurement
When “appropriate and necessary” to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy,
A. CAA’s case file notes should demonstrate CAA knowledge of available
community resources and how to access the resources for the benefit of
the child and the child’s family by making requests for services in court and
out of court; CAA would have knowledge of the DFCS services available
B. CAA’s case file should document when DFCS was to make a referral to a
service or resource and confirmation that the referral was made by DFCS
C. CAA’s case file should contain referrals to services or resources made by
CAA or CAA staff where DFCS failed to make the referral
D. CAA’s case file notes should document any gaps in services (needed service
or if a resource did not exist) and CAA actions to bring the gap to the
Court’s attention; CAAs should consider using RE arguments to promote the
elimination of service gaps; CAA’s case file notes confirm ongoing services
that are being provided to a child and family
E. CAA’s case file should document the CAA’s considerations of the available
resources or efforts to locate services, or if all service needs of the child and
family are currently being met
F. CAA’s case file notes should document the effectiveness of ongoing
services.
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Scoring for Referrals to Resources or Programs
4 – excellent “superior”
 The CAA case file documentation conformed and exceeded the standards
set in A through F above
 The CAA case file documentation was outstanding, the documentation
evidences meticulous organization, thorough review and detailed note
taking
 The referrals are easily located in the CAA case file according to the
applicable Fulton CAA case file organization policy
 Where appropriate the CAA incorporated the referrals to zealously and
proactively advocate for the child’s service needs and the child’s position in
the deprivation litigation
3 – satisfactory: “adequately maintain case file”
 The CAA case file adequately conformed to A through F as described above
 The referral document was easily located in the CAA case file according to
the applicable Fulton CAA office policy
 The CAA case file documentation evidenced CAA initiation or review of the
referral document
 Where appropriate the CAA incorporated the document or used
information contained in the document to advocate for the child’s the
child’s position and the child’s service or resource needs during the
deprivation litigation
2 - needs improvement
 The CAA case file partially conformed to A through F above
 The referral was not easily located in the CAA case file or in the file
according to the Fulton CAA case file organization policy
 The CAA case file did not contain legible notes recording the action steps
the CAA took to obtain the documents (requests either written or oral,
motions, releases, subpoenas) and the timing of the actions taken to obtain
the documents
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA’s case file did not contain any references to the service or resource
needs of the child or family
 CAA’s case file did not address the issues in A through F above
0 - not applicable.
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Investigative Referral by CAA
Fulton CAA has an established policy and procedure for CAA Investigators with
forms for referrals to investigator by the CAA and forms for the investigator’s
report back to the CAA. The policy, referral forms and sample report are
attached as Appendix E.
Case Notes - Referral to Investigator (Form in CAA Case File)
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs…
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

9
8

17
Number of Case Files

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

The CAA case files met the scoring standard for 3 – satisfactory: “adequately
maintain case file”, in 9 out of 17 or in 52% of the CAA case files where referrals
for investigation were or should have been present.
Measurement of Investigative Cover Sheet and Indications of Investigations
When appropriate and necessary to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy,
A. CAA’s case file notes should document the details of any independent
investigations undertaken by the CAA or CAA staff, as determined to be
necessary and appropriate to the case, in the exercise of the CAA’s
professional judgment
B. CAA’s investigation notes should be legible, coherent, prominent and
conform to Fulton CAA case file organization policy
C. CAA’s case file notes should demonstrate the CAA’s holistic approach to
child advocacy, by investigating and evaluating all “appropriate and
necessary” factors which may have contributed to the existing
circumstances of alleged deprivation
D. CAA’s case file notes should contain legible notes of the child client and
witness interviews; family members, caseworker, CASA volunteers, and
others as necessary and appropriate
E. CAA’s case file notes should contain CAA requests for investigator services
on the CAA Investigator Requests Forms, the purpose of this form is to
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provide direction to the assisting investigative support staff and includes a
synopsis of the case, status of the case, and assignment of duties including
witnesses to be interviewed, purpose of interviews, and documents to be
secured and timing for return of requested information..
F. CAA’s case file notes should contain any reports from the investigators,
witness interview forms, confirmation of subpoena service and notes from
staffings between the CAA and the investigator.
Scoring for Investigative Cover Sheet and Indications of Investigations
4 – excellent “superior”
 The CAA case file documentation conformed and exceeded the standards
set in A through F above
 The CAA case file documentation was outstanding, the documentation
evidences meticulous organization, thorough review and detailed note
taking
 The investigator referral case plan was easily located in the CAA case file
according to the applicable Fulton CAA case file organization policy
3 – satisfactory: “adequately maintain case file”
 The CAA case file adequately conformed to A through F as described above
 The referenced document was easily located in the CAA case file according
to the applicable Fulton CAA office policy
2 - needs improvement
 The CAA case file partially conformed to A through F above
 The investigator referral was not easily located in the CAA case file or in the
file according to the Fulton CAA case file organization policy
 CAA case file did not contain details of reports or results of investigation
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA case file did not contain any references to independent investigations
by the CAA or CAA staff
0 - not applicable.
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Witness Interviews and Indications of Investigations
Fulton CAA Office established a policy and standardized for form for witness
interviews which is attached to this report in Appendix L.
Case Notes - Witness Interview or Indications of Investigations
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs…
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not… 0

26
10

Number of Case Files

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

The CAA case files met the scoring standard for 3 – satisfactory: “adequately
maintain case file”, in 26 out of 36 or in 72% of the CAA attorney case files where
witness interviews and other indications of investigation were or should have
been present.
Witness Interviews and Indications of Investigations Measurement
When appropriate and necessary to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy:
A. CAAs or CAA staff should locate, develop and interview potential witnesses
as part of the CAA’s independent investigation
B. Witness Interviews should be documented in the CAA case file; CAA Policy
requires witness interviews be documented on the approved Witness
Interview form and maintained in the CAA case file
C. Witness Interviews should be legible, coherent, prominent and conform to
Fulton CAA case file organization policy
D. CAAs should prepare witnesses for court testimony, appropriate courtroom
demeanor and use subpoenas to secure witness attendance at hearings and
appropriately document the CAA case file
E. CAAs should demonstrate prior knowledge of witnesses, subject matter and
potential testimony based upon prior, effective witness interviews
F. CAAs should demonstrate sufficient trial skills to maximize the effectiveness
of witnesses, develop appropriate and persuasive direct or cross
examination of witnesses and should seek collaboration of witness
statements
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G. If appropriate or necessary to the deprivation action, CAAs should be able
to effectively refresh witness recollection or impeach witness with prior
inconsistent statements
H. CAAs should appropriately document the CAA case file with all in court and
out of court actions “appropriate and necessary” to witnesses.

Scoring for Witness Interviews
4 – excellent “superior”
 The CAA case file documentation conformed and exceeded the standards
set in A through H above
 The CAA case file documentation was outstanding, the documentation
evidences meticulous organization, thorough review and detailed note
taking
 The witness interviews or other indications of investigations are easily
located in the CAA case file according to the applicable Fulton CAA case file
organization policy
 Where appropriate the CAA incorporated the information from the
witness interviews or other investigations to advocate for the child’s
position in the deprivation litigation
3 – “adequately maintain case file”
 The CAA case file partially conformed to A through H above
 The witness interviews or other indications of investigations are easily
located in the CAA case file or in the file according to the Fulton CAA case
file organization policy
 The CAA case file documentation evidenced CAA review of the witness
interviews or other investigations
 Where appropriate the CAA incorporated the information from the
witness interviews or other investigations to advocate for the child’s
position
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2 - needs improvement
 The CAA case file partially conformed to A through H above
 The witness interviews or other indications of investigations are not
easily located in the CAA case file or in the file according to the Fulton
CAA case file organization policy
 no witness interview notes or investigation notes in CAA case file

1 – unsatisfactory
 No indication CAA considered witness interviews or otherwise
conducted an independent investigation of the case facts

0 - not applicable
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Any Other Non Judicial Events for the Child
Case Notes - Indications of Non judicial Events for the Child
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs…
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"
0

2
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Number of Case Files
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The CAA case files met the scoring standard for 3 – satisfactory: “adequately
maintain case file”, in 14 out of 28 or in 50% of the CAA case files where
documentation of other non judicial events was or should have been present.
Any Other Non Judicial Events for the Child Measurement
When appropriate and necessary to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy,
A. CAA case file notes should document any non judicial meetings or staffing
where the child client’s issues of well being might be addressed
B. CAA case file notes should document the CAA’s knowledge of issues and
consideration of the needs of child-clients in non-judicial events including
Family Team Meetings, permanency reviews, or other staffings; educational
administrative and disciplinary proceedings and the securing of
individualized educational plans; mental health advocacy; protection of the
child-client’s interest in the prosecution of defendant parent/guardians in
criminal acts against the child; medical, disability, health, reproductive
rights and resources; substance abuse intervention; and promotion of
Independent Living resources to ensure that children who age-out of the
system have adequate support systems
C. CAA case file notes should document whether the CAA or a CAA
representative attended any of these meetings, the substance of the
meeting and any further action or follow-up by the CAA as a result of the
non judicial event
D. CAA notes of the non judicial event should be legible, coherent, and
prominent and conform to Fulton CAA case file organization policy.
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Scoring for Any other non judicial events for child
4 – excellent “superior”
 The CAA case file documentation conformed and exceeded the standards
set in A through D above
 The CAA case file documentation was outstanding, the documentation
evidences meticulous organization, thorough review and detailed note
taking
 The records or notes from non judicial events for the child are easily
located in the CAA case file according to the applicable Fulton CAA case file
organization policy
 Where appropriate the CAA incorporated the information obtained from
non judicial events for the child to advocate for the child’s position in the
deprivation litigation
 CAA case file notes detail follow up actions taken on behalf of the child
client
3 – satisfactory “adequately maintain case file”
 The CAA case file adequately conformed to A through H as described above
 The records or notes from non judicial events for the child are easily
located in the CAA case file according to the applicable Fulton CAA case file
organization policy
 Where appropriate the CAA incorporated the information obtained from
non judicial events for the child to advocate for the child’s position in the
deprivation litigation
 CAA case file notes detail follow up actions taken on behalf of the child
client
2 - needs improvement
 The CAA case file partially conformed to A through H above
 The referenced document was not easily located in the CAA case file or in
the file according to the Fulton CAA case file organization policy
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA case file did not contain any references to the non judicial events
for the child client
0 - not applicable.
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Child Advocate Attorney and Investigator
Social Worker Attendance At Extra Judicial Meetings or Staffings
January 2008 to June 2008
Jan 08
Feb 08 Mar 08 Apr 08 May 08 June 08
Attorney 1

/

/

/

1

/

1

Attorney 2

/

2

2

5

3

/

Attorney 3

/

/

/

5

/

4

Attorney 4

6

1

4

4

3

/

Attorney 5

/

/

/

3

/

2

Attorney 6

/

11

16

2

/

/

Attorney 7

/

/

/

1

1

1

Attorney 8

/

/

/

/

/

/

Attorney 9

/

1

1

1

/

/

Attorney 10

/

1

2

/

/

1

Attorney 11

/

/

4

/

3

/

Attorney 12

/

1

/

/

/

/

Attorney 13

/

7

1

1

2

1

Attorney 14

/

/

/

6

1

/

Attorney 15

/

1

/

/

3

/

Invest. / Social Wker 1

/

/

/

/

4

3

Invest. / Social Wker 2

/

/

2

2

/

2

Invest. / Social Wker 3

/

4

/

/

1

3

Invest. / Social Wker 4

/

/

3

3

1

/

Invest. / Social Wker 5

/

/

/

/

4

/

Totals

6

29

35

34

26

18
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Appeals Considered
Case Notes - Conflict of Interest Analysis
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs…
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"
0

CASE NOTES
24

5

31
5

10

4

Appeal Considered

1

15

3.5

3

20

2.5

25

2

Number of Case Files

1.5

3

30

1

35

0
32

The CAA case files met the scoring standard for 3 – satisfactory: “adequately
maintain case file”, in 4 out of 4 or 100% of the CAA case files where appeals were
considered by the CAA. The Fulton CAA Office did not have any uniform
methodology to routinely review and staff cases for appealable issues.
Appeals Considered Measurement
When appropriate and necessary to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy,
A. CAAs should adequately document that the CAA perfected the record
during court hearings in order to preserve issues for appeal with clearly
articulated objections, applicable statutory and case law
B. CAAs should document the CAA case file with details of their active
participation in arguing the “child’s position” in appeals filed by other
parties and in appeals filed by the CAAs
C. CAAs should document the CAA case file with details of any considerations
of appealable issues, discussions with the child client and staffing with CAA
supervisor
D. CAAs should demonstrate their knowledge of the Fulton CAA Office Appeals
Protocol through file documentation and in Court observations
E. CAA’s case file should be documented if the CAA considered an emergency
appeal and request for a stay of a Juvenile Court order where returning a
child home would place the child at risk, is contrary to the child’s position
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or where continuation in out of home placement is contrary to the child’s
position
F. CAA’s case file should be appropriately documented if CAA actions serve to
expedite the appeal process; follow up on the transcripts process, make
sure the court orders are all in the record, file responsive pleadings, ect
G. CAA’s case file should demonstrate that the CAA reviewed the Court’s order
for correctness and that it addresses all necessary elements listed below
hereafter:
 Juvenile Court orders must contain explicit findings of fact and
conclusions of law; otherwise, delay in the case may result from the
appellate court’s reversing the case and remanding for clearer
findings
 If the Court makes an error in its order, or doesn’t fully address an
issue, a request for modification of the findings may be made within
20 days of the entry of the Order. See OCGA § 9-11-52 (c)
 CAAs should watch for orders which are silent on key issues or make
mistakes of fact.
Scoring for Appeals Considered
4 – excellent “superior”
 The CAA case file documentation conformed and exceeded the standards
set in A through above
 The CAA case file documentation was outstanding, the documentation
evidences meticulous organization, thorough review and detailed note
taking
 Appeal consideration and staffing with supervisor was easily located in the
CAA case file according to the applicable Fulton CAA case file organization
policy
3 – “adequately maintain case file”
 CAA case file adequately conformed to A through G above
 Appeal consideration and staffing with supervisor was easily located in
the CAA case file according to the applicable Fulton CAA case file
organization policy
 CAA case file notes report follow up actions taken on behalf of the child
client
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2 - needs improvement
 The CAA case file partially conformed to A through H above
 CAA case file contains only limited reference to appeal considerations
rather than a structured decision process including consultation with the
child and the CAA supervisor
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA case file did not contain any references to appeal considerations
0 - not applicable.
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Conflict of Interest Analysis
Case Notes - Conflict of Interest Analysis
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs…
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"
0

CASE NOTES
25 Conflict Analysis

5

31
5

10

4

3.5

15

3

20

2.5

25

2

Number of Case Files

1.5

30

1

5

35

0
31

The CAA case files met the scoring standard for 3 – satisfactory: “adequately
maintain case file”, in 5 out of 31 or 16 % of the CAA case files where conflict
analysis was or should have been present.
Conflict of Interest Analysis Measurement
Fulton CAA Office has established a detailed conflict analysis policy. This policy is
attached as Appendix M and includes several forms and sample pleadings.
A. CAAs should document in their case file notes a conflict analysis that is
consistent with the Fulton CAA Conflict Policy for each situation set forth
below:
In the event the child attorney discovers a conflict of interest or
a potential conflict of interest, the child attorney shall
immediately notify her supervisor.
A conflict of interest analysis staffing shall be scheduled
between the child attorney and the supervisor.
All conflicts of interest must be staffed with the supervisor. .
The child attorney shall NOT announce a conflict of interest to
the Court without first staffing the case with the supervisor.
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The child attorney is expected to explore and consider the “legal
counseling function” with child client as part of the conflict of
interest analysis.
The child attorney and the supervisor will also consider whether
a Guardian Ad Litem Appointment Request should be made to
the Court. Requests for the Appointment of Guardian Ad Litem
must be approved by the Supervisor. {Form is attached to this
policy,}
B. In the event the CAA discovers a potential conflict during a hearing the
Fulton CAA Conflict Policy directive is as follows:
Conflicts Discovered During a Hearing
If a conflict of interest is discovered during a hearing, the child
attorney shall request to approach the bench, advise the Court
of a potential conflict and request a brief recess to contact the
attorney’s supervisor or Director.
The supervisor or the Director will then consult with the child
attorney to determine the validity of the conflict of interest
whether legal counseling or a formal Notice of Conflict is the
appropriate course of action.
C. Fulton CAAs should also consider and document potential conflicts and
conflict analysis in the following cases:
The child client directs the child attorney to take a position
which the child attorney determines would be seriously injurious
to the child as opposed to merely being contrary to the lawyer’s
opinion of what would be in the child’s interests.
The child client directs the attorney to take a position which the
attorney determines is prohibited by law or without any factual
foundation.
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The child’s attorney shall not reveal the basis of the request for
appointment of a guardian ad litem which would compromise
the child’s position.
D. CAA’s conflict analysis should be ongoing throughout the duration of the
deprivation case and the CAA’s representation of the child, the CAA case
file notes should demonstrate an ongoing, continuous vigilance to potential
conflicts; conflict analysis for each deprivation case should apply legally
sound principles consistent with the Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct
and the ABA standards
E. CAA case file notes should document actions taken by the CAA if a conflict
is confirmed and approved by the supervisor
F. CAA case file notes should demonstrate The CAA actions following the
discovery of a conflict do not jeopardize any rights of the child client
G. CAA case file notes of the conflict analysis should be legible, coherent,
prominent and conform to Fulton CAA case file organization policy
Scoring for Conflict Analysis
4 – excellent “superior”
 The CAA case file documentation conformed and exceeded the standards
set in A through G above
 The CAA case file documentation was outstanding, the documentation
evidences meticulous organization, thorough review and detailed note
taking
 The conflict analysis documentation was easily located in the CAA case file
according to the applicable Fulton CAA case file organization policy
3 – satisfactory: “adequately maintain case file”
 The CAA case file adequately conformed to A through G as described
above
 The conflict analysis document was easily located in the CAA case file
according to the applicable Fulton CAA office policy
2 - needs improvement
 The CAA case file partially conformed to A through G above
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 The referenced document was not easily located in the CAA case file or
in the file according to the Fulton CAA case file organization policy
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA case file did not contain any references to conflict analysis
0 - not applicable.
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Case Activity Log - File Activity
 Staffings w/ DFCS or SAAGs
 Negotiations / Mediations
 CASA Collaboration
 Contacts on Case
 Discovery issues

Kenny A Appendix A-3
Kenny A Appendix B-6
Kenny A Appendix B-9
Kenny A Appendix A-3, A-4, B-7
Kenny A Consent Principles 4;
Kenny A Appendix A-7, B-2, B-3

Fulton CAA Office has established a policy to document all file or case activity and
a form which is to be used to document the CAA case files with activities not
documented elsewhere. Below is the approved Fulton CAA Case Activity Log and
is available on the JCATS Deprived computer system.
CASE ACTIVITY LOG
 CAAs should keep a chronological of list of all other actions taken on behalf
of a child client;
 This log documentation includes:
DATE:
TIME:
NOTES:

date of the activity
how much time was spent on the activity
substance and subject of the activity,
who, what, when, why, follow up or resolution

Example
Case Activity Log
Name:

Jane and John Smith

Date

Time

2-1-07

45 min

2-4-07
2-9-07
2-9-07
2-12-07

15 min
2 hours
2 hours
.5

File No.:

12345

Notes
PCH, waiver, interview casemanager, placement, set up new case file, received placement
info, set up home visit with child
Received Petition,
FTM, see sep notes on content
Home visit to child clients, see child interview form
Staffed case with investigator
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Case Activity Log - Staffings with DFCS SAAGs, Attys., Relatives, Service
Providers, Casemanagers, Witnesses, Parties
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs…
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

6
6
21

3

0

5

10

Case Activity Log – CAA Policy
26

4

Staffings w/ DFCS, SAAGs, other attys,
service providers, relatives, parties

Number of Case Files

15

3.5

3

6

20

2.5

6

2

1.5

25

1

0

21

3

The CAA case files met the scoring standard for 3 – satisfactory: “adequately
maintain case file”, in 12 out of 33 or 36 % of the CAA case files where
documentation from staffing was or should have been present.
Case Activity Log - CASA Collaboration
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

6

Number of Case Files

0

Case Activity Log – CAA Policy
28

1

2

4

3

3.5

CASA Collaboration

4

3

2.5

5

2

6

1.5

1

6

The CAA case files met the scoring standard for 3 – satisfactory: “adequately
maintain case file”, in 6 out of 6 or 100 % of the CAA case files where CASA
collaboration documentation was or should have been present.
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7

0
30

Case Activity Log - Contacts on Case - record ID & Content of contact
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs Improvement"
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

8
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5
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Case Activity Log – CAA Policy
Case Contacts – record id and
29
content of contact
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3.5

8
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3
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Number of Case Files
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1
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0

5

The CAA case files met the scoring standard for 3 – satisfactory: “adequately
maintain case file”, in 21 out of 31 or 68 % of the CAA case files where
documentation of contacts was or should have been present.
Case Contacts Measurement - id and content record
A.
CASE ACTIVITY LOG should be present in each CAA case file
B.
CAAs should follow the established Fulton CAA protocol for the Case
Activity Log
C.
CAAs should adequately document the CAA case file with a
chronological account of ALL actions taken on behalf of a child client,
including telephone contacts
D.
This Case Activity Log documentation includes:
DATE:
date of the activity
TIME:
how much time was spent on the activity
NOTES:
substance and subject of the activity, who, what, when,
why, follow up or resolution
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Scoring for Case Contact
4 – excellent “superior”
 The CAA case file documentation conformed and exceeded the standards
set in A through D above
 The CAA case file documentation was outstanding, the documentation
evidences meticulous organization, thorough review and detailed note
taking
3 – satisfactory: “adequately maintain case file”
 The CAA case file adequately conformed to A through D as described above
 The referenced document was easily located in the CAA case file according
to the applicable Fulton CAA office policy
2 - needs improvement
 The CAA case file partially conformed to A through D above
 The case activity log was not easily located in the CAA case file or in the file
according to the Fulton CAA case file organization policy
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA case file did not contain any references to case contacts
0 - not applicable
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Contact with other Attorneys
(SAAGs, Parent Attorneys or other Attorneys)
CAA interaction with other attorneys will be observed both in and out of Court
and documented in the CAA case file.
Contact with other Attorneys Measurement
When appropriate and necessary to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy,
A. CAAs should demonstrate negotiation skills while interacting with other
attorneys
B. CAAs should expedite the court process and enhance permanency for
the child by initiating or fully participating in discussions with opposing
attorneys in reference to issues of agreement between the parties,
common goals of the parties and ways contested issues might be
streamlined for trial
C. CAAs interactions with other attorneys should be respectful while
maintaining the child’s position
D. CAAs should when necessary request recognition and acknowledgement
that the child is a party to the deprivation action and entitled to all legal
notice and full participation in the court process
E. CAAs should initiate or be involved in any settlement negotiations
F. CAAs would either consent or object to any settlements of the
deprivation case and perfect the court record
G. CAAs should participate in or initiate pre-trial, staffing and ongoing
contact w/ opposing attorneys as the CAA determines appropriate
H. CAAs should document the CAA case file, Case Activity Log or hearing
notes with the date and substance of any pretrial negotiations w/
opposing attorneys
Scoring For Contact with other Attorneys
4 – excellent “superior”
 The CAA case file documentation (case activity log) conformed and
exceeded the standards set in A through H above
 The CAA case file documentation was outstanding, the case activity log
documentation evidences meticulous organization, thorough review and
detailed note taking
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3 – satisfactory: “adequately maintain case file”
 The CAA case file, case activity log, adequately conformed to A through H
as described above
 The case activity log referenced document was easily located in the CAA
case file according to the applicable Fulton CAA office policy
2 - needs improvement
 The CAA case file, case activity log, partially conformed to A through
above
 The case activity log was not easily located in the CAA case file or in the file
according to the Fulton CAA case file organization policy
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA case file did not contain any references to contact with other
attorneys
0 - not applicable
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Interactions with Other Legal Parties Measurement
(Staffing w/ DFCS, parents, CASA)
CAA interaction with other legal parties will be observed both in and out of Court.
Out of court observation of CAA interaction with DFCS case managers may be
limited as several of the attorneys for DFCS (SAAGs) have indicated the CAA is
NOT allowed to speak to the case managers outside the presence of the SAAG or
in the courtroom.
Interactions with Other Legal Parties Measurement
When appropriate and necessary to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy,
A. CAAs should have the knowledge to recognize other legal parties and if
necessary bring to the attention of the Court and document the CAA case
file accordingly
B. CAAs should demonstrate negotiation – mediation skills while interacting
with other legal parties and document the CAA case file accordingly
C. CAAs should expedite the court process and thereby permanency for the
child, by initiating and fully participating in discussions with other legal
parties in reference to issues of agreement between the parties, common
goals of the parties and ways contested issues might be streamlined for
trial
D. CAA interaction with other legal parties should be respectful while
maintaining the child’s position
E. When necessary CAAs would request recognition and acknowledgement by
the Court and opposing counsel that the child is a party to the deprivation
action and entitled to all legal notice and full participation in the court
process
F. CAA participates in and initiate pre-trials, staffings and ongoing contact w/
other legal parties as the CAA determines appropriate
G. CAAs would document the CAA case file, case activity log, with the date and
substance of all contacts w/ other legal parties
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Scoring for Interactions with other legal parties
4 – excellent “superior”
 The CAA case file documentation (case activity log) conformed and
exceeded the standards set in A through G above
 The CAA case file documentation (case activity log) is outstanding, the
documentation evidences meticulous organization, thorough review and
detailed note taking
3 – satisfactory: “adequately maintain case file”
 The CAA case file, case activity log, adequately conformed to A through G
as described above
 The case activity log was easily located in the CAA case file according to the
applicable Fulton CAA office policy
2 - needs improvement
 The CAA case file, case activity log, partially conformed to A through G
above
 The case activity log was not easily located in the CAA case file or in the file
according to the Fulton CAA case file organization policy
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA case activity log did not contain any references to contact with
other legal parties
0 - not applicable
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Interactions with Other Interested Persons
(foster parents, school teachers, day care or child care provider, employers,
neighbors, relatives, friends, athletic coaches, and others who would contribute
to the CAA’s knowledge of the child, his or her family, the “cultural context” of
the child and other factors used by the CAA to develop the “child’s position”.
Interactions with Other Interested Persons Measurement
When appropriate and necessary to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy,
A. CAAs should document in the CAA case file interaction with other
interested parties through interviews with such persons designed to obtain
information which contributes to the CAA’s knowledge of the child, his or
her family, the “cultural context” of the child and other factors which the
CAA will use to develop the “child’s position” and further the CAA’s
independent investigation of the case
B. CAAs interaction with other interested parties should be respectful,
appropriate and timely
C. CAAs should adequately document interactions with other interested
parties in the case file including how the interaction contributed to the
CAA’s knowledge of the child and his or her family or the child’s “cultural
context”
Scoring for Interactions with other interested persons
4 – excellent “superior”
 The CAA case file documentation (case activity log) conformed and
exceeded the standards set in A through C above
 The CAA case activity log is outstanding, the documentation evidences
meticulous organization, thorough review and detailed note taking
3 – satisfactory: “adequately maintain case file”
 The CAA case file adequately (case activity log) conformed to A through C
as described above
 The case activity log was easily located in the CAA case file according to the
applicable Fulton CAA office policy
2 - needs improvement
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 The CAA case file case activity log partially conformed to A through C
above
 The case activity log was not easily located in the CAA case file or in the file
according to the Fulton CAA case file organization policy
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA case file did not contain any references to contact with other
interested persons
0 - not applicable
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Negotiation / Mediation Participation
Case Activity Log - Negotiations / Mediations
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs…
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"
0
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Case Activity Log – CAA Policy
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The CAA case files met the scoring standard for 3 – satisfactory: “adequately
maintain case file”, in 7 out of 7 or 100 % of the CAA case files where
negotiations or mediation documentation was or should have been present.
Negotiation / Mediation Participation Measurement
When appropriate and necessary to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy,
A. CAA case file notes should document negotiation and mediation skills by
the CAA during the CAA’s active participation in any and all pretrial
negotiations, mediations or other consensual or cooperative resolutions of
the deprivation case with the other attorneys or parties; CAAs should
record the activity in the CAA case file
B. CAAs should document in the case file that the child was considered a party
to the deprivation action in any mediations or negotiations
C. CAAs should document their knowledge of all the case facts and potential
judicial rulings when negotiating so as to maximize the child client’s
outcome
D. CAAs should document whether they either consented or objected to any
settlements of the deprivation case
E. CAAs should continuously document the CAA case file with details of any
ongoing mediations or negotiations.
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Scoring for Negotiation / Mediation Participation
4 – excellent “superior”
 The CAA case file documentation conformed and exceeded the standards
set in A through E above
 The CAA case file documentation of negotiations or mediations is
outstanding, the documentation evidences meticulous organization,
thorough review and detailed note taking
3 – satisfactory: “adequately maintain case file”
 The CAA case file adequately conformed to A through E as described above
 The case file documentation of negotiations or mediations was easily
located in the CAA case file according to the applicable Fulton CAA office
policy
2 - needs improvement
 The CAA case file partially conformed to A through E above
 The case file documentation of negotiations or mediations was not easily
located in the CAA case file or in the file according to the Fulton CAA case
file organization policy
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA case file did not contain any references to negotiations or
mediations
0 - not applicable
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Discovery Issues
This measure may be altered as the Fulton CAA Office and DFCS work
toward a consistent, productive, effective protocol for the sharing of information
necessary to the deprivation action OR if a standing court order is obtained and
enforced. This measure would then be changed to evaluate CAA actions to obtain
or enforce the protocol or standing order. Pending final approval, the Fulton CAA
Office and the County DFCS have a proposed agreement of “information sharing;”
a copy of which is located in Appendix M.
Case Activity Log - Discovery (Protocol Pending)
4 "Excellent"
3.5
3 "Satisfactory"
2.5
2 "Needs…
1.5
1 "Unsatisfactory"
0 "Not Applicable"

2

34
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Case Activity Log – CAA Policy
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Discovery issues, motions or requests made
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40

3

2.5

1

0

2

Pending office wide policy

Discovery Issues Measurement
When appropriate and necessary to advance the child’s position, the child’s
permanency objectives, the CAA’s theory of the case and the CAA’s trial strategy,
A. CAAs should be continuously vigilant regarding any investigation or
information gathering issues which require the filing of formal discovery
motions
B. CAAs should adequately document the CAA case file if formal discovery is
required and any follow up CAA actions taken
C. CAAs should adequately document the CAA case file with details of any
hearings, contact with other entities, receipt of discovery documents,
subpoenas served, motions filed, or other matters related to discovery.
Scoring for Discovery issues
4 – excellent “superior”
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 The CAA case file documentation conformed and exceeded the standards
set in A through C above
 The CAA case file documentation of discovery issues is outstanding, the
documentation evidences meticulous organization, thorough review and
detailed note taking
3 – satisfactory: “adequately maintain case file”
 The CAA case file adequately conformed to A through C as described above
 The case file documentation of discovery issues was easily located in the
CAA case file according to the applicable Fulton CAA office policy
2 - needs improvement
 The CAA case file partially conformed to A through C above
 The case file documentation of discovery issues was not easily located in
the CAA case file or in the file according to the Fulton CAA case file
organization policy
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA case file did not contain any references to discovery issues
0 - not applicable
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Attorney Hearing Notes
Kenny A Consent page 6, Section 7 (B) – mandates CAA file documentation of all
activities required by the Kenny A Consent Order, and Kenny A Appendix B-11
Attorney Hearing Notes
 do hearing notes record attorney, witness, party actions at hearing and
court’s order for each hearing?
31. Legible
32. Pre-trial Actions (with judge or other attorneys, parties, child,
casemanager, other witnesses)
33. Type of Hearings Identified – timely?
34. Documents Legal Party Present for Hearing; confirm service
35. Continuance Issues???? Who asked, why, “compelling reason”, effect on
child objective?
36. Opening Statement (Child’s Position) – Intro and child position / objective
37. Closing Argument (Child’s Position) and what CAA requested, statutes?
Caselaw? Facts?
38. Reasonable Efforts? Sufficient or Challenged? Ct order finding? What
were the RE in case?
39. Records Documents Admitted - and CAA position of admission
40. Records Witnesses Testimony
41. Records Motions – oral or written, CAA Position and Ct Ruling
42. Records Objections made by CAA, responded to by CAA and Ct’s Ruling
43. Records Court Order, includes Next Hearing Date
44. Monitoring of Court Order and Issues of Compliance by Parent, DFCS
45. Documents Services received / needed – who requested what, status of
services, timeframe
46. What Next - based on Attorney Hearing Notes would you know what
happened at hearing, the next steps for each party and CAA
The Fulton CAA Office has established an extensive and detailed policy related to
the completion and timing of the CAA’s completing the Attorney Hearing Notes
form during and after each court appearance. According to the Fulton CAA policy,
each time a deprivation case is before the Court, the assigned CAA is required to
complete the Attorney Hearing Notes form, copy attached in Appendix S and then
enter the information into the JCATS deprived system.
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Attorney Hearing Notes Measurement
A. CAAs should complete the Attorney Hearing Notes and incorporate them in
the CAA Case File in a manner consistent with the established Fulton CAA
Policy
B. CAAs completion of the Attorney Hearing Notes should be timely and
thorough
C. CAAs completion of the Attorney Hearing Notes should be ongoing
throughout the duration of the deprivation case and the CAA’s
representation of the child
D. CAA case file notes should demonstrate an ongoing, continuous vigilance to
documenting all in and out of court activities
E. Attorney Hearing Notes should be legible, coherent, and prominent, and
should conform to Fulton CAA case file organization policy
Scoring for Attorney Hearing Notes
4 – excellent “superior”
 The CAA case file documentation of Attorney Hearing Notes conformed and
exceeded the standards set in A through E above
 The CAA case file documentation of Attorney Hearing Notes is outstanding,
the documentation evidences meticulous organization, thorough review
and detailed note taking
3 – satisfactory: “adequately maintain case file”
 The CAA case file adequately conformed to A through E as described above
 The Attorney Hearing Notes are easily located in the CAA case file according
to the applicable Fulton CAA office policy
2 - needs improvement
 The CAA case file partially conformed to A through E above
 The Attorney Hearing Notes are not easily located in the CAA case file or in
the file according to the Fulton CAA case file organization policy
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA case file did not contain any references to Attorney Hearing Notes.
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3

Child Interview
Kenny A Consent, page 3, Principles 3, 6 and 7;
Kenny A Appendix A-5, A- 6, B-2, B-5, B-8, B-10, B-12






Ch Position on Case – objective, legal counseling by CAA
Number and Length of Contacts
Explain Court Process, CAA Role, Child Rights, Position on Attending Hearing
Atty/ Cl Rel
Child’s quality of life issues while in out of home placement

Each time a child client is contacted by either the assigned CAA or CAA staff, the
event should be documented in the CAA case file. The Fulton CAA Office has
established detailed policy and protocols to address the issues of child client
contact, child Interview form, communication with non verbal children, and the
child’s attendance at court hearings.
Fulton Child Advocate Attorney Policy is attached in Appendix H.

Child Interview
Ch Position on Case – objective, legal
47
counseling by CAA

4
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44%
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Child’s quality of life issues while in out
51
of home placement 49
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1
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25
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The “% column” above indicates the percentage of cases in which the in court
actions of the CAA met the scoring standard for satisfactory of “3 – satisfactory adequate, effective and zealous” for the corresponding measure.
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File Review - Child Interview: Attorney Client Relationshipes
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Child Interview Measurement
A. CAA case file notes should demonstrate the CAA maintained regular and
meaningful contact with child/client, caretaker, provider and parents (when
needed)
B. CAA case file notes should demonstrate the CAA has established and
maintained an attorney/client relationship with the child by participating in
age and developmentally appropriate communication.
C. CAA case file notes should demonstrate the initial communication with the
child client involved the following explanations to the child:
 Your role and that of other individuals.
 The allegations against the parent(s).
 Purpose of the hearing.
 The current status of the case
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30

 Whether the child will attend the hearing and what would the goal(s)
be for doing so?
 Child’s desires or wishes.
 Helpful or needed information.
 Meaningful ways for the child to participate.
 Child’s rights under the law
 List of commonly used legal terms and how these terms could be used
in the courtroom.
 Approximate length of the hearing.
 Waiting period and how the child would be entertained or supervised.
 Potential outcomes
 Contact information.
 Give the child the booklet, “Going to Court,” and encourage him or
her to read it.
D. CAA case file notes should demonstrate the CAA saw and interviewed the
child in the child’s natural environment, if of verbal age or observed the
child, if of non-verbal age
E. CAA case file notes should demonstrate the CAA interviewed the child
within 30 days prior to all scheduled formal hearings and at every key stage
of the child’s representation and any time there is an emergency
F. CAA case file should contains the Child Interview form CAA case file notes
document the child’s position, the length of the contact between the CAA
and the child client, the number of contacts, the CAA assessment of the
establishment of the Attorney – client relationship and whether the CAA
explained the court process to the child including the child’s attendance at
court hearings.
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Scoring for Child Interview
4 – excellent “superior”
 The CAA child interview file documentation conformed and exceeded the
standards set in A through F above
 The CAA child interview file documentation was outstanding, the
documentation evidences meticulous organization, thorough review and
detailed note taking
3 – satisfactory: “adequately maintain case file”
 The CAA child interview file adequately conformed to A through F as
described above
 The child interview documentation was easily located in the CAA case file
according to the applicable Fulton CAA office policy
2 - needs improvement
 The CAA child interview documentation partially conformed to A through F
above
 The child interview documentation was not easily located in the CAA case
file or in the file according to the Fulton CAA case file organization policy
1 – unsatisfactory
 CAA case file did not contain any references to child interview or
contain any child interview documentation
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Positive Developments, Recommendations &
Conclusions
Court observations over the past year reveal that the CAAs are improving the
quality of their representation, the vigor of their advocacy and their compliance
with the dictates of Kenny A.
Points of Zealous Advocacy Observed
 Thank you note to CAA for a job well done. Appendix T
Child’s Presence During Court Hearings
CAAs have been observed making stronger and more assertive requests for the
child, a party in the case, to participate in court hearings. The CAAs have been
making these motions despite knowing that some Judges and SAAGs generally
oppose the presence of children in court, particularly young children. A protocol
regarding participation by children has been developed by the CAA Office and has
been presented to the CAB (Child Advocate Board) for additional comments, See
Appendix J, O, P. The CAA Managing Attorney is actively pursuing protocols with
DFCS and the Court regarding the child client’s presence and attendance at court
hearings and transportation of the child. Additionally, CAAs have been
conscientiously perfecting the record and preserving for appeal the issue of the
child client’s exclusion. CAAs have been observed during in-office case staffings
discussing this issue and the possibility of appeal.
Child Contact (away from Court)
CAAs and investigators are making more quality contacts with the children away
from the courthouse setting. During this reporting period, 61% of the child client
contacts were away from the courthouse.
Trial Skills
CAAs get high marks for interacting constructively with opposing counsel, DFCS
case managers, court personnel, and child clients. CAAs trial practice skills are
improving. Direct and cross examination are increasingly targeted and effective
and CAAs have been utilizing objections and motions constructively.
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Case File Documentation & Documentation of CAA Staff Activity
CAA case files have shown much improvement, particularly those files which have
been converted to the four prong organization model. There are more
documents and records, court orders, case plans and documentation of contacts
and investigations.
JCATS Deprived & Case Counts
During the current reporting period, the Fulton CAAs continued to have difficulty
in identifying an exact point in time case count for each CAA and an accurate list
of the names of the child clients for each CAA. With the full implementation of
JCATS Deprived and greater CAA documentation this issue should improve during
the next evaluation period.
Fulton County has resolved some internal and external reforms but all the
reforms recommended by the Workload Study have NOT been completed and
based on the Workload Study criteria, the Fulton CAA Office recommended
caseload per CAA falls somewhere in the middle of 80 and 100 cases per CAA, far
fewer than the average of 126 cases per CAA. Clearly additional resources will be
needed to fulfill the requirements of the Kenny A Consent Decree.
Advocacy Areas Requiring Improvement
A major deficit in the legal representation of the CAA’s generally is their inability
to achieve permanence for their young clients as required by state law and ASFA.
One observed case involved a child who had been cleared for adoption by TPR in
1999 and was still in an Another Planned Permanent Living Arrangement rather
than a permanent home.
There are several barriers which the CAAs should assertively address on behalf of
the child’s permanence:
 Persistent Poverty and Substance Abuse Issues for Parents. Many parents
who fail to make the necessary changes to allow them to parent their
children safely have underlying substance abuse problems and frequently
live in dire poverty. Where the child’s expressed objective is reunification,
these deprivation cases present numerous challenges including ineffective
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advocacy for the parent, numerous or long term involvement with the child
welfare system, multiple children in foster care or generational deprivation
issues, parental difficulty accessing services, frequent relapses and parental
inability to make the necessary rehabilitation within the federal and state
time limits. CAAs should have established procedures for staffing these
cases (where reunification is highly unlikely) with the CAA supervisor to
identify possible alternatives for the child client and strategies which
continue to honor the child’s expressed preference while recognizing the
need for timely alternatives for the child’s permanence.
Situations where reunification is the child’s objective and reunification
would be likely but is stalled due to ineffective parent legal representation
combined with insufficient support for the reunification from DFCS;
Some CAA’s are less knowledgeable than others about service providers,
including the quality of what those providers offer, where they are, how to
access them, etc., and less likely as a result to advocate for specific services
to meet the needs of clients or their parent(s);
Service delivery delays;
As recently as June 2008, continuances occurred in 38% of the deprivation
cases.
Delays (often lengthy) in the preparation, signing, filing and distributing of
court orders;
Placement disruptions and serial placements;
Reasonable Efforts
It is imperative that the CAAs consistently and vigorously insist that
Reasonable Efforts be made to meet the child’s needs in every case, most
significantly the need for permanency, including reunification, termination
of parental rights, and post termination efforts to locate adoptive
placements or guardianships, and that they move that the court state on
the record the specific findings of fact which support the Court’s reasonable
efforts determination. Court observations reveal that these issues are too
frequently not addressed.
Relative Placement Resources
There appears to be a paucity of quality out-of-home placements for
deprived children which places a high premium on increasing the number
of such placements. CAAs sometimes identify known relatives who might
be placement options, but could also advocate for utilization of the Federal
Parent Locator Service or a widely known service called Family Finding,
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both of which have frequently located previously unknown relatives who
become placement options. Some of the issues related to relative
placements may be alleviated with the development of the Kinship Care
Protocol and the navigator program described in Appendix K.
Perhaps most concerning, some CAAs lack a sense of urgency about the
overarching needs of children for permanency and stability and awareness that
independent living, aging out, alternative planned permanent living
arrangements, and awaiting adoption are not satisfactory alternatives to real
permanency.
Additional CAA advocacy areas requiring further improvement include the
following:
Theory of the Case – Case Strategy – Child’s Objectives
Having a clearly defined client-directed model of representation also includes
developing a theory of the case, the child’s position or objective for the
deprivation case which then dictates the strategies and focus the CAA will employ
throughout the litigation.
There are several concepts which could be developed to give each case direction.
All children involved in the deprivation process need their safety, permanency
and well being to be promoted, first within their family of origin and if not there,
then in another permanent placement. During case observation and file review,
this type of basic objective and underlying goals common to all cases were not
often evident.
Educational Needs of Child
Children’s educational placements and performance are frequently addressed in
court. Many children are moved to a new school when their placements change.
Some CAAs request alternatives to school placement changes, while others seem
resigned to another significant disruption in their client’s life. There is also little
discussion of FERPA, IDEA and its processes and McKinny Vento was never
mentioned.
Case Plans and CCFA
Case plans and the CCFA (comprehensive child and family assessment) should
guide the direction of the case, including its treatment objectives, its expectations
of parents and the agency, visitation and other services, and performance criteria
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for fulfilling those expectations, yet they were rarely mentioned and even less
frequently discussed or relied upon as the blueprint for resolution of the case.
Case plans provide CAAs with a significant opportunity to advocate for the child’s
position and the child’s objectives. CAAs should also be routinely advocating for
services which are not included in the agency case plan, but which will benefit
their clients.
Health and Mental Health Issues
Addressing health and mental health issues is critically important for most foster
children, many of whom have lived in environments that didn’t adequately afford
them those services. Research estimates regarding the prevalence of mental
health issues among foster children range as high as 80%. Federal law requires
that all foster children be provided with EPSDT services (Early and Periodic
Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment.) yet these needs (not to mention rights)
were almost never mentioned in the courtroom by CAAs.
Visitation (Quality & Quantity)
Some research has shown that visitation is the service most correlated with
reunification, but as important as it is to children and parents, it is rarely
mentioned in the Fulton County Juvenile Court. Presumably it is occurring, but its
availability, accessibility, frequency, duration and quality cannot be determined
from court observations.
Continuance Policy for CAAs
In its first report, the Accountability Agent noted the extraordinarily high
number of continued deprivation cases – 47%. Continuances delay permanency
for children and are disrespectful of litigants and attorneys. Since then the Court
implemented a continuance policy which has reduced the number of
continuances to 38%, still far too high a number, but indicative of progress. CAAs
should oppose continuances except in the most extraordinary circumstances.
Quality of Representation
Over the past year, courtroom observation of CAAs has revealed steady
improvement in the quality of their representation, the vigor of their advocacy
and their compliance with the dictates of Kenny A. Given the future trainings
planned and other resources being accessed by the CAA administration, it is
anticipated the improvements in CAA advocacy will continue.
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